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Vast amounts of carbon are stored forest soils, a product of decaying organic matter. 

Increased CO2 in the atmosphere is predicted to lead to increasing global temperatures, and more 

extreme moisture regimes. Such increases in mean temperature could accelerate the rate of 

organic matter decay in soils and lead to additional release of CO2 into the atmosphere, thus 

exacerbating climate change. However, due to its impact on plant metabolism, high atmospheric 

CO2 concentrations may also lead to greater condensed tannins (CT) and reduced nitrogen (N) 

content in leaf litter. This reduction in litter quality has the potential to slow decay of organic 

matter in soil and therefore offset the accelerated decay resulting from a warmer climate. My 

research aimed to quantify the effects of climate and litter chemistry, specifically CT and N, on 

litter decay, N mineralization and associated microbes in the field. Strings of litterbags were laid 

on the forest floor along climate transects of mature Douglas-fir stands of coastal British 

Columbia rain-shadow forests. In-situ climate was monitored alongside carbon and nitrogen loss 

over 3.58 years of decay along three transects located at different latitudes, each transect 

spanning the coastal Western Hemlock and Douglas-fir biogeoclimatic zones. Microbial 

communities in the decaying litter and in forest soils were also analysed using polymerase chain 

reaction-denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (PCR-DGGE). Microbial biogeography at field 

sites was partially influenced by climate, soil characteristics and spatial distance, but did not 

improve best fit decay models using climate and litter chemistry variables. Litter with greater 

initial CT and smaller N concentration slowed down early decay (0 - 0.58 yr) and net N 

mineralization. Warmer temperatures accelerated later decay (0.58 - 3.58 yr) and net N 

mineralization. Water-soluble CT were rapidly lost during decay, while other forms of CT were 
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likely responsible for slower decay. The composition of fungal communities on decaying litter 

was affected by initial concentrations of CT and N. On a yearly basis, the slower decay of litter 

with high CT and reduced N content can offset accelerated rates of decay associated with 

warmer temperatures. Concurrent shifts in microbial communities and net N mineralisation 

suggest potential benefits to trees.  
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Chapter 1 : General introduction 

1.1 Overview of carbon in soil 

Vast amounts of carbon (C) are stored in forest soils, a product of decaying organic 

matter (Kurz et al. 1995, Tarnocai et al. 2009, Kurz et al. 2013). The rate of soil organic 

matter decay and subsequent release of C back into the atmosphere is mediated by 

microbial communities and strongly influenced by temperature, moisture and litter 

chemistry (Raich and Potter 1995, Fierer et al. 2009, Prescott 2010). Increased CO2 in the 

atmosphere is predicted to lead to increasing global temperatures, as well as more 

extreme moisture regimes (Solomon et al. 2007). Such increases in mean temperature 

could accelerate the rate of decay in soils and lead to additional release of CO2 into the 

atmosphere, thus exacerbating climate change. However due to its impact on plant 

metabolism, high atmospheric CO2 concentrations may also lead to greater C to nitrogen 

(N) ratios in leaf litter (Liu et al. 2005, Parsons et al. 2008). This reduction in litter 

quality has the potential to slow decay of organic matter in soil and therefore offset the 

accelerated decay resulting from a warmer climate.  

This thesis aims to address the interactive effects of climate and litter chemistry on 

litter decay and N cycling. This was achieved by experimental litter manipulations in the 

field and in-situ microclimatic monitoring on sites along a climate transect. A major 

focus was quantifying and tracking condensed tannins (CT) during decay in order to 

provide mechanistic basis for observed effects. The work also involved a biogeographic 

study of important microbial functional groups at the field sites and tracked microbial 

colonization of litter throughout the duration of the study.  

This literature review begins with an overview of important primary and secondary 

plant metabolites predicted to be affected by climate change. Then I describe the various 

factors known to influence decomposition and C sequestration of plant litter. I also 

describe the fundamental roles microbial communities play in controlling decomposition 

and nutrient-cycling in forest floors. A final section outlines the predicted effects of 

climate change on plant leaf chemistry and below-ground communities, in order to give 

context for the experimental variables I used in this research. Finally, I conclude this 

chapter with an outline of my experimental objectives and of the approaches I used to 
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assess the impacts of climate change on litter decay, N mineralization and associated 

microbial communities. More detailed background is provided in each of the chapters, 

which are written as stand-alone manuscripts for publication. 

 

1.2 Introduction to plant primary and secondary metabolism 

Most land plants are autotrophic and produce carbohydrates via photosynthesis, fixing 

CO2 from the atmosphere by using light energy and water and nutrients obtained from the 

soil. The enzyme ribulose-1, 5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco) is 

responsible for catalyzing the addition of CO2 to ribulose-1, 5-bisphosphate (RuBP). 

Using energy from light harvesting reactions, the resulting carbon skeletons are processed 

to produce carbohydrates and regenerate RuBP. In plants, Rubisco is the only enzyme 

capable of converting CO2 from the atmosphere into organic biomass, making it essential 

for the life of photosynthetic plants as well as all other heterotrophic organisms that 

depend on them. Nonetheless, Rubisco also catalyses the oxygenation of RuBP, 

producing phosphoglycolate as a by-product (Bowes et al. 1971, Tcherkez et al. 2006). 

Phosphoglycolate is metabolized by photorespiration, resulting in energy costs and the 

release of CO2. The ratio of carboxylation to oxygenation reactions depends on Rubisco's 

relative specificity for CO2 versus O2 and the concentration of CO2 and O2 at the site of 

the enzyme (von Caemmerer 2000). In C3 plants, which includes all tree species, 

concentrations at the site of Rubisco will mirror partial pressures found in the atmosphere 

at a given temperature.  

The sessile nature of plants will force individuals to allocate a limited amount of 

resources to various metabolic activities in order to maximize fitness. Nitrogen is an 

integral component of RNA and DNA. Furthermore, Rubisco is a N rich protein that is a 

major N sink for plants (Geiger et al. 1999). Nitrogen is thus an essential macronutrient, 

but is often limiting in temperate forest systems (Vitousek and Howarth 1991). Various 

life history strategies geared towards retaining N have therefore evolved among perennial 

plant species. For example, leaf abscission is usually preceded by resorption of 

approximately half of leaf N (Killingbeck 1996, Eckstein et al. 1999). Despite such 

physiological adaptations, various amounts of N will be present in abscised litter 
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(Trofymow et al. 1995), mostly as free amino acids and N in insoluble forms (Côté and 

Dawson 1986).  

In addition to primary metabolites, plants synthesise a suite of other compounds. 

Secondary metabolites are compounds deemed not essential for day-to-day physiological 

functioning of plants, but required for ecological adaptation. Phenolic metabolites are a 

major class of secondary metabolite, among the most commonly found throughout the 

plant kingdom. Phenolics contain at least one aromatic hydrocarbon ring with one or 

more hydroxyl groups and include a range of molecules with various physiological and 

ecological functions. Tannins are polyphenolic compounds defined by their capacity to 

precipitate proteins from solution, and can belong to one of two biosynthetic classes. 

Hydrolyzable tannins are derived from galloyl glucose while condensed tannins (CT) are 

synthesised via the flavonoid pathway, derived from phenylalanine and malonyl-CoA. 

The secondary metabolites of plants evolved as biochemical adaptations, and 

ultimately serve to maximize photosynthetic productivity and fitness in a given 

environment. For example, anthocyanins are flavanoid compounds, typically responsible 

for red, purple and blue colouration in plant tissues and are known to protect leaves from 

excess light damage (Li et al. 1993). The most abundant secondary metabolite of land 

plants are the CTs, also known as proanthocyanidins. These are polymers of flavan-3-ols 

derived from phenylpropanoids and malonyl-CoA. Condensed tannins are complex 

compounds found in most plant tissues types (Porter 1988) and are especially abundant in 

trees and woody plants, where they can constitute up to a third of the dry weight of tree 

leaves (Barbehenn and Constabel 2011). Wounding will often lead to a systemic 

induction of CT production (Peters and Constabel 2002, Mellway et al. 2009, Constabel 

and Lindroth 2010). Such accumulation of CT has been shown to defend against 

vertebrate herbivores and act as anti-nutrients against insects, due to the protein binding 

properties of CT (Barbehenn and Constabel 2011). Condensed tannins also have anti-

microbial properties in-vitro (Scalbert 1991) and correlate with reduced rates of fungal 

blight infection in-vivo (Holeski et al. 2009). Exposure to UV light and low N availability 

in soils have also been observed to lead to the accumulation of CT in vegetative plant 

tissues (Mellway et al. 2009). Furthermore, their anti-oxidant properties have led to 

speculation that CT help scavenge oxygen radicals resulting from pathogen attack or UV 
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exposure (Mellway et al. 2009). In-planta physiological benefits from increasing CT 

concentration as a result of N stress remain unclear, but may result from indirect impacts 

below-ground (Joanisse et al. 2009). 

The synthesis of all plant metabolites, whether directly from photosynthetic products 

(i.e. carbohydrates) or from stored energy (e.g. fats and starches) requires respiration, by 

which CO2 is released as a by-product. Nonetheless, global net primary productivity 

sequesters ~56Pg of carbon each year into live biomass under current atmospheric 

conditions (Melillo et al. 1993, Field et al. 1995, Zhao et al. 2005). Therefore, 

understanding the balance of input and release proportion of sequestered C in forests is of 

large importance. 

 

1.3 Introduction to litter decay in soil 

The storage and release of C in forest biomass and soils is a major component of the 

terrestrial C cycle. Dead organic plant matter is continuously being shed onto the forest 

floor through seasonal events such as leaf and root senescence and periodic events such 

as windstorms, which contribute to the accumulation of larger woody debris. A 

substantial amount of the total C pool of a forest is thus stored in soils and decaying plant 

matter (70.6 Pg in Canadian forests and 1672 Pg in northern permafrost region;Kurz et al. 

1995, Tarnocai et al. 2009). Decomposition controls the rates of mineralization of 

organic C and release of CO2 in the atmosphere, and therefore strongly influences total C 

retention by forest ecosystems.  

During decomposition, mass is lost mainly via the biochemical breakdown of organic 

matter into organic monomers (e.g. amino acids) or inorganic gaseous and mineral forms 

(Brady and Weil 2008). The litter mass remaining at any point through time contains 

partially broken-down plant compounds and humic by-products of microbial metabolism. 

These are high-molecular weight substances, rich in aromatic compounds and resistant to 

decay (Couteaux et al. 1995, Bradley et al. 2000, Kogel-Knabner 2002). The rate of 

decay significantly slows when the mass remaining is composed mostly of such humified 

recalcitrant compounds (Preston et al. 2009a). This usually occurs when 70-80 % of the 
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initial litter mass has been lost, and is defined as the maximum decomposition limit (Berg 

et al. 1996).  

Many studies describe the influence of litter quality on decomposition, referring to the 

recalcitrance of particular compounds to physical or chemical breakdown (Zhang et al. 

2008b). A 10-year decay study of macroclimates in the United States (Adair et al. 2008) 

suggests three phases of decay associated with three distinct chemically-determined 

fractions. Within one year of litter decomposition, fast decay was associated with loss of 

soluble C, such as oils, simple sugars and water-soluble phenolics. Soluble compounds 

are rapidly assimilated by microbiota or simply leach out of the litter. The acid-

hydrolyzable fraction (AHF) of plant litter is mainly composed of cellulose and 

hemicellulose from cell walls. Breakdown of this structural C was associated with slower 

decay rates, taking usually 0 – 10 years to complete. The extremely slow phase of decay 

(greater than 10 years) was associated with the breakdown of acid-unhydrolyzable 

residue (AUR), which includes lignin and organic compounds derived from lignin, 

tannins and cutin (Zhang et al. 2008b, Preston et al. 2009a). Large scale studies have 

provided valuable information about the importance of polyphenols in influencing decay 

in the field, but climatic effects are often confounded by vegetation or other site-specific 

effects.  

Detrital decay and associated nutrient mineralization is generally influenced by macro- 

and microclimate, substrate quality, litter nutrient concentrations, litter size, decay 

species and exogenous nutrient availability (Swift et al. 1979, Fog 1988, Beare et al. 

1995, Vanlauwe et al. 1997, Preston et al. 2000, Palosuo et al. 2005, Moore et al. 2006). 

Furthermore, decay completeness is guided by a threshold hierarchy of specific climatic 

and litter quality factors (in decreasing hierarchical order: moisture, temperature, AUR, 

AUR to N ratio, phosphorus, and polyphenols) (Trofymow et al. 1995, Moore et al. 1996, 

Moore et al. 1999, Zhang et al. 2008a, Zhang et al. 2008b, Preston et al. 2009a, Prescott 

2010). For each factor, there is a threshold beyond which decomposition will be limited 

regardless of the other factors. Within a certain range, a factor will likely inhibit or slow 

decay, and within another the factor is conducive to rapid decay. Litter quality and 

climate are thus considered the primary predictors of decay and immobilization of 

nutrients (Melillo et al. 1982, Couteaux et al. 1995, Moore et al. 1999, Palosuo et al. 
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2005, Adair et al. 2008, Prescott 2010). However, a better understanding of their 

interactive effects is still needed.  

Leaf litter is a major source of C and nutrients for soil biota. It contains little lignin 

(Coleman and Crossley 1996, Preston et al. 1997, Moore et al. 2004), and therefore 

decomposition rates depend on other chemical constituents such as tannins and waxes. 

Thus, monitoring the inhibitory effects of polyphenols such as CT on leaf litter 

decomposition under various climate regimes will be important for determining long term 

trends in C sequestration and nutrient cycling, and how these are influenced by leaf 

composition and metabolites.  

Tannins are known to negatively impact the decomposition of foliage (Driebe and 

Whitham 2000, Hättenschwiler and Vitousek 2000, Hättenschwiler et al. 2003, 

Schweitzer et al. 2004) and N-mineralization (Schimel et al. 1996, Schimel et al. 1998, 

Bradley et al. 2000, Fierer et al. 2001, Kraus et al. 2003a). Mechanisms of inhibition of 

decay by CT include general anti-microbial mechanisms.  Processes such as extracellular 

enzyme inhibition and metal chelation deprive microbial access to substrates necessary 

for growth (Lodhi and Killingbeck 1980, Scalbert 1991, Taguri et al. 2004, Howell et al. 

2005). Condensed tannins can also be directly toxic to microfauna and impact microbial 

growth, most likely via their high redox reactivity and protein-binding ability 

(Hättenschwiler and Vitousek 2000, Fierer et al. 2001, Hoorens et al. 2002, Kraus et al. 

2003a, Vainio et al. 2005, Zhang et al. 2008b). High CT content can lead to the increased 

formation of decay resistant humus (Hättenschwiler and Vitousek 2000, Kraus et al. 

2003a). 

Nitrogen is also known to strongly affect the decomposition of leaf litter (Melillo et al. 

1982, Aber et al. 1990, Hättenschwiler and Vitousek 2000), but outcomes vary widely 

between substrate type and N form (Prescott 2010). In low-phenolics litter, high N 

content is generally associated with greater rates of decay (Fog 1988). In some cases, the 

increased availability of exogenous N in soils can also help accelerate decomposition of 

leaf litter types (Knorr et al. 2005). On the other hand, leaves of N-fixing species, which 

contain high N concentrations, decayed faster than leaves from non-N-fixers during the 

early phase, but slower later during decay (Prescott et al. 2000, Cornwell et al. 2008, 

Sanborn and Brockley 2009). Furthermore, the effects of high N content in species 
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mixtures do not compensate for the slower decay rates associated with high CT (Hoorens 

et al. 2002). The presence of CT is thought to inhibit N mineralization by reducing N 

availability to microbiota (Fierer et al. 2001, Kraus et al. 2003a, Barbehenn and 

Constabel 2011).  

The potential changes in litter quality and composition as an indirect consequence of 

elevated atmospheric CO2 warrants further study of the impact of climate and litter 

chemistry on decomposition, together with implications for N mineralization rates and 

associated soil microbiota. 

 

1.4 Microbial roles in forest soils 

1.4.1 Microbes control decomposition 

Heterotrophic microbes break down complex litter matrices, often using extracellular 

enzymes in order to acquire labile C and other nutrients (Schimel and Bennett 2004). 

Microbes, comprising both bacterial and fungal species, play essential roles in breaking 

organic matter down to mineral forms. Initial colonization of litter by heterotrophs leads 

to a trophic cascade and eventually to a microbial loop with high nutrient turnover 

(Coleman 1994, Beare et al. 1995), where death leads to recycled input of microbial 

polymers, amino acids and other organic monomers (Deluca et al. 1992, Halverson et al. 

2000). In essence, there is a constant flow between N immobilized by microbes (i.e. N 

bound to live and dead microbial organic matter), dissolved organic N and N in mineral 

forms via the sum effects of microbial metabolism (mineralization-immobilization) 

(Fierer et al. 2001), micro/meso-faunal grazing (Elliott et al. 1980, Clarholm 1994, 

Coleman 1994) and stress-induced microbial death or damage (Schimel and Clein 1996).  

The small pools of mineral N in coniferous forest soils (Fahey et al. 1985) are not 

necessarily the result of low mineralization and nitrification rates, but can be attributed to 

high N turnover (Booth et al. 2005). Mineral N is rapidly assimilated by both soil 

microbial communities (Stark and Hart 1997) and the plant community itself 

(Nadelhoffer et al. 1984). Measurements of net nitrification therefore greatly 

underestimate gross nitrification, and in some studies gross nitrification is actually 

equivalent to nitrate assimilation by both microbes and plants (Nadelhoffer et al. 1984, 
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Booth et al. 2005). Furthermore, the tight coupling of ammonium and nitrate 

immobilization rates (assimilation by microbes) with gross mineralization and 

nitrification rates, respectively, as seen in nitrogen-saturated beech forests, suggests a 

rapid cycling within the microbial loop (Corre et al. 2003). Competitive advantage of 

plants therefore lies in greater rates of organic matter depolymerisation and N 

mineralization than rates of microbial immobilization.  

The types and abundance of primary and secondary metabolites in the forest litter will 

influence the types of colonizing microorganisms, and lead to a unique decomposition 

trajectory and nutrient supply (Knops et al. 2002, Manzoni et al. 2008) . In general, 

depolymerisation and mineralization rates are related to the content and ratio of C and N 

in organic substrates. Microorganisms responsible for the breakdown of organic matter 

require sufficient C for energy, and an adequate N supply to meet the stoichiometric 

requirements of microbial tissues (Manzoni et al. 2008). The overall N availability in the 

litter can therefore change the net flow of N from mineralization (i.e. release) to 

immobilization (i.e. microbial-bound) (Schimel and Bennett 2004). Net N immobilization 

tends to occur in N-limited environments, such as boreal, arctic, and alpine ecosystems 

(Giblin et al. 1991). Litter fall is a major source of N input into soil systems that can 

control potential nitrification, denitrification (nitrate reduction to gaseous forms), 

assimilation by microbes (immobilization) and uptake by plants. Condensed tannin 

production has been suggested as an adaptive mechanism by which plants can regulate 

decomposition and nutrient availability in soil by affecting microbial communities and 

nutrient retention (Schweitzer et al. 2004, Schweitzer et al. 2008b, Constabel and 

Lindroth 2010). 

Temperature and moisture are the primary climatic factors controlling decomposition, 

in part by influencing the distribution and activity of soil microbiota (Brady and Weil 

2008). Temperature strongly regulates the rates of physical, chemical and physiological 

reactions, generally increasing microbial activity within associated temperature tolerance 

ranges (Standing and Killham 2007). Moisture affects microbial activity by regulating 

microhabitat aeration in a given substrate and by providing H2O for proper metabolite 

transport and physiology (e.g. Van Gestel et al. 1993, Stark and Firestone 1995, Fierer 

and Schimel 2002). The optimal moisture for microbial physiology can change radically 
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between species / functional groups and from one substrate to the next (Deluca et al. 

1992, Chowdhury et al. 2011), and so the spatiotemporal availability of moisture has 

great implications on decay rates. 

 

1.4.2 Microbes regulate nitrogen cycling 

Microbial communities play key roles in the breakdown of organic matter and in 

particular, for the availability of nutrients. Only N-fixing bacteria (diazotrophs) are 

responsible for the biological conversion of N2 gas into reduced NH3. Nitrogen fixation 

by free-living and symbiotic diazotrophs accounts for the majority of the N found in 

temperate forest systems (Vitousek and Howarth 1991), despite increasing sources of 

anthropogenic N globally (e.g. Haber-Bosch process and fossil fuel burning; Emmett 

1999, Nadelhoffer et al. 1999). Biological N fixation is a facultative and energetically 

costly process carried out by the Fe-Mo nitrogenase enzyme complex, encoded by the nif 

gene operon (Weaver et al. 1975, Gussin et al. 1986, Haselkorn 1986, Kranz and 

Fosterhartnett 1990). The ammonia produced by fixation is ionized to NH4
+ when in 

neutral to acidic solution, at which point it can be absorbed by plants or immobilized by 

other microbes. 

Nitrogenase enzyme complexes are inactivated by O2 and repressed by NH4
+, and so 

the nitrogen fixing pathway is only induced at low ionic N concentrations in generally 

anoxic conditions (Kranz and Fosterhartnett 1990, Hubner et al. 1991). Many 

mechanisms exist by which diazotrophs avoid O2 inactivation of nitrogenase, in turn 

affecting their distribution. The composition of free-living diazotrophic communities 

changes according to soil properties and disturbance history, through the selection of 

species adapted to unique microsite matrices and nitrogen bioavailability (Poly et al. 

2001). Even so, a high diversity of N fixers can be present in harsh environments such as 

dry pine forests (Shah et al. 2011). Furthermore, the high similarity of nifH gene profiles 

collected over 16 months in Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii menziesii) forest soils 

demonstrates the stability of diazotroph communities over time (Shaffer et al. 2000).  

Nitrification refers to the conversion of ammonia (NH4
+) to nitrate (NO3

-), typically 

under aerobic conditions, and involves a two-step process catalyzed by bacteria. 
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Nitrification thus alters the availability of N forms in soils, altering the competitive 

landscape for plants with affinities for specific ions (Gijsman 1991, Turner et al. 1993). 

Ammonia-oxidising bacteria are typically responsible for catalyzing the first rate-

determining step involving the oxidation of ammonia to nitrite (Jia and Conrad 2009). 

However, the role of archaea in nitrification could increase with soil depth (Leininger et 

al. 2006) and their relative importance in acidic forest soils warrants further study 

(Jurgens et al. 1997, Nicol et al. 2008). The rate limiting step of autotrophic nitrification 

involves the key enzyme ammonia monooxygenase, which is encoded by the amoA gene 

of the amo operon (Hollocher et al. 1981, McTavish et al. 1993, Bergmann and Hooper 

1994, Klotz and Norton 1995, Norton et al. 1996, Klotz et al. 1997, Rotthauwe et al. 

1997, Norton et al. 2002). Most of the variation in the amo operon sequence between 

species is due to the amoB gene. By contrast, the amoA gene is very conserved and can 

be used to target the functional group of ammonia oxidizers (Rotthauwe et al. 1997, 

Junier et al. 2009). Nonetheless, the amoA sequence contains enough variation for the 

identification of unique strains of ammonia oxidizing bacteria (Kowalchuk and Stephen 

2001).  

Ammonium accumulates in N-rich and diffuses to N-poor microsites, while plants and 

microbes compete for its uptake. The cationic exchange capacity of soils will further 

influence the abundance and flow of available NH4
+. Abundant NH4

+ supply will lead to 

establishment of nitrifying populations, which rarely occurs in forests with N-poor litter 

and slow decomposition (Nadelhoffer et al. 1984). Some of the nitrification at low pH 

can be attributed to heterotrophic nitrification, which has been reported in many 

woodland soils (Duggin et al. 1991, Barraclough and Puri 1995, Hart et al. 1997), but 

most has been attributed to autotrophic nitrifiers, even in acidic soils (Stams et al. 1990, 

De Boer and Kowalchuk 2001). Incubation of old-growth coniferous forest soils showed 

that nitrification can be increased when heterotrophic immobilization of NO3
- is reduced 

as a result of decreasing carbon availability (Hart et al. 1994). Litter composition 

therefore not only influences the decay process itself, but also affects competitive 

landscape for nitrogen. 
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1.5 The interconnectedness of condensed tannins, nitrogen and climate 

change 

Anthropogenic emissions of CO2 and other greenhouse gases is leading to generally 

warmer climates and more frequent occurrence of weather extremes (Solomon et al. 

2007). Climate change has the potential to directly or indirectly alter microbial 

composition and activity in soils and litter through factors such as water, temperature, 

plant composition and litter chemistry.  

CO2 fertilization may enhance C3 plant growth by improving the efficiency of Rubisco 

at fixing C (Sage et al. 1987, Coleman and Bazzaz 1992, Melillo et al. 1993, Owensby et 

al. 1999, Tcherkez et al. 2006, Sage et al. 2008). More effective carboxylation by 

Rubisco at elevated atmospheric CO2 leads to a reduced requirement for Rubisco, and 

therefore lower N content in leaves. Ensuing plant tissues and litter have elevated C/N 

ratios and secondary metabolite concentrations (Cotrufo et al. 1994, Inderjit and Foy 

1999, Kraus et al. 2004a). Plant productivity is increased as a result, generating more 

litter onto the forest floor. Abundant supply of litter C can increase heterotrophic NH4
+ 

uptake (Hungate et al. 1999, Mikan et al. 2000), decrease nitrification rates (Hungate et 

al. 1999) and promote decay in the short run. However, if litter input remains consistently 

N poor and no new sources of exogenous N become available, competition for N will 

slow decomposition and mineralization over time (Berntson and Bazzaz 1998).  

The concentration of CT has been shown to increase under growth at elevated CO2 

(Inderjit and Foy 1999, Kraus et al. 2004a, Chowdhury et al. 2011) and under N stress 

(Kraus et al. 2004a, Harding et al. 2005, Madritch et al. 2006, Osier and Lindroth 2006). 

This further reduces litter quality, since CT can slow rates of decay and promote the 

formation of recalcitrant humic compounds. Condensed tannins in leaf litter may be a 

mechanism by which trees can regulate the rate of nitrogen release during decay to better 

fit to their immediate and long term needs. Increasing atmospheric CO2 also tends to 

increase water use efficiency (Schimel et al. 1998, Côté et al. 2000) and accelerated 

nutrient uptake (Gallet and Lebreton 1995, Ueda et al. 1995), altering the competitive 

landscape for resources in soils.  

Warmer temperatures generally increase the metabolic rate of mesophilic microbiota 

common to forest ecosystems and accelerate decomposition. However, results from 
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enzymatic studies at elevated temperatures show variable responses (Ruifang et al. 2007, 

Burns et al. 2013). Enzymes responsible for the depolymerisation of litter can have 

different temperature sensitivities, which may lead to changing dynamics of carbon and 

nitrogen mineralization (Luxhoi et al. 2002). Depending on local climate and microbial 

adaptations, increasing mean temperatures can accelerate nutrient flow through microbial 

loops (Mikan et al. 2000). Increases in decay and depolymerisation with temperature can 

in some cases lead to net mineralization (Shaw and Harte 2001b), but in other situations 

may result in greater overall assimilation by microbiota (Binkley et al. 1994, Andersen 

and Jensen 2001).  

Since the high energy requirements of N-fixation by root-nodulating diazotrophs is 

limited by the carbohydrate production of their hosts (Sinclair and DeWit, 1975; Hardy et 

al., 1976; Finn and Brun, 1982), increasing plant productivity will most likely stimulate 

N-fixation in forests where this symbiosis occurs (Idso and Idso 1994, Schimel 1995, 

Hungate et al. 1999). Most factors that enhance plant performance will also increase the 

activity and growth of diazotrophic symbionts (Quebedeaux et al., 1975; Murphy, 1986). 

However, symbioses with root-nodulating diazotrophs in Douglas-fir forests is limited to 

red alder (Alnus rubra), which is generally localized to moist disturbed sites. 

Moisture regimes typically influence microbial activity in soils and are subject to 

change as a result of increasing atmospheric CO2, mostly through alterations in intensity 

and frequency of precipitation events (Solomon et al. 2007). Microbial assimilation of 

NH4
+ and NO3

- is more susceptible to drought stress than is mineralization or 

nitrification, resulting in mineral-N accumulation in drying soils (Low et al. 1997, 

Compton and Boone 2002). Although mineralization, nitrification and microbial 

assimilation increase with moisture (Stark and Firestone 1995, Low et al. 1997), 

inhibition of nitrification and microbial assimilation at saturation can promote net NH4
+ 

production (Breuer et al. 2002, Corre et al. 2003). Accumulation of mineral nitrogen is 

therefore more likely in soils with extreme water regimes. Over time, the effects of 

osmotic shock will undeniably alter community composition, as each wave of drought 

and rewetting applies selective pressures that favour adaptation to new microsite matrices 

and unique connectivity to substrates and nutrients (Deluca et al. 1992, Schimel et al. 

1996). 
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Elevated CO2 decreased nitrogen mineralization and nitrification, but increased 

microbial assimilation in Florida oak woodlands (Hungate et al. 1999) and in aspen 

microcosms (Mikan et al. 2000). However, in temperate forest mesocosms, CO2 

fertilization reduced nitrogen mineralization and consumption rates by both plants and 

microbes, due to slower decay rates caused by higher C/N ratios in plant tissues 

(Berntson and Bazzaz 1998). The quality of plant litter can be more important than 

temperature in determining local mineralization rates (Nadelhoffer et al. 1991), and so 

the effects of climate change on plant litter chemistry can strongly regulate future 

depolymerisation of soil organic matter and N-cycling. The range of possible effects of 

increased atmospheric CO2 concentrations on nitrification and plant / microbe 

interactions emphasises the specificity of climate effects to particular macro- and 

microsites.  

 

1.6 Objectives and experimental approach 

The main objective of my research was to quantify the effects of climate and litter 

chemistry, specifically CT and N, on litter decay and N mineralization in the field. This 

was addressed by establishing litterbags of two species with manipulated CT and N 

content, which were laid on the forest floor to decay for up to 3.58 years. The litterbags 

were retrieved from the field and analysed for C, N, and CT content, as well as proximate 

chemistry and associated microbial communities. Litter not exposed to field decay was 

also analysed and used as a baseline for determining rates of change. Results were used to 

test litter decay models, determine microclimate-specific litter decay and nutrient release 

rates, and the relative influence of litter chemistry and microbiota on those rates.  

Field sites were selected to represent temperature and moisture gradients within 

Douglas-Fir forest stands. I first determined the similarity of these field sites as to soil 

type, vegetation cover and microbial communities in order to ensure climatic variables 

were not confounded. Chapter 2 thus describes the biogeography of microbial functional 

groups at our field sites. Climate variables were shown to describe differences in the 

composition of microbial communities among field sites, while local heterogeneity in soil 

edaphic characteristics best described differences community structure (i.e. diversity, 
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richness and evenness). This chapter has been published in Frontiers in Microbiology 

(Shay et al. 2015).  

Chemical analyses of the leaf litter prior and after decay were performed in order to 

clearly define variables to be used for modelling of C and N responses and to get more 

insight into the transformation of litter during decay. Thus, Chapter 3 outlines 

improvements on the butanol-HCl assay used for quantifying CT and describes the 

chemical transformation of leaf litter throughout 3.58 years of decay. An important 

fraction of CT in abscised litter were shown to be in insoluble form. Water-soluble CT 

were rapidly lost from decaying litter. Other CT forms slowed decay rates at the same 

time as they were being transformed to undetectable forms. 

In Chapter 4, I develop a statistical model for C decay and N dynamics using the best 

predictive variables and quantify the impacts of climate and litter chemistry on C 

sequestration. The CT and N concentrations of initial litter affected early decay rates, 

while warmer temperatures accelerated decay from 0.58 years on. Nitrogen addition to 

litter decreased apparent microbial C-use efficiency, while concurrently maintaining 

greater net N mineralization compared to low N litter.  

I also tracked functional groups of litter-associated microbes in order to better 

understand the underlying causes of any climate or litter-chemistry effects on 

decomposition. Chapter 5 includes analyses of microbial communities colonizing 

decaying leaf litter throughout the experiment. Differences in the composition of 

microbial communities, namely fungi, were associated with various climate and litter 

chemistry variables. Such responses among microbial communities correlated to 

differences in decay rates. 

I conclude my thesis with a chapter summarizing my major findings and the 

implication these will have on C sequestration and plant fitness in the face of climate 

change. 
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Chapter 2 : Nutrient-cycling microbes in coastal Douglas-fir 
forests: regional-scale correlation between communities, in situ 

climate, and other factors (Shay et al. 2015)  

 

2.1 Introduction 

Ecological niches are multidimensional; trees therefore have adapted to both above- 

and below-ground environmental factors, whether abiotic or biotic. There is growing 

evidence of the close links and specificity between above and below-ground communities 

(e.g. Wardle et al. 2004, van der Heijden et al. 2008), likely as a result of a complex 

system where both vegetation and microbes evolve and drive the structure of each other's 

communities. However, positive and negative effects are not necessarily correlated 

above- and below-ground, although both contribute in an additive way to overall fitness 

(Morrien et al. 2011). Microbial communities provide key ecological functions, are 

usually well-adapted to a tree species genotype (Finzi et al. 1998, Ste-Marie and Houle 

2006), but can respond differently than above-ground flora to abiotic stressors (Nantel 

and Neumann 1992, Kranabetter et al. 2009) and potentially to climate change. Previous 

regional-scale studies of the influence of climate on microbial biogeography in forest 

soils have been confounded by spatial or plant-related effects (Staddon et al. 1998, 

Bahram et al. 2012).  

Co-adapted soil communities are important because long-term forest growth and 

resilience depends on below-ground processes such as appropriate organic matter 

degradation and nutrient cycling (van der Heijden et al. 2008). Microbiota are for the 

most part responsible for the decay of organic matter and recycling of nutrients from 

plant inaccessible forms (i.e. N2 gas, complex organic polymers) to plant accessible ones 

(i.e. NH4
+, NO3

-, PO4
3- and organic monomers) (Prescott et al. 1993, Elsas et al. 2007, 

Finlay 2007, Prosser 2007). In this study we used Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) and 

Denaturing Gradient Gel Electrophoresis (DGGE) as an inexpensive, replicable technique 

to efficiently screen the principal constituents of nutrient-cycling microbial communities 

(Nicolaisen and Ramsing 2002, Vainio et al. 2005, Fierer and Jackson 2006, Oros-Sichler 
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et al. 2007, Hoshino and Morimoto 2010) accross climatic gradients within the same 

forest ecosystem.  

We targeted fungi, since they play primary roles in the depolymerisation, decay, and 

mineralization of nutrients from organic matter, especially in acidic soils (Strickland and 

Rousk 2010). Furthermore, ectomycorrhizal fungi help plants uptake nitrogen (N) 

(Marschner and Dell 1994), especially in organic forms (Finlay et al. 1992). N-fixing 

bacteria and ammonia-oxidizing bacteria were also targeted for their respective roles as 

major contributors of N into forest ecosystems (Vitousek and Howarth 1991, Glick et al. 

1999) and as microbes catalyzing most nitrification in forest soils (Prosser 2007). 

Nitrogen is the major limiting nutrient in North American forests; its availability is 

closely knit to productivity (Vitousek and Howarth 1991) and its cycling in both plants 

and microbes is most likely an adaptive trait. Preferential uptake of specific N-forms by 

tree species or genotypes (Gijsman 1991, Turner et al. 1993) is likely a result of co-

adaption of tree physiology with predominant microbial nutrient-cycling regimes.  

This study focused on eastern Vancouver Island, BC located in the Coastal South 

Pacific Cordilleran ecoclimatic region (Ecoregions Working Group 1989), dominated by 

podzolic soils and the cool temperate wet forests of the coastal Western Hemlock and 

coastal Douglas-fir Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification (BEC) zones (Meidinger 

and Pojar 1991). The east coast of southern Vancouver Island lies within the rainshadow 

of the Insular Mountains and Olympic Peninsula and is transitional between the coastal 

Western Hemlock and coastal Douglas-fir zones (Supplemental Table S2.1). The 

transition zone has been predicted to shift westward with climate change (Hamann and 

Wang 2006). Relatively recent disturbances and logging have produced similar-aged 

mature Douglas-fir stands at sites spanning the range of these BEC zones, providing a 

unique opportunity to test the biogeography of microbial communities in field sites with 

similar overstory vegetation composition but different moisture and temperature regimes.  

The main objectives of this study were to: 1- determine the biogeography of forest 

floor and mineral soil microbial communities of interest in similar ecosystems but 

spanning moisture and temperature gradients along the east coast of Vancouver Island; 2- 

identify primary in situ microclimatic, and edaphic and vegetation characteristics 

contributing to microbial community composition and structure.  
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2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Field sites and microclimate monitoring  

Forest floor and mineral soil samples were taken from established sites where 

microclimate has been continuously measured (Saunders et al. unpublished data). Sites 

were located in zonal coastal Western hemlock (WH), coastal Douglas-fir (DF) or 

Transitional (TR) BEC zones at southern (s), central (c) and northern (n) latitudes 

between the 48th and 50th parallel (Table 2.1; Figure 2.1.a). Each site is within a mesic 

mature or old Douglas-fir dominated stand. Four rectangular plots (ca. 2.5 m2) were set 

up at random cardinal points and distances (< 23 m) from the microclimate station at each 

site (Figure 2.1.b).  

Air and soil temperature as well as soil moisture was logged hourly using Ibuttons 

(Maxim Integrated, CA, USA) and thermocouples and probes connected to a CR10 data 

logger (Campbell Scientific, Utah, USA), installed either 30 cm above the forest floor or 

buried 30 cm deep. Three years of moisture and temperature measurements (air and soil) 

were used to assess microclimates. Vegetation (percent cover of understory species; 

Supplemental Table S2.2) and soil edaphic characteristics (see below) of each plot was 

also recorded. The percent canopy cover of trees (> 10 m height) and shrubs (0 - 10 m 

height), and ground cover of herbs, seedlings and moss were surveyed at the site level to 

evaluate similarity of forest stand vegetation and litter input (Supplemental Table S2.3). 

 

2.2.2 Soil sampling and preparation 

To compare the diversity and structure of microbial communities along temperature and 

moisture gradients, soils were sampled from four replicate plots at each site. Forest floor 

and mineral soils were sampled once, in September 2011. Composite forest floor (~2 cm-

depth) and mineral soil (0 - 10 cm-depth) samples were collected using a 5.0-cm-diam. 

core sampler. Forest floors were mainly mors and composed of a thin layer of litter
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Table 2.1: Site location and mean annual microclimatic variables measured from June 15th, 2010 to December 14th, 2012. 

Values in parentheses indicate mean annual minimum and maximum values. 

Transect Zone Latitude Longitude Elevation 

(m) 

MS (%)a 

(MSmin, MSmax) 

TA (°C)b 

(TAmin, TAmax) 

TS (°C)a 

(TSmin, TSmax) 

DDc  PETd 

(mm) 

South  DF  N 48° 28’ 30.4” W 123° 28’ 58.8” 75 10.8 (0.3 , 24.9) 9.3 (-7.7 , 32.5)  9.8 (2.3 , 17.1) 3245 437 

 TR  N 48° 27’ 18” W 123° 34’ 44.9” 194 11.2 (2.3 , 29.6) 8.1 (-11.1 , 30) 8.0 (-1.2 , 15) 2725 429 

 WH  N 48° 34’ 05.2” W 123° 39’ 46.3” 239 11.4 (2.5 , 29.6) 8.3 (-8.9 , 28.8) 7.9 (1.7 , 18.3) 2964 435 

Central  DF  N 48° 51’ 03.8” W 123° 37’ 13.3” 134 8.5 (1.1 , 24.7) 10.5 (-10 , 28.5) 9.6 (2.3 , 17.4) 3462 461 

 TR  N 48° 45’ 32.6” W 123° 47’ 43.3” 104 7.6 (0 , 17.3) 9.7 (-7.7 , 30.3) 9.3 (1.3 , 17.2) 3344 456 

 WH  N 48° 50’ 15.5” W 123° 49’ 23.5” 236 10.6 (1 , 22.8) 8.8 (-8.1 , 37) 8.2 (0.7 , 15.2) 2891 444 

North  DF  N 49° 25’ 30.0” W 124° 40’ 00.3” 32 10.9 (1 , 41.6) 8 (-9.9 , 25.4) 9.2 (0.5 , 15.7) 3090 431 

 TR  N 49° 26’ 47.8” W 124° 44’ 06.3” 69 11 (0 , 49.3) 10.1 (-7.2 , 31.3) 9.5 (2.2 , 17.8) 3489 452 

 WH  N 49° 28’ 22.4” W 124° 48’ 39.2” 34 11.4 (0.9 , 28.1) 8.9 (-10.5 , 28.6) 8.8 (1.9 , 15.2) 3046 443 
a Mean annual soil moisture (MS) and temperature (TS) 30cm below-ground   
b Mean annual air temperature 30cm above-ground  
c Degree days with 0°C threshold, calculated from mean monthly temperature  
d Potential evapotranspiration from May to September, calculated from mean monthly temperature using Thornthwaite method 
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Figure 2.1: Layout of southern (s), central (c) and northern (n) transects, each hosting zonal sites in coastal Western Hemlock (WH), 

coastal Douglas-fir (DF) and transitional (TR) biogeoclimatic zones. Map colors depict coastal Douglas-fir (CDF), coastal Western Hemlock 

(CWH), coastal Mountain-Heather Alpine undifferentiated and parkland (CMA unp) and Mountain Hemlock (MH) Biogeoclimatic (BEC) zones 

as well as moist maritime (mm), very wet hypermaritime (vh), very wet maritime (vm) and very dry maritime (xm) subzones (A). General plot 

layout surrounding a meteorological station at a given site, with depiction of the nine forest floor (•) and three mineral soil (•) cores in each plot 

(B).  

 

 (Met. Station) 

 

 

 

 

(B) (A) 
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with underlying F and H layers, at times with intermixed moss, and generally distinct 

interfaces with mineral soil. To reduce the influence of -diversity (Martiny et al. 2006, 

Chowdhury et al. 2011), nine forest floor samples (randomly distributed cores at least 30 

cm apart) and three mineral soil samples were collected at each plot (Figure 2.1). Mineral 

soil cores were collected beneath three of the nine forest floor sample holes, avoiding 

those exposing large roots and underlying rock. Composite forest floor (177 cm2 total 

surface area) and mineral soil (590 cm3 total volume) samples, pooled by plot, were kept 

in plastic bags on ice in a cooler or refrigerated at 4 oC up to 36 h prior to processing. 

Each composite sample was separated into coarse and fine particulate fractions by 

sieving through sterile 8-mm sieves (forest floor organic samples) or 2-mm sieves 

(mineral soil samples). Coarse mineral soil fractions were further separated into live 

roots, wood pieces, and gravel. The fine fractions of each sample were homogenized with 

gloved hands and subsamples (0.25 g) were stored at -20 °C for DNA extraction (see 

below). Dry weight was calculated by air-drying samples for 3 weeks and correcting for 

moisture content of oven-dried (forest floor samples at 70 °C and mineral soils at 105 °C) 

samples (10 g for fine forest floor and 20 g for fine mineral soils).  

The pH of air-dried material was measured in aqueous 2 M CaCl2 (Kalra and Maynard 

1991) using 10 g subsamples of fine-pulverized forest floor (using a Polymix hammer 

mill model PX-MFC 90D, Kinematica, Switzerland) or fine mineral soil. Fine-pulverized 

forest floor or fine-ground mineral soil (using a Siebtechnik GmbH ring grinder, 

Germany) was dried overnight at 70 °C and ~10 mg used for subsequent carbon (C) and 

N analyses with an elemental combustion system (model ECS 4010 equipped with a 

dual-column system consisting of a standard reactor packing for C and N followed by a 

reduction reactor packing, Costech Analytical Technologies Inc, USA). Final %C and 

%N (mass fraction % in fine soil) of mineral soil samples were corrected for moisture 

content at 105 oC. 

 

2.2.3 DNA extraction and PCR-DGGE 

DNA was extracted from soil and forest floor samples using the PowerLyserTM 

PowerSoil® DNA Isolation Kit (MoBio Laboratories Inc., USA) according to 
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manufacturer’s protocol. In order to ensure DNA quantity and quality, extracted DNA 

was analysed spectrophotometically using a ND-1000 spectrophotometer (NanoDrop 

products, USA) and stored at -20 °C prior to PCR. DNA concentrations and λ absorbance 

ratios of 230/280 and 230/260 were compared among sampling sites to ensure unbiased 

extraction of total DNA. 

All primer sets used in this study include a GC-clamp to stabilize the melting 

behaviour of amplified PCR fragments during DGGE (Table 2.2; Sheffield et al. 1987, 

Kowalchuk et al. 1997). A T-gradient thermocycler (Biometra GmbH, Goettingen, 

Germany) was used for all PCR steps. Cycling conditions for amplification of the nifH 

gene, used to target bacterial nitrogenase genes, was performed according to 

modifications by Burgmann et al. (2005) of a protocol by Widmer et al. (1999). 

Amplification of the amoA gene, for screening of ammonia-oxidizing bacteria (McTavish 

et al. 1993, Klotz and Norton 1995, Rotthauwe et al. 1997, Norton et al. 2002, Junier et 

al. 2009), was performed according to a protocol by Nicolaisen and Ramsing (2002). 

Amplification of fungal-specific partial fragments of 18S rDNA was performed according 

to the method of Vainio and Hantula (2000) and Vainio et al. (2005). Pooled DNA from 

all mineral soil or forest floor samples was used as a PCR template for DGGE ladders, 

allowing cross-gel comparisons of band migration distances. DGGE was performed using 

a D-CodeTM Universal Mutation Detection system (BioRad Laboratories Ltd., 

Mississauga, ON, Canada) and conditions outlined in Table 2.2. Gels were 

electrophoresed for 18 h at 60 °C and 80 V, while submerged in 1X TAE buffer (40 mM 

Tris, 20 mM acetic acid and 1 mM EDTA at pH 8.3), and subsequently stained for 20 

min with SYBR® Gold (Invitrogen, Canada). Bands were visualized using a 

transillumination system (Syngene Chemi-Genius Q Bio-imaging system) and identified 

using the rolling disk method in GeneTools (Syngene, Frederick MD, USA) computer 

software.  

 

2.2.4 Data and Statistical analyses 

All statistical analyses were performed using R v3.1.0 (R Development Core Team, 

2014).  
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Concentrations and λ absorption ratios (260/280 and 260/230) of DNA extracted from 

forest floor and mineral soil samples were modelled in response to transect, zone and 

their interactions, as well as in response to soil characteristics and vegetation cover, to 

ensure DNA extraction was not biased by site or environmental factors.  

PCR-DGGE fingerprinting cannot detect taxa with proportionally low abundances (< 

0.5 %), but did not preclude the use of diversity indexes to observe trends of targeted 

functional groups (Muyzer and Smalla 1998, Fromin et al. 2002, Fierer and Jackson 

2006, Monroy et al. 2012). Shannon's diversity (Eq.1), richness (Eq.2), and Pielou's 

evenness (Eq.3) of target microbial functional groups were calculated for each plot 

sample, where ni = peak height of the ith DGGE band, N = sum of peak heights for all 

bands, and S = total number of bands, and used for analysis of community structure.  

𝐻’ =  −Σ [
ni

N
] log [

ni

N
]         (1) 

𝑑 =  
[S − 1]

log [N]
          (2) 

𝐽 =  
𝐻′

log [S]
          (3) 

Operational taxonomic units (OTU) found in each sample were also compiled into 

presence / absence matrices for analysis of community composition. 

Constrained and partial-constrained (conditioned) multivariate ordinations were used 

to differentiate the effects of climatic factors, edaphic characteristics, and spatial 

distribution on both microbial community composition and structure variables using the 

'vegan' package (Oksanen et al. 2016). Constrained redundancy analysis (RDA) or 

constrained correspondence analysis (CCA) was selected for each multivariate model 

when detrended correspondence analysis of response variables showed a small (< 1) or 

large (> 2) range distribution, respectively (Legendre and Birks 2012). In RDA models, 

responses were power-transformed when appropriate, to ensure multivariate normality 

based on skewness (Kankainen et al. 2007). For each model, constraints were selected by 

backwards and forwards stepwise elimination of least significant factors based on Akaike 

Information Criterion (AIC)-like statistics (Godinez-Dominguez and Freire 2003). The 
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Table 2.2: PCR primer sequences and associated DGGE conditions used in this study 

Target 

Organisms 

Primer Sequence (5’ 3’)a Product 

Size (bp)b 

(Bis)acrylamide 

% in DGGE gels 

Denaturing 

gradientc 

References 

Fungi 18S 

FF390 

CGA TAA CGA ACG AGA 

CCT 

390 7 % 30 - 60 % Vainio and 

Hantula, 2000 

18S FR1d AIC CAT TCA ATC GGT AIT   

-

Proteobacteria 

Ammonia-

oxidizing 

bacteria 

amoA 1F’ GGG GHT TYT ACT GGT 

GGT 

~490 8 % 45 - 70 % Nicolaisen and 

Ramsing, 2002 

amoA 2Re CCC CTC KGS AAA GCC 

TTC TTC 

  

Free-living 

diazotrophs 

nifH-uni 

ForA 

GCI WTI TAY GGN AAR 

GGN GG 

371 7 % 45 - 70 % Burgmann et al., 

2005;  

Widmer et al., 

1999 
nifH-uni 

ForBf 

GGI TGY GAY CCN AAV 

GCN GA 

  

nifH-uni 

Rev 

GCR TAI ABN GCC ATC 

ATY TC 

  

a Degeneracy is indicated by standard conventions: H = not G; Y = C or T; K = G or T; S = C or G; W = A or T; N = A, C, G or T; R 

= A or G; B = not A 
b Based on estimates from the literature  
c Achieved using a gradient-maker (BioRad, Canada) according to manufacturer’s protocol and a 100% denaturing solution composed 

of 40% deionised formamide and 7M urea, as defined by Muyzer et al. (1993) 
d GC-clamp: CCC CCG CCG CGC GCG GCG GGC GGG GCG GGG GCA CGG GCC G 
e GC-clamp: CGC CGC GCG GCG GGC GGG GCG GGG GC 
f GC-clamp: GC CCG CCG CGC GCG GCG GGC GGG GCG GGG GCA CGG GGG
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significance of whole models or individual constraints in explaining total Inertia was 

analysed by comparing Chi-squared distances (CCA) or Euclidean distances (RDA) of 

full and reduced models, using permutation tests for RDA or CCA (9999 permutations, 

pseudo-F tests); where constraints are assessed all simultaneously or sequentially. 

Responses were each scaled to unit variance in all multivariate analyses (see Oksanen et 

al. 2015 for further details). Microbial functional groups were treated both individually 

and as a whole, to explore correlated effects between communities. When treating 

functional groups separately, non-existent community structure indices, resulting from 

the absence of OTUs in a particular sample, were imputed using the ‘missMDA’ package 

(Josse et al. 2011) to allow for analysis without the influence of these values. 

First, associations between edaphic characteristics, or vegetation cover, and climate 

were assessed, along with those directly between microbial groups. Edaphic 

characteristics used in multivariate models (fine soil %C and %N and ratios (C/N), pH, 

and coarse and fine fraction mass and ratio (Co/F); Figure 2.3; Supplemental Tables S2.4, 

S7.c and S8.c) were those significantly different between at least two sites using Tukey 

HSD univariate pairwise comparisons. In univariate models, edaphic characteristics were 

transformed, when appropriate, to pass the Shapiro-Wilk normality test. Climate 

variables included soil moisture variables (mean (MS), minimum (MSmin), and maximum 

(MSmax) annual soil moisture), potential evapo-transpiration (PET), degree days (DD), 

and temperature variables (mean (TA), minimum (TAmin), maximum (TAmax) annual air 

and soil (TS, TSmin, TSmax) temperatures; Table 2.1). .  

To assess the significant differences in beta-diversity among sites, OTU composition 

(presence / absence) or community structure (Shannon's diversity - H’, richness – d, and 

Pielou's evenness - J) was analysed in response to (constrained by) latitude, zone and 

their interaction. Responses to vegetation cover and edaphic characteristics, climatic 

factors, or spatial distance were then independently performed to assess best continuous 

predictors of community composition and structure at various scales, and for comparison 

with site-level categorical analyses. Spatial distance was parameterized by transforming 

geospatial coordinates at the plot level into 18 dimensions using principal coordinates of 

neighbor matrices (PCNM) (Borcard et al. 2004). Partial-constrained multivariate 

ordinations of microbial communities in response to climatic variables (constraints) 
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omitting the effects of edaphic and vegetation heterogeneity (conditions) was also 

performed, using only factors selected in non-conditioned models, in order to separate 

correlated environmental effects and assess direct influence of climate on microbial 

biogeography. Significant climatic and edaphic variables were treated as combined 

environmental factors in models isolating the effects of spatial distance (Legendre et al. 

2005), as first described by Borcard et al. (1992).  

 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 DNA quantity and quality 

DNA extractability and quality of both mineral soil and forest floor samples 

(Supplemental Table S2.5) did not significantly differ among sites (p > 0.05), and was 

not significantly affected by edaphic characteristics or vegetation cover (p > 0.05). 

Technical replicates of our PCR-DGGE process (Supplemental Figure S2.1) 

demonstrated reproducible screening of abundant OTUs of each targeted functional 

groups. 

 

2.3.2 Vegetation cover and edaphic characteristics  

Canopy / ground cover of trees, shrubs and herbs did not significantly differ with 

latitude or zone, even when only considering dominant tree species or a single vegetation 

stratum (Permutation test for RDA p > 0.05; data not shown). Nonetheless, canopy cover 

is less dominated by Douglas-fir and more by Western redcedar and Western hemlock in 

sTR, nTR and nWH sites (Supplemental Figure S2.2.a). Moss-species composition 

changed with latitude (Permutation test for RDA under reduced model p = 0.006; 

Supplemental Figure S2.2.b), however total moss cover was not significantly associated 

with latitude or zone (ANOVA p > 0.05). 

Understory vegetation cover at the plot-level was generally quite similar among sites 

(Supplemental Table S2.2) and did not show clustering representative of changes in 

dominant tree cover at the site-level (Figure 2.2). Greater proportion of moss and vanilla 

leaf cover was associated with most nTR plots, and the relatively high MSmax at this site 
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(Figure 2.2; Supplemental Table S2.6). No relationships were found between forest floor 

characteristics and vegetation cover (Permutation test for CCAs p > 0.05; see 

Supplemental Table S2.4 for characteristics of soil layers). To some extent (26.7 % of 

total inertia; Permutation test for CCA p = 0.003), more acidic mineral soils were 

associated with more vanilla leaf and moss, and also less salal, Oregon grape and fern 

cover; greater aeration (Co/F ratio) was associated with Oregon grape cover, despite pH 

being negatively correlated with the Co/F ratio (r = -0.49; p = 0.002). 

 

 
Figure 2.2: CCA of plot vegetation cover (Salal, Gaultheria shallon; Ferns, Polystichum 

munitum; Oregon grape (OG), Mahonia aquifolium; Vanilla leaf (VL), Achlys triphylla; 

Moss) in response to climate. Polygons represent k-means clustering using CCA components 1 

and 2. All responses were scaled to unit variance. Percent inertia explained by each CCA 

component is in parenthesis next to axis label. Climate accounted for 34.7% of plot vegetation 

cover (p < 0.05), however only MSmax and PET were significant factors. 
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Edaphic characteristics differed slightly among sites, most prominently C and N 

(Figure 2.3, Supplemental Table S2.6). C and N concentrations were highly correlated in 

all samples (r = 0.92 and 0.94 for forest floor and mineral soil, respectively; p < 0.001). 

Climate explained more of the variance in edaphic characteristics in mineral soil (73 %) 

than in forest floor (56.7 %) (Supplemental Table S2.6), indicating more within-site 

substrate homogeneity in this layer and a potentially stronger relationship to local climate 

variables. Greater C and N in mineral soil were associated with lower TAmin and MSmax 

(Figure 2.3). In both forest floor and mineral soil samples, pH was highest in DF (5.03 

and 5.10, respectively), intermediate in TR (4.47 and 4.62, respectively) and lowest in 

WH sites (4.27 and 4.37, respectively; Supplemental Table S2.4). Across zones, forest 

floor pH was lowest in n- and highest in c-transects (Supplemental Table S2.4).  

 

2.3.3 Microbial communities in forest floor 

The direct climatic influences on forest floor microbial community structure along the 

observed temperature and moisture gradients, as the influences of TA and TAmin on 

fungal and amoA bacteria communities were confounded by the effects of forest floor N 

(Supplemental Table S2.7.d). Both TA and N had similar effects on fungal community 

structure, mainly positive correlations with fungal diversity and evenness, and negative 

correlations with richness (Figure 2.4.a; see Supplemental Table S2.9 for mean OTUs 

and Shannon's diversity indices by site). A rise in amoA bacteria richness and evenness, 

associated with more OTUs in sWH, cDF and nDF samples, can be attributed to 

generally lower PET and TAmax at these sites (Supplemental Table S2.7.b). Fungal 

community indices increased with increasing TAmax and decreasing DD, but these effects 

were confounded by pH and N (Figure 2.4.a; Supplemental Table S2.7.d). Plot 

differences in the nifH bacteria community structure were not associated with latitude or 

zone, climate or plant cover, but all structural indexes increased with soil C 

(Supplemental Table S2.7.a, b and c) and accounted for 25.9 % of trends in amoA 

community structure.  

The overall composition of microbial communities in forest floors was significantly 

related to MSmin, DD and temperature extremes, which also separate northern sites from 
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central and southern sites (Figure 2.5.a; Supplemental Table S2.7.b). Fungal composition 

was mainly responsible for microbial community associations with TAmin and MSmin 

(Figure 2.5.a; Supplemental Table S2.7.b) while both amoA and nifH bacteria 

composition were associated with TAmax. For the latter, effects were confounded by 

associations with moss cover and fine fraction content (Supplemental Table S2.7.d). Yet, 

fungal composition accounted for 91.6 % of nifH bacteria composition in forest floors (p 

= 0.03). Interestingly, the most significant climatic factor (DD) and edaphic characteristic 

(pH) describing overall microbial composition did not appear as influential factors when 

functional groups were examined separately (Figure 2.5.a; Supplemental Table S2.7.b 

and c); this was possibly an artefact of differences in the number of OTU's in each group 

(Supplemental Table S2.9). Nonetheless, analysis of overall microbial composition 

clearly isolates two clusters of n-transect samples from other sites (Figure 2.5.a).  

Although vanilla leaf and moss were the vegetation covers which most differentiated 

sites, only moss cover was significantly correlated to a microbial community response, 

namely nifH bacteria composition (Supplemental Tables S2.7.b and S2.8.b). Salal cover 

was significantly linked to amoA bacteria composition when treating functional groups 

separately (Supplemental Tables S2.7.b). 

 

2.3.4 Microbial communities in mineral soil 

As with forest floor samples, the confounding effects of edaphic characteristics and 

vegetation cover made it difficult to directly associate the structure of microbial 

communities in mineral soil with climatic variables. Community structure differed among 

latitudes and zones, mainly due to differences in fungi across latitudes and in nifH 

bacteria across latitude and zones. The only significant association directly between 

microbial communities in mineral soil was fungal community structure accounting for 

21.6 % of nifH community structure (p = 0.03). Drier climates were generally associated 

with less fungal richness, versus more richness, diversity and evenness of nifH bacterial 

communities (Supplemental Tables S2.8 and S2.9). Fungal diversity and evenness 

differed between southern and northern sites, mostly because of differences between sDF 

and nDF-nTR sites. Fungal diversity and evenness were 28 % and 22 % greater, 
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respectively, in sDF than nDF sites (p < 0.01 and p = 0.011, respectively). These site 

differences cannot be solely attributed to climate, due to negative correlations with C/N (r 

= -0.49; p = 0.002) and positive correlation with fine fraction content (r = 0.62; p = 0.05) 

with MSmax (Figure 2.3). Northern sites also differed from southern and central sites, as 

structural indices for nifH bacteria decreased with increasing latitude. Richness and 

evenness of nifH bacteria also differed between DF and WH zones (Supplemental Table 

S2.8), but the influences of MS and MSmax on nifH communities were confounded by the 

effects of C/N and pH, respectively (Figure 2.4.a; Supplemental Table S2.8). The amoA 

bacteria community structure did not differ significantly among sites; significant 

associations with DD and MS were confounded by soil pH and fern cover (Figure 2.4.a; 

Supplemental Table S2.8). Fern cover, which increased with diversity and richness of 

amoA bacteria, was the only understory vegetation significantly correlated to community 

structure or composition when modelled responses included all 3 targeted functional 

groups (Supplemental Table S2.8.c).  

The composition of microbial communities in mineral soil was primarily influenced 

by MS, DD, TA and TAmax (Figure 2.5.a; Supplemental Table S2.8). MS was 

significantly correlated with fungal and nifH OTUs (Figure 2.5.a; Supplemental Table 

S2.8). TAmax was primarily associated with changes in fungal composition while DD and 

TA were associated with changes in nifH bacteria composition (Figure 2.5.b; 

Supplemental Table S2.8). Although TAmin correlated with fungal composition in 

samples, the correlation of TAmin with N and C (r = 0.44 and -0.41; p = 0.007 and 0.014, 

respectively) is likely responsible for the decreased significance of this climatic factor in 

the overall microbial composition model when effects of edaphic characteristics are 

removed (Supplemental Table S2.8.d). The composition of amoA bacterial communities 

changed with latitude, but this could only be attributed to changes in soil pH 

(Supplemental Tables S2.4 and S2.8). Soil pH also influenced nifH bacterial community 

composition, and accordingly was significantly associated with overall microbial 

composition (Supplemental Table S2.8.c). Salal cover was only significantly linked to 

nifH bacteria community composition. Other edaphic characteristics influencing overall 

microbial composition were fine fraction content, C and N, which were associated with 

changes in both fungal and nifH bacterial OTUs (Supplemental Table S2.8.c).
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Figure 2.3: Constrained RDA of forest floor (A) and mineral soil (B) edaphic characteristics (Co, coarse fraction content (g); F, fine 

fraction content (g); Co/F, coarse to fine ratio (g/g); N, nitrogen concentration (%); C, carbon concentration (%); C/N, carbon to nitrogen 

ratio; pH) of plot samples across latitudes and zones, constrained by climatic variables. Polygons represent k-means clustering using RDA 

components 1 and 2. All responses were scaled to unit variance. Percent inertia explained by each RDA component is in parenthesis next to axis 

label. Climate accounted for 56.7 % and 73 % of forest floor and mineral soil edaphic characteristics, respectively (p < 0.05). MSmax and TA were 

not significant factors in the forest floor model, while MSmin, PET and DD were not in the mineral soil model.  
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Figure 2.4: Constrained RDA of microbial community structure (H', diversity; d, richness; J, evenness) from forest floor (A) and mineral 

soil (B) samples in response to edaphic characteristics and vegetation cover (constraints). Polygons represent k-means clustering using RDA 

components 1 and 2. All responses were scaled to unit variance. Percent inertia explained by each CCA component is in parenthesis next to axis 

label. Microbial functional groups are designated by prefixes 18S, nifH and amoA for target fungal, nitrogen-fixing and ammonia-oxidizing 

bacteria communities, respectively. Selected constraints for forest floor samples include pH and nitrogen concentration (N), while those for 

mineral soil samples include fern cover (Ferns), carbon to nitrogen ratio (C.N), pH and the fine fraction content (F). Constraints accounted for 12.2 

% and 34.7 % of microbial community structure in forest floor and mineral soils respectively (p < 0.05).  
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Figure 2.5: CCA of microbial community composition from forest floor (A) and mineral soil (B) samples in response to climatic variables 

(constraints) omitting the effects of edaphic heterogeneity (conditions). Polygons represent k-means clustering using CCA components 1 and 

2. Black symbols each represent a unique OTU (*, 18S-FF390/FR1; x, nifH; +, amoA). All responses were scaled to unit variance. Percent inertia 

explained by each CCA component is in parenthesis next to axis label. For forest floor, climate variables included MS, MSmin, DD, TAmin and 

TAmax, while edaphic characteristics included pH. For mineral soil, climate variables included MS, MSmin, PET, DD, TA, TAmin and TAmax, while 

edaphic characteristics included the fine fraction content, [N], [C] and pH. Constraints accounted for 20.4 % and 23 % of microbial community 

composition in forest floor and mineral soils respectively, while conditions accounted for 4.9 % and 19.4 %, respectively (p < 0.001). 
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2.3.5 Microbial biogeography: Spatial and environmental  

On average, more of the variation in microbial communities was accounted for in mineral 

soil (47.8 %) than in forest floor (33.9 %; Table 2.3). Environmental variables (climate, 

understory cover and edaphic characteristics) explained between 14-25 % of variation in 

microbial community structure and composition. With the exception of mineral soil 

community structure, that would correspond to 1.3 to 4.2 times the amount attributable to 

spatial variables or shared effects (Table 2.3). The highest explanatory power for spatial 

and shared effects was for mineral soil community structure (22.6 and 16.1 %, 

respectively), where 52.7 % of the variance was accounted for by environmental, spatial 

and shared effects (Table 2.3). On average, shared effects explained 1.8 times more 

variation in community structure than composition, even though similar variables were 

used in all models and the number of significant variables was less in community 

structure models. Transformation of Easting and Northing spatial scales yielded 18 

PCNM components, of which only the first 5 were useful in accounting for microbial 

biogeography (Table 2.3; see Supplemental Figure S2.3 for more details). For all 

microbial community responses except for community structure in forest floor, PCNM 1, 

which correlates with latitude (r = 0.8673, p < 0.001), was the only remaining significant 

spatial scale in models conditioned by their respective environmental variable (p < 0.05, 

9999 permutations, pseudo-F tests). PCNM 2 was the only significant spatial component 

in environmentally conditioned models of forest floor community structure (p < 0.05, 

9999 permutations, pseudo-F tests), and did not correlate with any of our measured 

environmental variables. 
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Table 2.3: Significant environmental variables and spatial principal coordinates of neighbor matrices (PCNM) selected for modelled 

responses of microbial community structure and composition, and the proportion of Inertia explained by environmental variables alone 

(Env.), spatial variables alone and a combination of both variables (Both), as well as variance unaccounted for by each model (Unknown). 

All responses were scaled to unit variance.  

Responses  Variables  Percent Inertia explained 

Soil layer 
Community 

Index 

 
Environmental factors 

Spatial 

PCNMs 
 Env. Both Spatial Unknown 

Forest floor structure  MSmin, TA, TAmin, N 2,4  18.60 11.49 4.46 65.45 

 composition  MSmin, DD, TAmin, TAmax, % salal 1,3,4  14.87 6.67 11.67 66.79 

Mineral soil structure  MS, MSmax, Fine, DD 1,4,5  13.92 16.15 22.65 47.28 

 composition  MS , MSmin, PET, TA, pH, N, C, Fine 1,3,4  25.53 8.25 9.09 57.13 
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2.4 Discussion  

Fungal communities were not associated with any changes in vegetation cover, despite 

numerous documented plant / fungal mutualistic relationships. Very similar host 

availability among sites is most likely the cause (Tedersoo et al. 2012), however shifts in 

fungal communities are not always mirrored by plants (Tedersoo et al. 2014). Root 

systems were avoided during sampling, on average making up less than 0.4 % of sampled 

mineral soil dry weight, which may have favoured the screening of free-living fungal 

species over mycorrhizal fungi. Overstory needle fall was the primary source of abundant 

litter at our sites, however it was not linked to observed site-level trends. Availability of 

labile organic matter favours mineralization over sequestration (Manzoni et al. 2008, 

Prescott 2010) as dissolved organic matter infiltrates into mineral soils. The increase in 

amoA bacteria diversity and richness in mineral soils with increased fern cover 

(Supplemental Table S2.8) concurs with the previously established relationship between 

sword fern and more nutrient rich sites (Green and Klinka 1994) and suggests patchy 

layout of N-sources and sinks at most sites (Ramette and Tiedje 2007a). The observed 

correlations between moss cover and the composition of nifH bacterial communities in 

forest floors (Supplemental Table S2.7) supports other studies showing high diversity and 

abundance of N-fixing bacteria in moss-dominated ecosystems (Opelt et al. 2007;Winder, 

R. and Trofymow, J. A. unpublished data) and are indicative of nutrient poor sites, likely 

favouring nitrogen fixation. The lack of significant relationships between fern or moss 

cover with soil-N or C/N could be due to differences between N-concentrations and N-

availability for plants (Schimel and Bennett 2004); the latter which was not measured. 

Symbiosis with ericoid mycorrhizae may be responsible for the small but significant 

association of salal with the composition of amoA and nifH in the forest floor and 

mineral soils, respectively (Marschner and Dell 1994).  
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2.4.1 Microbial communities in forest floor 

The composition (i.e. assemblage of OTUs) of microbial communities responsible for 

decay and N-cycling changed markedly along a latitudinal gradient, but without shifts in 

community structure (i.e. diversity, richness and evenness indices). At the spatial scales 

involved, it is possible that climatic conditions in forest floors select for different species 

while maintaining overall ecosystem functions. Fungal community structure was 

primarily influenced by edaphic characteristics, which constituted most local 

heterogeneity. In contrast, fungal community composition was primarily influenced by 

climatic factors, which changed over larger spatial scales. At least for fungi in the forest 

floor, climate selected for local population pools, while heterogeneous soil matrices 

determine colonization success for particular microbial species at the site level; 

confirming findings of Ramette and Tiedje (2007a) concerning the influence of 

environmental heterogeneity at multiple spatial scales. Spatial distance, whether the result 

of dispersal limitations or geographic isolation, is an influential factor distinguishing 

microbial communities (Green et al. 2004, Ramette and Tiedje 2007b, Monroy et al. 

2012) and has likely partially confounded the estimation of other site effects, especially 

along our latitudinal range. However our experimental design should mitigate this issue, 

making distance effects likely attributable to some of the difference in % inertia 

explained by latitude / zone models and those using climate, edaphic characteristics and 

vegetation cover (~5 % of forest floor microbial composition). 

Overall microbial composition was correlated with soil moisture (MS and MSmin), 

however, the effects of MS were negated by pH differences. Isolating the direct effects of 

MS on microbial communities may be difficult since climatic variables such as 

precipitation, which control soil moisture, also increase the dissociation of acidic 

fractions from organic litter. This disassociation in turn lowers pH (Brady and Weil 

2008), as seen with the negative correlation of MS and pH (r = -0.4239, p = 0.01). The 

observed association of MSmin (ranging from 0 - 2.47 %) with microbial composition is 

supported by evidence of varying desiccation tolerances among microbial taxa (Van 

Gestel et al. 1993). 

Degree Days was an important predictor of overall microbial composition, potentially 

due to concurrent effects on forest productivity, in agreement with studies of warming-
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induced feedbacks between above- and below-ground processes (Melillo et al. 2002). 

Temperature variables were also associated with local amoA bacterial community 

structure, emphasising the role of local climate in selecting microbial community 

assemblages. Climate should therefore be considered as a potential force for aboveground 

co-adaptation with forest floor microbial communities. 

Fungal community structure was affected primarily by N and pH. Soil pH has been 

shown to be a major predictor of the community structure and composition of bacteria 

and fungi across biomes (Staddon et al. 1998, Fierer et al. 2009, Strickland and Rousk 

2010, Tedersoo et al. 2014). The observed influence of N on fungal community structure 

is in accordance with ectomycorrhizal species showing shifts in species dominance along 

N-gradients (Lilleskov et al. 2001, Toljander et al. 2006, Kranabetter et al. 2009). As 

more N becomes accessible, a few dominant fungal species tolerant to nutrient stress or 

specializing in the decay of recalcitrant compounds are likely outcompeted by a richer 

group of generalists.  

 

2.4.2 Microbial communities in mineral soil  

Soil moisture (MS) was an important predictor of both microbial community structure 

and composition in mineral soils, especially for N-fixing and ammonia-oxidizing 

bacteria; however, pH again confounded interpretation of the climatic effect on 

community structure. Many of the significant differences in community structure were 

found in the DF zone, where MS negatively correlated with pH (r = -0.61; p = 0.034). 

Both factors are likely the result of water regime and its role in cation precipitation and 

podzolisation (Brady and Weil 2008). Our ‘mid-scale’ study across two nearby 

biogeoclimatic zones supports other large-scale studies identifying edaphic 

characteristics, mainly pH, as the primary control of microbial richness and diversity 

between ecosystem types (Fierer and Jackson 2006, Fierer et al. 2009, Lauber et al. 2009, 

Tedersoo et al. 2014) and findings that soil pH generally affect bacteria more than fungi 

(Rousk et al. 2010). Although pH differed significantly between WH and DF zones 

(Table S2.3), its effects were not uniform across functional groups, zone, or soil layer, the 

latter in contrast with the effects outlined above. Soil pH accounted for fewer changes in 
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microbial composition than local climate, as seen at a global scale in fungal communities 

(Tedersoo et al. 2014).  

Temperature and moisture effects on microbial communities are most likely species- 

and system-specific (Strickland and Rousk 2010). Our best climatic descriptors for 

microbial composition changed from one functional group to the next, but in general did 

not select for different community structure (Supplemental Tables S2.8). If the 

community structure of targeted functional groups relates to biological activity, then it is 

possible that distinct assemblages of microbial populations parallel similar ecosystem 

functions along climatic gradients within the same forest type. Such selection potentially 

results from narrower niche widths for some microbes than their host (Nantel and 

Neumann 1992, Kranabetter 2014). Localized co-adaptation of endemic plant populations 

and microbiota is also a possibility (Kranabetter, 2014), since genotype can have major 

influences on underground microbiota (Schweitzer et al. 2008a). While some of the tree 

stands at our sites were planted, selected genotypes would have been of locally adapted 

stock. 

Warmer climates tend to have accelerated rates of decay and mineralization (Melillo et 

al. 2002), which could account for the increased diversity and richness of amoA bacteria 

with increasing DD at some sites (Supplemental Table S2.8.b). The composition of nifH 

communities was also influenced by DD without effects on general structure 

(Supplemental Table S2.8.b), further emphasising the role of temperature in selecting 

microbial populations along climatic gradients. This process could potentially lead to 

population endemism. Cosmopolitan gene transfer could also allow for distinct, locally 

adapted populations to share a common function in response to ecological pressures at a 

larger scale (Ramette and Tiedje 2007b). Temperature extremes at the local scale were 

also shown to play an important role in the selection of microbial populations, namely 

fungi and nifH bacteria (Supplemental Table S2.8.b). 

Although we did not measure N-dynamics, mineral soil C/N could be reflective of the 

N-availability to microbes, since microbial communities shifted from fungi to nitrogen-

fixing bacteria with decreasing quality of soil organic matter (Figure 2.4.b). Shifts in 

dominant functional groups and changes in the composition of fungal communities 

demonstrate significant alterations of microbial niches along N-gradients, further 
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emphasising the importance of this element for determining trophic cascades (Knops et 

al. 2002, Schimel and Bennett 2004, Kranabetter et al. 2009). Total C has been shown to 

affect the abundance of forest floor nifH bacteria in DF stands with different thinning 

densities (Levy-Booth and Winder 2010). We further showed that C significantly 

correlated with the community structure of forest floor nifH bacteria and mineral soil 

nifH bacteria in DF stands along temperature and moisture gradients.  

The increases in fungal community structure indices associated with increased fine 

fraction content in mineral soil may be a result of greater sample size. Although DNA 

was extracted from subsamples of the same mass, these were taken from homogenised 

fine fraction content of different sizes (by weight), which may affect the probability of 

sampling species. Effects of fine fraction content on the community composition of nifH 

bacteria were less clear. Since sample volumes and depth were maintained as constants, 

fine fraction content was linked to density and therefore could also be related to soil 

aeration and drainage; however gravel content and soil compaction complicate this 

relationship. 

 

2.4.3 Spatial implications for microbial biogeography  

Spatial scales segregating latitude and biogeoclimatic zones are important in 

determining community structure and composition of nutrient cycling microbes along the 

rainshadow forests of East Vancouver Island. The spatial component associated with 

latitude was of particular importance in accounting for microbial variability, in part since 

spatial distance between s-, c- and n-transects was greater than distances between zones 

or plots at each latitude, supporting earlier findings that increasing spatial distance 

decreases microbial community similarity (Martiny et al. 2006). These effects were 

particularly pronounced for community structure in mineral soil. Since latitude and zone 

lose their explanatory power when the effects of environmental variables are removed, 

PCNM components 3, 4 and 5 likely delineate spatial boundaries correlated to 

environmental factors significantly affecting microbial communities. Even though these 

spatial boundaries (i.e shared spatio-environmental effects) only account for a small 

fraction of total community variances, they compose a substantial fraction of the 
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explicable community structure (Table 2.3). The generally greater explanatory power of 

environmental variables therefore does not preclude the importance of spatial and shared 

spatio-environmental effects on microbial biogeography, especially on species with 

dispersal limitations (Tedersoo et al. 2014). The joint influence of climate and spatial 

distance on nutrient-cycling microbes, even within the same ecosystem type (Table 2.3; 

Green et al. 2004, Monroy et al. 2012), could infer that ‘naïve’ tree genotypes 

experiencing climatic shifts or undergoing assisted migration (Winder et al. 2011) have 

greater exposure to novel soil biota and more potential disconnection from co-adapted 

communities.  

 

2.4.4 Conclusions 

Climatic and soil factors held the most explanatory power regarding variability of 

microbial communities in Douglas-fir forest soils. Significant changes in the microbial 

community composition and structure were related to differences as small as 2.47 % and 

2.55 °C in mean annual moisture and temperature parameters, respectively. The climatic 

variables best describing microbial composition changed from one functional group to 

the next, and in general could not be attributed to changes in community structure due to 

correlations with other environmental characteristics. To a lesser extent, spatial distance, 

especially associated with latitude, was also important in accounting for community 

variability. The influence of climate regimes on niche distribution may vary between 

species and life forms. Special consideration for the interaction of complex above- and 

below-ground communities is suggested for the development of forest management 

methods pertaining to climate change adaptation, and warrants further research. 
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2.5 Supplemental Material 

2.5.1 Supplemental tables 

Table S2.1: Climatic characteristics for the coastal Douglas-fir (DF) and coastal Western Hemlock (WH) biogeoclimatic zones of British 

Columbia (redrawn from Meidinger and Pojar (1991)). For both zones, the driest and wettest months were July and December, respectively. 

Zone Range and 

reference station 

Latitude Longitude Elevation 

(m) 

Mean 

annual 

precip. 

(mm) 

Mean summer 

precip. (May - 

Sept) (mm) 

Mean percip. 

of driest 

month (mm) 

Mean precip. 

of wettest 

month (mm) 

Mean annual 

snowfall 

(cm) 

Number of 

months with 

snow 

DF Max   223 1262.6 238.3 38.6 232.9 95.2 6 

 Min   8 647.2 107.3 13.4 119.2 17.2 5 

 Victoria Int'l A 48°39' 123°26' 19 872.9 141.9 18.1 157.3 49.9 6 

WH Max   671 4386.8 1162.0 151.0 625.4 840.8 9 

 Min   0 990.2 159.3 16.8 154.7 25.2 5 

 Haney UBC RD 

Admin 

49°16' 122°34' 143 2140.1 467.8 65.5 331.7 81.6 7 

Zone Range and 

reference station 

Mean 

annual 

temp. 

(°C) 

Mean 

temp. 

coldest 

month (°C) 

Extreme 

min. temp. 

(C°) 

Mean 

temp. 

warmest 

month 

(°C) 

Extreme max. 

temp. (°C) 

No. of frost 

free days 

Frost free 

period 

(days) 

Degree Days 

above 5 °C 

Degree Days 

below 0 °C 

DF Max 10.5 4.1 -11.7 18.0 40.6 349 304 2121 43 

 Min 9.2 1.8 -21.1 15.4 31.1 260 155 1794 9 

 Victoria Int'l A 9.5 3.1 -15.6 16.3 36.1 305 201 1863 25 

WH Max 10.5 4.7 -10.6 18.7 40.6 344 272 2205 493 

 Min 4.5 -6.6 -30.6 13.1 22.8 188 116 1059 5 

 Haney UBC RD 

Admin 

9.2 1.4 -20.0 16.8 35.0 291 198 1882 59 
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Table S2.2: Percent ground cover of understory vegetation (Salal, Gaultheria shallon; Ferns, Polystichum munitum and Pteridium 

aquilinum; Oregon grape, Mahonia aquifolium; Vanilla leaf, Achlys triphylla; Moss) at sampling sites. Each value represents the mean 

ground cover of 4 sampled plots (±SE).  

Transect Zone Salal Oregon grape Ferns Moss Vanilla leaf 

South DF 67.50 ±13.62 15.00 ±5 11.25 ±11.25 6.25 ±6.25 0.00 

 TR 48.75 ±21.05 5.00 ±5 2.50 ±2.5 0.25 ±0.25 0.00 

 WH 51.25 ±25.44 17.50 ±15.88 0.00 28.75 ±22.58 0.00 

Central DF 30.00 ±15.68 55.00 ±17.56 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 TR 42.50 ±14.93 26.25 ±8 1.25 ±1.25 17.50 ±6.29 0.00 

 WH 48.75 ±14.77 18.75 ±6.57 12.50 ±4.33 0.00 3.75 ±2.39 

North DF 41.25 ±18.97 22.50 ±13.15 8.75 ±4.27 0.00 0.00 

 TR 13.75 ±10.48 21.25 ±13.29 2.50 ±2.5 68.75 ±15.99 15.00 ±8.66 

 WH 17.50 ±14.36 30.00 ±22.08 12.50 ±7.5 20.00 ±16.83 2.50 ±2.5 
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Table S2.3: Percent canopy / ground cover of vegetation at field sites, and the mean percent presence (P) and cover (MC) of each species 

across all sites. Species cover was divided into four strata: tree (> 10 m height; A), shrubs (0 - 10 m height; B), herb strata (C) and moss / seedling 

strata (D).  

      South    Central   North  

Strata Species English Name P MC DF TR WH  DF TR WH  DF TR WH 

A Abies grandis grand fir 11.1 0.3   3.0         

A Acer macrophyllum bigleaf maple 22.2 0.7     4.0 2.0      

A Arbutus menziesii arbutus 11.1 0.7     6.0       

A Cornus nuttallii western flowering 

dogwood 

11.1 0.4      4.0      

A Pseudotsuga menziesii 

var. menziesii 

coast Douglas-fir 100.0 43.4 60.0 25.0 50.0  70.0 60.0 35.0  60.0 20.0 11.0 

A Thuja plicata western redcedar 55.6 16.7 5.0 50.0     20.0   30.0 45.0 

A Tsuga heterophylla western hemlock 55.6 11.8   5.0  3.0  8.0   45.0 45.0 

B Abies grandis grand fir 44.4 0.8 3.0  2.0  1.0  1.0     

B Acer macrophyllum bigleaf maple 44.4 0.8   2.0   1.0 1.0  3.0   

B Amelanchier alnifolia saskatoon 22.2 0.1 0.1     0.1      

B Arbutus menziesii arbutus 11.1 0.2     2.0       

B Gaultheria shallon salal 100.0 55.8 52.0 60.0 85.0  50.0 60.0 75.0  75.0 20.0 25.0 

B Holodiscus discolor oceanspray 33.3 0.9 6.0      1.0  1.0   

B Lonicera hispidula hairy honeysuckle 33.3 0.2     0.1 1.0 1.0     

B Mahonia nervosa dull Oregon-grape 100.0 23.1 45.0 15.0 15.0  50.0 20.0 15.0  15.0 8.0 25.0 

B Pinus monticola western white 

pine 

11.1 0.1   0.1         

B Pseudotsuga menziesii 

var. menziesii 

coast Douglas-fir 44.4 1.6 3.0    1.0 5.0     5.0 

B Rhamnus purshiana cascara 33.3 0.1         0.5 0.1 0.5 

B Rosa gymnocarpa baldhip rose 66.7 0.7 2.0  0.1  2.0 1.0 1.0  0.5   
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B Rubus spectabilis salmonberry 11.1 0.1         1.0   

B Symphoricarpos albus common 

snowberry 

22.2 0.9 4.0     4.0      

B Thuja plicata western redcedar 66.7 3.3  5.0 2.0   1.5   10.0 3.0 8.0 

B Tsuga heterophylla western hemlock 66.7 3.8  4.0 5.0   4.0 8.0  6.0 7.0  

B Vaccinium parvifolium red huckleberry 100.0 3.6 4.0 2.0 6.0  3.0 2.0 2.0  3.0 8.0 2.0 

C Achlys triphylla vanilla-leaf 66.7 1.2     0.1 2.0 2.0  1.0 5.0 0.5 

C Adenocaulon bicolor pathfinder 22.2 0.1      0.1   0.1   

C Blechnum spicant deer fern 11.1 0.1         1.0   

C Carex sp. sedge 11.1 0.1       0.1     

C Chimaphila umbellata prince's pine 11.1 0.2   2.0         

C Corallorhiza maculata   11.1 0.1 0.1           

C Festuca sp. fescue 11.1 0.1   0.1         

C Galium aparine cleavers 22.2 0.1      0.1 0.1     

C Galium triflorum sweet-scented 

bedstraw 

11.1 0.1           0.1 

C GRASS1   22.2 0.1      0.1 0.1     

C LACTMUR   11.1 0.1      0.1      

C Linnaea borealis twinflower 11.1 0.9   8.0         

C Melica subulata Alaska oniongrass 44.4 0.1  0.1 1.0   0.1    0.1  

C Polygonum minimum leafy dwarf 

knotweed 

11.1 0.6       5.0     

C Polystichum munitum sword fern 77.8 3.4 1.0 12.0 5.0  1.0 5.0   3.0  4.0 

C Pteridium aquilinum bracken fern 100.0 3.2 0.1 1.0 1.0  0.1 10.0 5.0  5.0 6.0 1.0 

C Pyrola asarifolia pink wintergreen 11.1 0.1  0.1          

C Rubus ursinus trailing blackberry 66.7 0.6 0.5  0.1  0.1 2.0 1.0  2.0   

C Streptopus 

amplexifolius 

clasping 

twistedstalk 

11.1 0.1  0.1          

C Trientalis borealis broad-leaved 11.1 0.1           0.5 
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starflower 

C Trientalis borealis ssp. 

latifolia 

broad-leaved 

starflower 

77.8 0.1  0.1 0.1  0.1 1.0 0.1  0.1 0.1  

D Acer macrophyllum bigleaf maple 11.1 0.1           0.1 

D Eurhynchium 

oreganum 

Oregon beaked-

moss 

100.0 21.3 23.0 80.0 40.0  5.0 20.0 6.0  3.0 10.0 5.0 

D Eurhynchium 

praelongum 

slender beaked-

moss 

22.2 0.2  1.0 1.0         

D Hylocomium splendens step moss 88.9 28.9 2.0 10.0 55.0   5.0 3.0  80.0 80.0 25.0 

D Plagiothecium 

undulatum 

flat-moss 22.2 0.3          2.0 1.0 

D Rhytidiadelphus loreus lanky moss 44.4 1.4      10.0 1.0  2.0  0.1 

D Rhytidiadelphus 

triquetrus 

electrified cat's-

tail moss 

22.2 0.9   8.0   0.1      

D Rhytidiopsis robusta pipecleaner moss 11.1 0.3  3.0          

D Thuja plicata western redcedar 11.1 0.1           0.1 
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Table S2.4: Forest floor and mineral soil characteristics of sampling sites. Carbon and nitrogen concentrations and pH were determined on the 

fine fraction (< 8 mm for forest floor and < 2 mm for mineral soil) of each sample. Mass ratios of coarse to fine fractions (Co/F) and C/N were 

also calculated for each sample. Each value represents the mean of 4 sampled plots (±SE).  

  
Forest floor 

Transect Zone Coarse fraction (g) Fine fraction (g) Co/F pH %N %C C/N 

South DF 16.22 ±7.16 232.01 ±18.37 0.07 ±0.03 4.86 ±0.2 0.49 ±0.04 19.84 ±3.07 39.93 ±4.01 

 
TR 36.91 ±14.64 108.59 ±21.54 0.48 ±0.3 4.53 ±0.21 0.57 ±0.1 25.79 ±4.55 45.01 ±4.35 

 
WH 19.01 ±5.15 102.32 ±13.83 0.18 ±0.02 4.30 ±0.05 0.38 ±0.02 16.98 ±1.28 44.44 ±1.27 

Central DF 17.03 ±5.75 90.93 ±12.86 0.19 ±0.06 5.25 ±0.1 0.70 ±0.14 24.53 ±4.55 35.45 ±1.64 

 
TR 12.46 ±2.78 79.40 ±12.37 0.16 ±0.02 4.64 ±0.21 0.71 ±0.14 26.79 ±4.63 38.67 ±2.51 

 
WH 5.28 ±1.23 36.19 ±6.85 0.16 ±0.04 4.44 ±0.19 0.65 ±0.12 28.33 ±5.32 43.96 ±0.44 

North DF 16.37 ±7.49 116.83 ±11.19 0.13 ±0.05 4.98 ±0.03 0.45 ±0.08 15.18 ±2.32 34.79 ±2.23 

 
TR 19.61 ±2.7 106.31 ±14.02 0.19 ±0.03 4.26 ±0.09 0.85 ±0.08 33.89 ±4 39.81 ±1.41 

 
WH 27.36 ±6.4 82.29 ±8.74 0.37 ±0.12 4.07 ±0.11 1.45 ±0.12 43.71 ±0.78 30.65 ±2.11 

  
Mineral soil 

Transect Zone Coarse fraction (g) Fine fraction (g) Co/F pH %N %C C/N 

South DF 527.65 ±132.75 382.47 ±22.25 1.34 ±0.32 5.05 ±0.14 0.21 ±0.02 6.81 ±0.54 33.11 ±1.35 

 
TR 745.31 ±229.4 478.72 ±99.35 1.58 ±0.41 4.75 ±0.2 0.20 ±0.01 6.85 ±0.62 34.66 ±1 

 
WH 435.89 ±28.66 279.93 ±23.75 1.60 ±0.18 4.40 ±0.11 0.17 ±0 6.07 ±0.36 35.37 ±1.36 

Central DF 302.95 ±39.18 310.55 ±64.4 1.10 ±0.23 5.31 ±0.09 0.17 ±0.02 4.91 ±0.62 28.55 ±1.26 

 
TR 286.84 ±12.84 97.78 ±27.14 3.41 ±0.61 4.54 ±0.13 0.18 ±0.02 5.72 ±0.75 32.87 ±0.89 

 
WH 246.44 ±46.32 141.32 ±12.53 1.72 ±0.2 4.56 ±0.08 0.15 ±0.01 4.45 ±0.33 30.24 ±1.62 

North DF 228.33 ±88.81 404.94 ±21.36 0.57 ±0.21 4.96 ±0.08 0.11 ±0.01 2.80 ±0.28 26.42 ±1.31 

 
TR 108.75 ±33 560.30 ±126.14 0.20 ±0.04 4.58 ±0.11 0.07 ±0 1.64 ±0.15 25.19 ±2.45 

 
WH 685.58 ±197.11 124.94 ±31.57 5.70 ±0.97 4.17 ±0.06 0.34 ±0.03 9.33 ±0.13 27.83 ±1.9 
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Table S2.5: Concentration ([DNA]) and λ absorption ratios (260/280 and 260/230) of DNA extracted from forest floor and mineral soil 

samples. Each value represents the mean of 4 sampled plots (±SE).  

  
Forest floor  Mineral soil 

Transect Zone [DNA] (ng/ul) 260/280 260/230  [DNA] (ng/ul) 260/280 260/230 

South DF 16.93 ±0.77 2.03 ±0.15 1.42 ±0.17  25.73 ±8.36 1.81 ±0.06 1.54 ±0.26 

 
TR 18.12 ±3.26 2.01 ±0.19 1.51 ±0.23  24.61 ±4.33 1.83 ±0.11 1.65 ±0.23 

 
WH 14.88 ±1.14 2.06 ±0.19 1.46 ±0.22  31.48 ±9.7 1.81 ±0.06 1.43 ±0.09 

Central DF 12.44 ±2.72 1.92 ±0.22 1.31 ±0.31  18.14 ±2.66 1.77 ±0.06 1.46 ±0.23 

 
TR 14.78 ±1.46 2.05 ±0.15 1.62 ±0.09  22.63 ±5.4 1.89 ±0.03 1.09 ±0.04 

 
WH 16.86 ±2.03 1.80 ±0.07 1.07 ±0.2  30.46 ±6.23 1.75 ±0.07 1.14 ±0.29 

North DF 14.28 ±2.9 2.13 ±0.16 1.13 ±0.26  17.51 ±5.62 1.84 ±0.07 1.01 ±0.18 

 
TR 12.09 ±2.33 1.86 ±0.18 1.06 ±0.16  23.32 ±12.01 1.91 ±0.11 0.90 ±0.28 

 
WH 15.26 ±1.66 1.87 ±0.12 0.98 ±0.11  17.88 ±0.69 1.80 ±0.09 1.25 ±0.13 
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Table S2.6: The significant (α-level < 0.05) probability-valuesa of models and constraints in explaining vegetation cover, forest floor 

characteristics or mineral soil characteristics. Constraints are labelled with their respective P-values, or ‘n.s.’ in cases where these are not 

significant. Percent inertia explained by each model is included when models are significant. Mean annual soil temperature variables (TS, TSmax, 

TSmin) were included in analyses but not selected as significant constraints in any of our models.  

  Responses 

Model  Constraints Vegetation Forest floor characteristics Mineral soil characteristics 

Constrained by site Latitude 0.03 <0.001 <0.001 

Zone n.s. <0.001 <0.001 

Lat:Zone n.s. <0.001 <0.001 

% interia explained 34.7 56.7 73 

P-value of model 0.033 <0.001 <0.001 

Constrained by 

climate 

MS n.s. 0.025 0.013 

MSmin n.s. 0.002 n.s. 

MSmax 0.004 n.s. <0.001 

PET 0.035 0.003 n.s. 

DD n.s. 0.001 n.s. 

TA n.s. n.s. 0.003 

TAmin n.s. <0.001 0.001 

TAmax n.s. <0.001 0.023 

% interia explained 34.7 56.7 73 

P-value of model 0.031 <0.001 <0.001 

a Analysed by X2 comparisons of full and reduced models using permutation pseudo-F tests, all responses were scaled to unit variance  
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Table S2.7: The significant (α-level < 0.05) probability-valuesa of models and constraints explaining the structure and composition of 

microbial communities in forest floors. The microbial functional groups used as responses are designated by 18S, nifH and amoA for target 

fungal, nitrogen-fixing and ammonia-oxidizing bacteria communities, respectively, or ‘ALL’ when all three groups are used. Constraints selected 

by backwards elimination based on AIC-like statistics are labelled with their respective P-values, or ‘n.s.’ in cases where these are non-significant. 

Constraints not used in the models are marked by a dash. Percent inertia explained by each model is included when models are significant. Mean 

annual soil temperature variables (TS, TSmax, TSmin) were included in analyses but not selected as significant constraints in any of our models. 

Conditional models not analyzed due to a non-significant climatic or edaphic/vegetation model are labelled Not Applicable (N/A).  

Forest floor samples Responses 

Community Structure Community Composition 

Model  Constraints ALL 18S nifH amoA ALL 18S nifH amoA 

a) Constrained by site Latitude n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. <0.001 <0.001 0.021 n.s. 

Zone n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 

Lat:Zone n.s. n.s. n.s. 0.015 0.048 n.s. n.s. n.s. 

% interia explained - - - 36.8 30.7 33.2 30.9 - 

P-value of model 0.083 0.088 0.68 0.016 <0.001 <0.001 0.035 0.53 

b) Constrained by 

climate 

MS - - - - 0.005 0.003 n.s. - 

MSmin n.s. - - - 0.007 0.033 n.s. - 

MSmax - - - - - - - - 

PET - n.s. - 0.014 - - n.s. - 

DD - 0.03 - n.s. 0.001 - n.s. n.s. 

TA 0.004 n.s. n.s. n.s. - 0.038 n.s. - 

TAmin 0.027 - - n.s. 0.024 0.007 n.s. n.s. 

TAmax - 0.027 - 0.013 0.019 n.s. 0.005 0.021 

% interia explained 18.4 27.1 - 30.2 22.3 23.2 29.2 14.8 

P-value of model 0.001 0.019 0.69 0.005 <0.001 <0.001 0.013 0.015 

c) Constrained by Fine - - - n.s. - - 0.004 - 
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edaphic 

characteristics and 

vegetation cover 

%C - - 0.02 - - - - - 

%N 0.026 0.013 - - - - - - 

C/N - - - - - n.s. - 0.022 

pH n.s. 0.023 - n.s. 0.006 - - - 

Coarse - n.s. - - - - - - 

Co/F - - - - - - - - 

Salal - - - - - - - 0.013 

Ferns - n.s. - - - - - - 

Oregon grape - - - - - - - - 

Vanilla leaf - - - - - - - - 

Moss - - - - - - <0.001 - 

% interia explained 12.2 34.5 14 - 4.9 - 17 13.2 

 P-value of model 0.012 0.014 0.02 >0.05 0.006 0.055 <0.001 0.002 

d) Constrained by 

climate, conditioned 

by edaphic 

characteristics and 

vegetation cover 

MS - - N/A N/A n.s. N/A n.s. - 

MSmin n.s. - N/A N/A 0.007 N/A n.s. - 

MSmax - - N/A N/A - N/A - - 

PET - n.s. N/A N/A - N/A n.s. - 

DD - n.s. N/A N/A 0.002 N/A n.s. n.s. 

TA 0.027 n.s. N/A N/A - N/A n.s. - 

TAmin n.s. - N/A N/A 0.04 N/A n.s. n.s. 

TAmax - n.s. N/A N/A 0.014 N/A n.s. 0.023 

% interia explained 

by constraints 

- - N/A N/A 20.4 N/A - - 

% inertia explained 

by conditions 

- - N/A N/A 4.9 N/A - - 

P-value of model 0.056 0.64 N/A N/A <0.001 N/A 0.33 0.076 
a Analysed by X2 comparisons of full and reduced models using permutation pseudo-F tests, all responses were scaled to unit variance  
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Table S2.8: The significant (α-level < 0.05) probability-valuesa of models and constraints explaining the structure and composition of 

microbial communities in mineral soils. The microbial functional groups used as responses are designated by 18S, nifH and amoA for target 

fungal, nitrogen-fixing and ammonia-oxidizing bacteria communities, respectively, or ‘ALL’ when all three groups are used. Constraints selected 

by backwards elimination based on AIC are labelled with their respective P-values, or ‘n.s.’ in cases where these are non-significant. Constraints 

not used in the models are marked by a dash. Percent inertia explained by each model are included when models are significant. Mean annual soil 

temperature variables (TS, TSmax, TSmin) were included in analyses but not selected as significant constraints in any of our models. Conditional 

models not analyzed due to a non-significant climatic or edaphic/vegetation model are labelled Not Applicable (N/A).  

Mineral soil  Responses 

  Community Structure Community Composition 

Model  Constraints ALL 18S nifH amoA ALL 18S nifH amoA 

a) Constrained by site Latitude <0.001 0.012 <0.001 n.s. <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.029 

Zone 0.004 n.s. 0.041 n.s. <0.001 0.016 <0.001 n.s. 

Lat:Zone 0.01 0.046 n.s. n.s. 0.001 0.018 0.001 n.s. 

% interia explained 51.5 45.3 64.5 - 33.1 31 44.6 29.9 

P-value of model <0.001 0.008 <0.001 0.052 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.015 

b) Constrained by 

climate 

MS 0.01 -  0.026 0.004 <0.001 0.007 <0.001 0.014 

MSmin - - - n.s. n.s. - - - 

MSmax <0.001 0.001 0.048 - - - 0.006 - 

PET - - - - n.s. - - - 

DD n.s. - - 0.025 0.008 - 0.036 - 

TA - - - - 0.024 - 0.016 - 

TAmin - - - - 0.002 0.024 - - 

TAmax n.s. n.s. - - <0.001 0.038 n.s. - 

% interia explained 25.9 41.7 21.9 32.5 29.6 12.6 29.2 6.5 

P-value of model <0.001 0.004 0.011 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.012 

c) Constrained by Fine  0.03 0.006 - n.s. 0.003 <0.001 <0.001 - 
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edaphic 

characteristics and 

vegetation cover 

%C - - - - 0.001 - 0.009 - 

%N - 0.047 - - 0.008 - - - 

C/N 0.002 0.024 0.005 - - 0.022 - - 

pH <0.001 - <0.001 0.003 <0.001 - <0.001 0.007 

Coarse  - - - - - - - - 

Co/F - n.s. - - - - - - 

Salal - - - - - - 0.017 - 

Ferns 0.011 - - 0.012 - - - - 

Oregon grape - - - - - - - - 

Vanilla leaf - - - - - - - - 

Moss - - - - - - - - 

% interia explained 34.7 34.5 38.4 30.7 19.4 9.4 25 6.5 

 P-value of model <0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.007 

d) Constrained by 

climate, conditioned 

by edaphic 

characteristics and 

vegetation cover 

MS n.s. - n.s. n.s. <0.001 0.006 0.001 n.s. 

MSmin - - - n.s. n.s. - - - 

MSmax n.s. n.s. n.s. - - - 0.003 - 

PET - - - - n.s. - - - 

DD n.s. - - 0.039 0.04 - n.s. - 

TA - - - - 0.01 - 0.001 - 

TAmin - - - - n.s. 0.023 - - 

TAmax n.s. n.s. - - 0.019 n.s. n.s. - 

% interia explained 

by constraints 

- - - - 23 11.5 21.4 - 

% inertia explained 

by conditions 

- - - - 19.4 9.4 25 - 

P-value of model 0.198 0.29 0.135 0.109 <0.001 0.001 <0.001 0.067 
a Analysed by X2 comparisons of full and reduced models using permutation pseudo-F tests, all responses were scaled to unit variance 
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Table S2.9: Number of Operational Taxonomic Units (OTU) and Shannon's diversity indices (H') of microbial communities from DNA 

extracted from forest floor and mineral soil samples. Functional groups of fungi, nitrogen-fixing bacteria and ammonia-oxidizing bacteria were 

amplified using 18S, nifH and amoA primer sets, respectively. Each value represents the mean of 4 sampled plots (±SE).  

  
Forest floor 

  
Fungi nifH  Bacteria amoA  Bacteria 

Transect Zone OTU H' OTU H' OTU H' 

South DF 12.75 ±1.25 1.10 ±0.06 2.75 ±0.63 0.50 ±0.29 0.00 0.30 ±0.11 

 
TR 13.00 ±0.91 1.11 ±0.12 1.25 ±0.63 1.00 ±1 0.14 ±0.14 0.11 ±0.11 

 
WH 14.25 ±0.63 1.26 ±0.1 2.00 ±0.71 2.75 ±1.6 0.28 ±0.17 0.19 ±0.12 

Central DF 9.50 ±2.63 0.75 ±0.25 2.00 ±1.35 7.00 ±2.35 0.65 ±0.16 0.19 ±0.19 

 
TR 13.00 ±0.91 1.14 ±0.07 0.25 ±0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 
WH 14.25 ±0.85 1.33 ±0.19 1.25 ±0.63 1.25 ±1.25 0.16 ±0.16 0.11 ±0.11 

North DF 12.25 ±0.48 0.98 ±0.09 2.25 ±1.03 1.50 ±0.29 0.12 ±0.07 0.25 ±0.15 

 
TR 13.25 ±1.31 0.90 ±0.13 0.75 ±0.48 0.00 0.00 0.04 ±0.04 

 
WH 11.25 ±1.11 0.83 ±0.12 0.50 ±0.5 0.00 0.00 0.06 ±0.06 

  
Mineral soil 

  
Fungi nifH  Bacteria amoA  Bacteria 

Transect Zone OTU H' OTU H' OTU H' 

South DF 14.50 ±0.29 1.28 ±0.12 9.75 ±0.85 0.89 ±0.04 1.00 ±0.41 0.07 ±0.07 

 
TR 11.50 ±0.29 0.98 ±0.09 6.00 ±1.68 0.59 ±0.14 1.25 ±1.25 0.13 ±0.13 

 
WH 12.25 ±0.75 1.09 ±0.08 9.25 ±1.65 0.74 ±0.06 1.75 ±0.63 0.23 ±0.1 

Central DF 11.25 ±1.03 0.89 ±0.16 9.75 ±1.11 0.88 ±0.05 7.25 ±2.06 0.70 ±0.16 

 
TR 12.00 ±0.91 1.07 ±0.03 7.25 ±0.48 0.69 ±0.02 3.25 ±2.36 0.33 ±0.22 

 
WH 12.50 ±1.19 1.12 ±0.11 6.50 ±3.01 0.52 ±0.2 0.75 ±0.48 0.07 ±0.07 

North DF 10.25 ±0.85 0.84 ±0.02 2.25 ±0.75 0.22 ±0.13 0.50 ±0.5 0.07 ±0.07 

 
TR 10.00 ±0.71 0.76 ±0.04 2.00 ±0.91 0.21 ±0.12 1.25 ±0.48 0.13 ±0.08 

 
WH 13.00 ±0.91 1.00 ±0.04 0.50 ±0.5 0.02 ±0.02 0.75 ±0.48 0.04 ±0.04 
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2.5.2 Supplemental figures 

 

Figure S2.1: Technical replicates of the PCR-DGGE process for amplification and 

separation of fungal-specific partial fragments of 18S rDNA (A), Nif-H genes (B) and amoA 

genes (C). Each column represents a unique PCR reaction performed on the same DNA sample 

extracted from the field, while each pair of columns represent PCR amplicons separated on the 

same DGGE gel.
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Figure S2.2: RDA of tree (A) and moss (B) cover at sites, constrained by latitude and zone. Polygons represent k-means clustering using 

RDA components 1 and 2. Tree species include Thuja plicata (Tp), Tsuga heterophylla (Th) and Pseudotsuga menziesii var. menziesii (Pm). Moss 

species include Eurhynchium oreganum (Eo), Eurhynchium praelongum (Ep), Hylocomium splendens (Hs), Plagiothecium undulatum (Pu), 

Rhytidiadelphus loreus (Rl), Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus (Rt) and Rhytidiopsis robusta (Rr). All responses were scaled to unit variance. Percent 

inertia explained by each RDA component is in parenthesis next to axis label. 
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Figure S2.3: PCNMs of spatial coordinates of sampled plots selected in microbial community response models. Increasing PCNM numbers 

represent smaller spatial scales (Borcard et al. 2004). The 4 plot points at each site are not distinguishable at this scale. PCNM 1 and 3 correlated 

with latitude (r = 0.8673 and 0.4684 respectively, p < 0.01) while PCNM 4 and 5 correlated with zone (r = -0.6568 and -0.5362 respectively, p < 

0.01). PCNM 2 did not correlate with any measure environmental variables (p > 0.05). 
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Chapter 3 : Evidence that water-insoluble condensed tannins are 

responsible for short-term reduction in carbon loss during litter 

decay 

3.1 Introduction 

Condensed tannins (proanthocyanidins) are polymers of flavan-3-ols and are the most 

abundant secondary metabolite produced by plants. Synthesis of CT occurs via the 

flavonoid pathway (Barbehenn and Constabel 2011) and their accumulation and structure 

varies depending on species, genotype, age and environmental conditions (Lindroth et al. 

2002, Liu et al. 2005, Donaldson et al. 2006, Madritch et al. 2006, Osier and Lindroth 

2006, Scioneaux et al. 2011). This leads to a broad range of CT abundances and forms in 

various plant tissues (Kraus et al. 2003a, Arranz et al. 2009, Norris et al. 2011, Preston 

and Trofymow 2015). Differences in CT polymer length, hydroxylation of B-rings, and 

stereochemistry has been related to a range of CT functions (Kraus et al. 2003b), which 

are still not yet fully characterized (Kraus et al. 2003a, Whitham et al. 2008, Barbehenn 

and Constabel 2011). 

 

3.1.1 Effects of condensed tannins [in soils] 

Condensed tannins are well known for their protein-binding properties (Kraus et al. 

2003b). Although commonly believed to act as anti-nutrients against insects, they are 

more effective as herbivory defenses on vertebrate species (Constabel and Lindroth 2010, 

Barbehenn and Constabel 2011). Condensed tannins are also well known for broad in-

vitro anti-microbial action (Scalbert 1991). The accumulation of CT in leaf tissues (Lees 

et al. 1993) and their protein binding properties (Kraus et al. 2003b) can lead to reduced 

digestibility by microbiota in animal guts (McAllister et al. 1994, McArt et al. 2009, 

Barbehenn and Constabel 2011) leading to delayed release of N in the animal. The 

greater flow of nutrients through an herbivore's gut when eating high CT leaf tissue 

(Madritch and Lindroth 2015) could also be associated with the CT functions linked to 

above- and below-ground interactions.  
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Many environmental factors can impact CT accumulation in trees, including UV stress 

and biotic stress (Barbehenn and Constabel 2011). Furthermore, nitrogen- (N) poor 

growing conditions have been associated with increased CT concentrations in foliage 

(Kraus et al. 2004a, Harding et al. 2005, Madritch et al. 2006, Osier and Lindroth 2006). 

There is no in-planta physiological rationale for this response, but it has been 

hypothesised to be a mechanism for the regulation of N cycling below ground (Schimel et 

al. 1996, Kraus et al. 2003a, Whitham et al. 2006, Schweitzer et al. 2008b, Whitham et 

al. 2008, Madritch and Lindroth 2015). Condensed tannins are known to bind to cell wall 

polysaccharides as well as proteins (Tarascou et al. 2010, Norris et al. 2011, Perez-

Jimenez and Torres 2011) and form protein-polyphenol complexes progressively during 

senescence (Zhang et al. 2008c) and decay (Lin et al. 2006, Lin et al. 2007, Zhou et al. 

2012a). Since large amounts of CT in forest species leaves become litter, leaf litter 

contributes to large CT inputs into soil systems. Increasing atmospheric CO2 as a result of 

anthropogenic emissions will likely increase N deficiencies in soils via reduction of N in 

litter input due to improved photosynthetic efficiency and a reduction in Rubisco content 

in leaves (Hu et al. 2001, Norby et al. 2001). As a result, more protein-CT complexes are 

expected under elevated CO2 (Liu et al. 2005, Parsons et al. 2008).  

Condensed tannins have been experimentally observed to slow decay (Madritch et al. 

2006) and inhibit N mineralization and availability (Fierer et al. 2001, Madritch and 

Hunter 2002, Schweitzer et al. 2004). This could occur via direct or indirect effects on 

microbial communities. Potential modes of action of CT on microbes include direct 

oxidative toxicity of CT (Schimel et al. 1996) or complexation with the litter matrix 

(McAllister et al. 1994), microbial exoenzymes (Kraus et al. 2003a), or nitrogenous 

compounds (Kraus et al. 2003b). Selective resistance to microbial attack could favour N 

uptake by mycorrhizal symbionts or N release at seasonally favourable times for the 

source plant. 

 

3.1.2 Condensed tannin quantification: methods and issues 

CT have been shown to accumulate up to 280 mg g-1 (28 %) of Populus tremuloides 

fresh, freeze-dried leaf mass (Lindroth and Hwang 1996, Donaldson et al. 2006), yet less 
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(~10 - 150 mg g-1 dw) in naturally senesced leaf litter (Lindroth et al. 2002, Schweitzer et 

al. 2004, Parsons et al. 2008). Quantification of CT has nonetheless been influenced by 

the method used for their extraction and quantification (Terrill et al. 1992, Schofield et 

al. 2001, Mané et al. 2007, Tarascou et al. 2010). Common methods for CT 

quantification include the butanol-HCl assay and HPLC-based protocols (Tarascou et al. 

2010, Barbehenn and Constabel 2011). Although HPLC-based methods have the 

potential for providing details about the structure of CT (Schofield et al. 2001, Tarascou 

et al. 2010), these require costly equipment and are limited to the soluble and thiolysable 

CT fractions of plant tissues (Tarascou et al. 2010, Perez-Jimenez and Torres 2011, 

Zeller et al. 2015). On the other hand, the butanol-HCl protocol provides little detail on 

CT structure, but has the potential for providing rapid and affordable quantifications, and 

potentially more thorough extraction, of both soluble and insoluble CT content (Tarascou 

et al. 2010, Perez-Jimenez and Torres 2011).  

Condensed tannins exist in-planta as both soluble and insoluble polymers. Insoluble 

CT have been recently found to make up more of the CT fraction in fruit and seed than 

previously thought (Naczk et al. 2000, Arranz et al. 2009, Perez-Jimenez et al. 2009) and 

are also found in leaves. The reaction of B-ring of flavanoids with N groups has been 

suggested as a potential mechanism for immobilization of tannins (Nierop et al. 2006, 

Norris et al. 2011, Zhou et al. 2012a). This insoluble fraction complicated analyses of 

tannins using solvent extract-based methods, although can be measured using the 

butanol-HCl method on tissues directly (Preston et al. 2009b, Grabber et al. 2013). 

Hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonding and even covalent bonding between CT and 

substrates (Schofield et al. 2001) can be reversible using acid hydrolysis in butanol 

(Porter et al. 1986, Hagerman et al. 1998, Tarascou et al. 2010, Perez-Jimenez and Torres 

2011). On the other hand, oxidative transformation of CT and/or degradation processes 

would not be reversible reactions and not detected by the butanol-HCl assay (Kumar and 

Singh 1984, Tarascou et al. 2010). Therefore, improvements of CT assays that allow for 

more thorough extraction of bound CT (e.g. Grabber et al. 2013) could help elucidate the 

fate of CT in soils.  

Analysis of CT using the butanol-HCl protocol is often limited to soluble fractions in 

aqueous acetone (Lindroth and Hwang 1996, Lindroth et al. 2002, Parsons et al. 2008, 
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Liu et al. 2009) or MeOH (Donaldson et al. 2006). Limiting analyses of CT to only 

MeOH-soluble forms often results from a desire for further downstream processing of 

extracts (e.g. HPLC) while reducing sample processing. To our knowledge, only one 

study of butanol-HCl assays using solely MeOH with assays containing acetone have 

been made (Cork and Krockenberger 1991). Where quantification of CT in insoluble 

forms are performed (Cork and Krockenberger 1991, Terrill et al. 1992, Naczk et al. 

2000, Lin et al. 2007, Parsons et al. 2008, Arranz et al. 2009, Perez-Jimenez et al. 2009, 

Preston et al. 2009b), these methods often lack the solvent concentrations needed for 

proper CT extraction, as shown using 13C nuclear magnetic resonance (Preston et al. 

1997, Yu and Dahlgren 2000), and a direct comparison of soluble and insoluble fractions 

(Grabber et al. 2013). Recent improvements of the butanol-HCl protocol for CT 

quantification have ameliorated the extraction of soluble CT forms (Mané et al. 2007) as 

well as total CT (i.e. soluble and insoluble forms; Grabber et al. 2013), but these 

protocols have not yet been jointly tested or applied to leaf litter undergoing decay. Here, 

we applied these modified methods to a decay time series of leaf litter samples. We 

further determined the fraction of soluble CT that could leach out of decaying litter by 

quantifying CT soluble in room temperature water (~25 °C). We applied two established 

proximate chemistry analyses to the same samples (Ryan et al. 1990), in order to provide 

the context of chemical change occurring in the litter. Analyses of proximate chemistry 

involves classifying organic matter into fractions according to their extraction in various 

solvents.  

The objectives of this study were: First, to combine and optimize butanol-HCl assay 

improvements by Mané et al. (2007) and Grabber et al. (2013), and apply these to better 

quantify CT in poplar and Douglas-fir (Fd) leaf litter prior and after decay; second, to 

quantify the water-soluble CT fraction of poplar and Fd leaf litter; and third, to combine 

CT analysis with proximate chemistry data in order to gain insight into the fate of CT in 

decaying leaf litter. 
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3.2 Methods  

3.2.1 Litter sampling 

Naturally abscised poplar leaves (Populus angustifolia) and Douglas-fir needles (P. 

menziesii menziesii; Fd) were used as model leaf litters to track changes in condensed 

tannins and litter chemistry over three and a half years of decay in coastal rainshadow 

forests in British Columbia, Canada. The Fd litter was collected from the Shawnigan 

Research forest (Vancouver Island, BC) from the same material used in the Canadian 

Intersite Decomposition Experiment (Trofymow and CIDET Working Group 1998). 

Poplar litter was kindly provided by T. Whitham and the cottonwood research group in 

2008, from a common garden established in 1991 at the Ogden Nature Center, Ogden, 

UT, USA. Oven-dried, bulked Fd needles (5 g) or poplar leaves (4.6 g) were placed in 

fine-mesh (0.5mm opening) polypropylene bags and stapled shut using rust proof staples 

(Salco, Germany). Litter bags were deployed in four replicate plots in zonal sites of the 

coastal Western hemlock and coastal Douglas-fir ecoclimatic zones on Eastern 

Vancouver Island, BC, along the southern and northern transects, as described by Shay et 

al. (2015, see Chapter 2). 

High and low CT treatments (low tannin, LT; high tannin, HT) were established for 

poplar-litter samples by using litter from trees with either high or low CT concentrations 

and known leaf chemistries (Rehill et al. 2006); ensuring treatments shared similar 

genotypes and N concentrations. Leaves were only selected from trees showing foliar 

chemistries with 5-8 mg g-1 N and an inverse relationship between CT and salicortin 

concentrations (Pearson correlation r = -0.866, n = 23; Kutner et al. 2005). A glutamine 

solution was atomized to half of the litter samples in order to create high-N treatments 

(HN) for each litter type. Water was used as a control in low-N treatments (LN). 

Fresh leaf tissues from greenhouse grown untransformed (WT line 353) and CT over-

expressing transgenic (line PtMYB115/353(4)) hybrid poplar (Populus tremula x 

tremuloides; Franklin 2013) were freeze dried and used to test butanol-HCl assay 

improvements. Fresh roots and leaf tissues from untransformed (WT line 353) plants 

grown under N-limited conditions were also sampled and freeze dried for CT analysis. 
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3.2.2 Butanol-HCl assay for condensed tannins 

Condensed tannins were quantified for samples decaying for 7, 12, 24, or 43 months 

on the forest floor, as well as for samples not deployed into the field (six samples per 

poplar treatment, four samples per Fd treatment). For samples collected after 7 and 12 

months of decay, four replicates of each litter treatment per field site were assayed, while 

pooled replicates were analysed for subsequent sampling periods. Condensed tannins 

were assayed using the combined improvements of Grabber et al. (2013) and Mané et al. 

(2007) on the original butanol-HCl protocol as described by Porter (1986).  

Soluble CT were extracted at room temperature using dH2O (water-soluble CT) or 

acetone : MeOH : dH2O (51 : 34 : 15 v/v) acidified with 0.05% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA; 

total-soluble CT) for 67 min, including 10 min sonication and several vortex mixes. 

Following centrifugation, 0.5 ml of extract in solution was added to acetone : Butanol : 

HCl and Fe-reagent (2 % w/v FeNH4(SO4)2 in 2 N HCl) for final acetone : Butanol : HCl 

: H2O : MeOH : Fe-reagent concentrations of 50.1 : 33.5 : 3.9 : 7 : 2.9 : 2.6 (v/v). Stock 

concentrations and volumes were adjusted when using water-solubilised extracts in order 

to maintain the same final water and solvent concentrations, which are known to 

influence anthocyanidin formation during the assay (Porter et al. 1986, Schofield et al. 

2001). Supernatant aliquots (200 μl) were taken prior to and after incubating samples at 

70 °C for 2.5 h. Absorbance of solutions at 550 nm was read using a VictorTM X5 

multilabel plate reader (PerkinElmer Inc., Whaltham, US) and the difference in between 

heated and unheated aliquots was used to determine CT concentration.  

Insoluble or total CT concentrations was determined by repeating the assay using 

residual pellets from centrifugation or performing the assay directly on samples, 

respectively. MeOH was always added to samples before exposure to acetone. Acetone : 

Butanol : HCl stock was prepared on the same day as it was used.  

A calibration curve for quantification of CT in samples was made with CT purified 

from Populus tremula x tremuloides (clone 353-38; Mellway and Constabel 2009), the 

same as used in studies by Preston and Trofymow (2015) and Preston et al. (1997). 

Purified CT were prepared based on a protocol by Fierer et al. (2001) using a Sephadex 

LH-20 column, but omitting sample pre-treatment with hexane, and filtering rotor-

evaporated crude extracts, re-suspended in 50 % EtOH, through 0.45 μm PVDF filter 
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membrane (EMD Millipore, Germany) instead of treating with ethyl acetate. Elution of 

purified CT from the Sephadex LH-20 column using 70 % aqueous acetone was only 

done after successive washing of the column using 80 % EtOH yielded fractions with UV 

absorbance at 280 nm of less than 0.5. 

For comparison, samples not exposed to field decay were also assayed for CT 

concentration using 80 % MeOH for soluble-CT extraction and final Butanol : HCl : 

MeOH : Fe-reagent concentrations of 74 : 3.9 : 19.5 : 2.6 (v/v).  

 

3.2.3 Carbon and nitrogen analyses 

Carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) concentration in ground, oven-dried litter (70 °C 

overnight) was analysed using an elemental combustion system with standard reactor 

packing for C and N along with a reduction column (model ECS 4010 with dual-column 

system, Costeck Analytical Technologies Inc., USA). 

 

3.2.4 Proximate chemical analyses 

Proximate chemistry was determined using the Forage Fiber and Forest Product 

protocols (Ryan et al. 1990). Both protocols were carried out by the chemical services of 

the Pacific Forestry Centre (BC, Canada).  

The Forest Product protocol was adjusted from TAPPI standard methods (T204 cm-

97, T264 cm-97, T222 om-02 and T211 om-02) to accommodate an automated soxhlet 

extraction apparatus (Gerhardt Soxtherm 2000 Automatic, SCP Science) with cold water 

condensers. Non-polarizable extractables (NPE), water-soluble extractables (WSE), acid-

hydrolyzable fraction (AHF) and acid-unhydrolyzable residue (AUR) proximate fractions 

were determined by weight loss after stepwise series of exposure to various solvents, 

rinsing with deionized H2O, vacuum filtration and overnight drying of residues at 70 °C. 

Ground litter samples (0.5 g) were first exposed to dichloromethane for 5 h at 150 °C (for 

NPE), then to deionized H2O for 1 h at 260 °C (for WSE) and finally to 72 % sulphuric 

acid for 2 h and to 3 % sulphuric acid for 4 h at 220 °C (for AHF), prior to ashing in a 

muffler furnace for 3 h at 525 °C.  

The Forage Fiber protocol chemically separated components soluble in 0.5 M 
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sulphuric acid and cetyltrimethylammonium bromine (soluble fraction), soluble in 72 % 

sulphuric acid (acid determined cellulose; ADC) and that are acid-unhydrolyzable (so 

called acid determined 'lignin'; ADL) (Ryan et al. 1990). 

For both Forest Product and Forage Fiber procedures, ash content was determined 

using fractions remaining after acid hydrolysis (AUR and ADL). Only ash-free proximate 

fractions are reported. Unlike C, N and CT concentration, proximate chemistry was only 

determined for three undecayed leaf replicates per leaf chemistry treatment and pooled 

samples (four biological replicates) of decayed litter per treatment (sampling time x 

latitude x zone x leaf chemistry).  

 

3.2.5 Data analyses 

Linear (multivariate) models were used to assess the significance of latitude, zone and 

leaf chemistry effects on C and CT at each time period. For each sampling period, data 

was first modelled in response to latitude, zone and species, and then subset by species to 

assess the significance of leaf chemistry (using categorical data and/or initial N and CT 

(poplar only) concentrations), latitude and zone.  

Linear multivariate and/or mixed effect models were used to test differences in 

proximate chemical fractions between litter chemistry (using categorical data and/or 

initial N and CT (poplar only) concentrations) and zonal treatments (again treating poplar 

and Fd litter species both jointly and separately). Differences in proximate chemistry 

between treatments were first assessed on litter prior to decay, and then on proximate 

chemical fractions after 0.58 and 3.58 years of decay (using dry weight, the change in dry 

weight, as well as the difference and fraction remaining on a C basis) were modelled in 

response to litter chemistry and biogeoclimatic zone. Proximate chemical fractions 

remaining (on a C basis) were also each modelled in response to time (as a covariate or as 

random effect to confirm trends), litter chemistry and their interactions, to assess 

differences in average content and rate of change over time.  

When appropriate, we transformed responses (log for %C remaining; boxcox for CT 

content and proximate fractions) to minimize violation of statistical assumptions. Mixed 

models were reduced by stepwise elimination of non-significant factors using ANOVA 
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F-statistics and comparison of Akaike Information Criteria of reduced and non-reduced 

models (Kutner et al. 2005). Significant differences between treatments were assessed by 

T-test statistics on reduced models (Kutner et al. 2005). Purified CT standard curves were 

analysed using linear regression and r2. ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis H-test (depending 

on data normality; Kutner et al. 2005) were used to assess differences in CT 

quantification using pulverized (using liquid N2) and milled (Polymix hammer mill 

model PX-MFC 90D, Kinematica, Switzerland) samples. When applicable, only 

significant (p < 0.05) Pearson's product-moment correlations are listed. All analyses were 

performed using R-statistics (R 2014; version 3.1.2).  

 

3.3 Results  

3.3.1 Improvements of the butanol-HCl assay for determination of water-soluble, 

acetone:MeOH soluble, and insoluble CT 

Including 50 % acetone in the final butanol reagent as per Grabber et al. (2013) 

reduced the slope and extended the linear response of standard curves generated with 

purified CT extracts, compared to a protocol without acetone (Supplemental Figure S3.1). 

Extending the heating time of the butanol-HCl reagent with known concentrations of 

purified CT increased absorption values and the slope of integration curves. Such 

increase tapered off after 2.5 h of heating when average absorbance increased by 2.7 % in 

the last 30 min of heating, which was less than one-half of the increase measured in the 

previous 30 min (data not shown). Optimum sample to solvent and sample to butanol-

containing reagent changed depending on tissue type, stage of decay and type of assay 

(soluble, insoluble or total-CT; Supplemental Table S3.1), similar to observations by 

Mané et al. (2007). Pulverizing samples using liquid-N2 did not affect the quantification 

of soluble and insoluble CT compared to hammer milled samples (Supplemental Figure 

S3.2; p > 0.05). The quantification of water-soluble CT fractions was highly replicable 

(Supplemental Figure S3.3). However, the high sample to solute ratio required for the 

assay (25 - 200 mg / ml) prevented the quantification of residual CT in pellets after H2O 

extraction, due to the high volume of reagent that would be needed.  
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of total CT quantification using the two-assay approach (Soluble + 

Insoluble CT) or performing the butanol-HCl assay directly on the whole sample (Total 

CT), showing Pearson's correlation value and the best fit linear response (dashed line). 

Slightly greater estimates of CT using the soluble + insoluble CT approach (especially for high-

CT litter) is most likely the result of residual soluble CT on the pellet after decanting solvent of 

soluble extraction. Colors represent different foliar chemistries not exposed to field decay. The 

black line represents a 1:1 response.  
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of two-assay CT quantification (Soluble + Insoluble CT) using 

butanol-HCl assays with or without acetone. Sample to solvent concentrations were ~1 mg/ml 

for the MeOH protocol without acetone (although values were comparable to those using 2 mg 

ml-1) and 5 - 20 mg ml-1 for the acetone containing protocol.  
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Total CT concentrations, comprising both soluble and insoluble fractions, were 

determined by direct assaying of the pulverized tissue. The resulting concentrations were 

highly correlated with concentrations determined using the two-assay approach where 

both fractions are assayed separately, however with generally smaller estimates of CT 

concentration. This was especially noticeable at high CT concentrations (Figure 3.1). 

Despite being highly correlated (r = 0.96 and 0.98 for soluble and insoluble fractions 

respectively), soluble and insoluble CT concentrations measured using the butanol-HCl 

assay with acetone were on average 3 and 1.4 times greater, respectively, than 

concentrations measured using 80 % MeOH as a solvent and a butanol reagent without 

acetone (Figure 3.2). In other words, including acetone in both the extraction solvent and 

the reagent led to greater extraction of CT, while also improving sensitivity of CT 

standard curves across larger concentration gradients. 

 

3.3.2 Relationship of condensed tannins, carbon and nitrogen, during 

decomposition  

The improved butanol-HCl assay was then applied to our study of CT in decomposing 

leaf litter. Prior to decay, condensed tannins made up 76 to 278 mg g-1 of abscised poplar-

leaf litter dry weight. By contrast, Fd litter had 2 to 15 times less CT than low CT and 

high CT poplar litter, respectively (Figure 3.3.A). Of the three types of CT analysed, CT 

in leaf litter for both Fd and poplar species was substantially in insoluble form, 

composing 49 to 149 mg g-1 dw in poplar litter and 12 mg g-1 dw in Fd litter on average 

(Figure 3.3.B). Soluble CT (30 to 161 mg g-1 dw in poplar) were increasingly found in 

water-soluble form with increasing total CT concentration, accounting for 2 to 66 mg g-1 

dw in poplar litter (Figure 3.3.B). Soluble CT in Fd litter (8 mg g-1 dw) were all classified 

as acetone:MeOH-soluble forms since no water-soluble CT were detected in this species 

(Figure 3.3.B). Total soluble (water- and acetone:MeOH-soluble forms) and insoluble CT 

concentration were correlated across species when considering only litter (Figure 3.3; r = 

0.95; p < 0.001) and tissue types when considering fresh poplar tissue (transgenic and 

wild-type leaves as well as leaves and roots grown under low N conditions; Figures 3.3 

and 3.4; r = 0.95; p < 0.001). By contrast, soluble to total CT ratios differed significantly 
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Figure 3.3: Average condensed tannin (CT) concentrations (± standard error) in naturally abscised poplar (n = 6) and Douglas-fir (Fd; n 

= 4) leaf tissue with low and high N (LN and HN) and CT (LT and HT; poplar only) content, prior to decay. Butanol-HCl assays with 50 % 

acetone were performed (A) directly on samples (total CT) or (B) on soluble extracts (Water-Sol. and Ace:MeOH-Sol.) and residual pellet after 

soluble extract (Insoluble). In some cases error bar are too small to see at the plotted scales. Water-soluble CT were not detected in Douglas-fir 

litter.
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Figure 3.4: Average condensed tannin (CT) concentrations (±SE) in fresh poplar tissues 

from greenhouse-grown plants. Leaf tissue from well fertilized (n = 4) untransformed (WT353) 

and transformed (PtMYB115/353 over-expressing line 4) plants is compared to root and leaf 

tissue from nitrogen deprived plants (Low N; n = 3). White roots within or further than 5 mm of 

the root tip were classified as young or mid, respectively, while visibly browning roots were 

classified as old.  
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between naturally abscised and fresh tissues (0.43 and 0.80 on average, respectively; p < 

0.001; Figure 3.4). Most CT in fresh plant tissue was in soluble form, but the amount and 

proportion of soluble to total CT also varied with N status (Figure 3.4). Water-soluble CT 

concentration in naturally abscised-leaf litter correlated more with acetone:MeOH-

soluble than insoluble CT concentration (r = 0.94 and 0.90, respectively).  

After 0.58 year of decay in the litterbag experiment, all litter treatments lost between 

72.8 - 98.7 % of detectable CT content, roughly proportional with CT concentration in 

litter prior to decay (r = 0.71; p = 0.01). Starting litter chemistry significantly affected CT 

content remaining after 0.58 and 1 year of decay (p < 0.001). Detectable CT 

concentrations in HTLN litter thus remained significantly greater than in other litter types 

after 0.58 year of decay (p < 0.001; Figure 3.5), but only greater than LT poplar litter 

after 1 year (p < 0.017). Although Fd litter started out with lower CT concentrations than 

the poplar litter types (Figure 3.4), Fd litter maintained greater CT concentrations than 

LT poplar litter after 0.58 year of decay, with a similar concentration as found in HTHN 

litter (Figure 3.5). Water- soluble CT were not detectable after 0.58 year of decay (data 

not shown). Significantly less CT remained in litter in DF than WH zones after 0.58 year 

of decay, especially for high tannin litter (p < 0.001),while latitude was not significantly 

associated with CT remaining at either time point (p > 0.05). Despite most CT being no 

longer detectable after 0.58 year of decay, moisture, more so than temperature, may 

therefore be affecting CT trajectories during litter decay.  

We next looked for correlations of C with CT and initial N concentrations. Carbon 

concentrations in non-decayed litter ranged from 457.0 (poplar) - 512.6 (Fd) mg g-1, but 

was only significantly correlated with CT concentrations in poplar litter (r = 0.936; Table 

3.1). After 0.58 year of decay, % C remaining was greater in Fd than poplar litter (p < 

0.001; Figure 3.6), but was not affected by latitude or zone (p = 0.586 and 0.304, 

respectively). At this time, more C remained in litter treatments with lower initial N 

concentrations (regardless of species; p < 0.014), and more initial CT concentrations 

(poplar only; p < 0.001; Figure 3.6). The similar magnitudes of N and CT effects resulted 

in no significant differences in % C remaining between LTLN and HTHN litters after 

0.58 year of decay (p = 0.871). Significant differences in % C remaining between poplar 

and Fd litter (p < 0.001), as well as the influence of N (p = 0.001) and CT (p = 0.008) on 
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Figure 3.5: Average total condensed tannin (CT) concentrations (n = 4, ± standard error) in naturally abscised poplar and Douglas-fir leaf 

tissue with low and high N (LN and HN) and CT (LT and HT; poplar only) content, after 0.58 (A) or 1 year (B) of decay, in coastal 

Douglas-fir (DF) and coastal Western Hemlock (WH) zones.  
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Figure 3.6: Boxplots (n = 16) of % carbon remaining in naturally abscised poplar and Douglas-fir (Fd) leaf tissue with low and high N (LN 

and HN) and CT (LT and HT; poplar only) content, after 0.58, 1, 2 and 3.58 years of decay. Averages represent litter decaying throughout 4 

sites located along the northern and southern transects spanning in the coastal Western Hemlock and coastal Douglas-fir zones (see Shay et al. 

2015 for further site details). 
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Table 3.1: Initial chemical variables measured on leaf and needle litter used for modelling of continuous variables. Means and standard 

errors (±) were calculated using six poplar samples or four Douglas-fir samples per treatment, except for proximate chemical fractions for which 

three samples were used per treatment. Values represent mg g-1. 

Species Treatment C N C/N Solubles  ADC ADL Ash 

Poplar LTLN 457.0 ±1.1 8.1 ±0.2 56.39 ±1.45 435.0 ±12.5 188.0 ±17.2 374.0 ±11.6 4.3 ±1.5 

 HTLN 481.8 ±4.3 6.9 ±0.2 70.36 ±1.75 451.0 ±35.2 168.7 ±11.2 379.0 ±30.2 2.7 ±0.7 

 LTHN 461.4 ±5.5 15.7 ±0.3 29.41 ±3.56 435.1 ±2.9 203.0 ±38.7 359.0 ±39.6 6.3 ±0.9 

 HTHN 477.5 ±5.6 14.3 ±0.3 33.31 ±3.41 491.0 ±16.5 177.9 ±11.0 326.4 ±6.2 4.7 ±0.9 

Douglas-fir DFLN 512.7 ±1.5 6.1 ±0.1 83.52 ±1.37 348.3 ±20.7 317.7 ±2.3 305.3 ±14.9 28.3 ±0.9 

 DFHN 511.1 ±1.5 11.3 ±1.3 45.46 ±9.83 387.7 ±11.1 295.0 ±8.7 290.6 ±0.8 26.7 ±1.7 
 

Species Treatment  Water-Soluble CT Ace:MeOH-Sol. CTa Insol. CTb Total CTb 

Poplar LTLN 1.6 ±1.3 20.7 ±11.7 44.0 ±12.4 66.4 ±8.1 

 HTLN 71.9 ±17.6 92.4 ±13.9 139.5 ±15.2 264.9 ±7.9 

 LTHN 3.1 ±1.4 33.8 ±14.9 53.9 ±9.2 85.8 ±6.4 

 HTHN 60.1 ±10.1 97.5 ±7.7 158.6 ±8.7 291.5 ±5.3 

Douglas-fir DFLN 0 8.3 ±0.8 11.9 ±0.6 20.8 ±0.4 

 DFHN 0 8.3 ±0.6 12.0 ±0.4 20.9 ±0.3 

Species Treatment NPE WSE AHF AUR Ash 

Poplar LTLN 137.6 ±15.2 130.7 ±0.1 304.2 ±5.0 414.8 ±6.6 12.7 ±0.6 

 HTLN 177.7 ±15.2 154.0 ±11.1 283.8 ±10.9 373.1 ±5.4 11.4 ±0.8 

 LTHN 152.4 ±5.6 128.4 ±7.5 307.8 ±4.4 398.1 ±2.7 13.3 ±1.6 

 HTHN 230.2 ±6.5 132.3 ±12.4 274.3 ±3.0 353.0 ±5.5 10.1 ±0.5 

Douglas-fir DFLN 99.5 ±3.5 119.5 ±1.0 362.6 ±0.6 394.0 ±3.4 24.4 ±0.6 

 DFHN 121.6 ±3.2 117.2 ±1.5 355.1 ±1.2 382.6 ±0.5 23.4 ±0.4 
a Proximate chemical fractions determined using Forage Fiber method: soluble fraction (Solubles), acid-determined cellulose (ADC), 

acid-determined lignin (ADL) and ash 
b Soluble in acetone:MeOH:water minus water-soluble content  
c Using butanol-HCl assay directly on litter sample   
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d Proximate chemical fractions determined using Forest Product method: non-polar extractables (NPE), water-soluble extracts (WSE), 

acid-hydrolysable forage (AHF), acid-unhydrolysable residue (AUR) and ash.
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C content in poplar litter, remained detectable through 1 year of decay (Figure 3.6). 

Interestingly, significantly more % C remained in the WH than the DF zone in poplar 

litter (p = 0.014) and in Fd litter samples placed in northern than southern field sites (p = 

0.008; data not shown). The effects of latitude on % C remaining in Fd litter remained 

through to 3.58 years of decay (p < 0.039), but no other significant differences in % C 

remaining between treatments were shown after 2 years of decay (p > 0.05). After 3.58 

years of decay, % C remaining in Fd was significantly less than in poplar litter (p < 

0.001; Figure 3.6) and when decaying in WH sites (p = 0.018; data not shown). While 

latitude and zone did not significantly affect the % C remaining in poplar litter after 3.58 

years (p = 0.354 and 0.574, respectively), high initial N concentrations significantly 

reduced % C remaining at this sampling period (p = 0.005; Figure 3.6). 

Total CT made up 2.53 % (Fd), 10.27 % (LT) and 35.97 % (HT) of the C in non-

decayed poplar litter, when assuming an average C to weight ratio of 0.62 based on the 

molecular structures of procyanidin and prodelphinidin monomers (Barbehenn and 

Constabel 2011). On average, the loss of detectable tannins after 0.58 year (Figures 3.3 

and 3.5) was equivalent to 24 %, 95 % and 7 % of the C loss during this period for LT, 

HT and Fd litters, respectively. In some cases (such as HTLN decaying at the SDF site), 

the loss of detectable CT in C equivalents was even greater than the actual C loss, 

implying that portions of the C from CT was likely still present in the litter after 0.58 year 

of decay despite the majority of CT no longer being detectable by the butanol-HCl assay.  

 

3.3.3 Change in Forage Fiber proximate chemistry within the first 0.58 year of 

decay 

The soluble proximate fraction of litter prior to decay was 23 % greater in poplar than 

Fd litter (p < 0.001) and was positively correlated with CT concentrations in poplar litter 

(p = 0.005). After 0.58 year of decay, poplar litter had lost ~2 times more of its initial 

soluble proximate chemical fraction compared to Fd litter (p <0.001; Figures 3.7.A and 

3.8.B), leading to 70 % greater soluble content in Fd litter at this time point (p = 0.006). 

More of the soluble proximate chemical fraction was lost in poplar with high initial CT 

concentrations compared to low CT concentrations (6.3 %; p = 0.003; Figure 3.8). This 
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Figure 3.7: Proximate chemical fractions (determined by forage fiber protocol: soluble fraction (solubles), acid determined cellulose 

(ADC), acid determined lignin (ADL) and ash) fraction of % carbon remaining in naturally abscised poplar and Douglas-fir (Fd) leaf 

litter with low and high N (LN and HN) and CT (LT and HT; poplar only) content, after 3.58 years of decay. Three replicates of each litter 

type were assessed at time 0, while four replicates of each litter treatment decaying in Southern sites were pooled by zone for proximate analyses, 

and averaged across WH and DF zones (+/- SE).
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Figure 3.8: Difference in the proximate chemical fractions (using Forage Fiber method: 

soluble fraction (Solubles), cellulose (ADC), lignin (ADL) and ash) of naturally abscised 

poplar and Douglas-fir (Fd) leaf litter with low and high N (LN and HN) and CT (LT and 

HT; poplar only) content, between 0 and 0.58 years of decay. Positive values represent gains 

while negative values represent losses in the % dry weight (A) or % C remaining (B). Three 

replicates of each litter type were assessed at time 0, while four replicates of each litter treatment 

decaying in Southern sites were pooled by zone for proximate analyses, and averaged across WH 

and DF zones for plotting (+/-SE).  
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difference was similar in magnitude (5.9 %) to the difference in water-soluble CT lost 

between these two litter types. The soluble proximate fraction, and its loss during decay, 

was not associated with initial N concentrations (p > 0.05), suggesting no preferential 

leaching of the N atomized to high N treatments. Thus, loss of the soluble proximate 

chemical fraction corresponded to differences in litter composition between species and 

in water-soluble CT among poplar litter. 

Acid Determined Lignin (ADL) concentrations prior to decay was 22 % greater in 

poplar than Fd litter treatments (p = 0.001), while Acid Determined Cellulose (ADC) was 

1.7 times greater in Fd than poplar litter (p < 0.001). Prior to decay, ADL and ADC 

proximate fractions did not correlate with differences in N and CT (p > 0.05). The ADC 

fraction of Fd litter made up 2 to 4 % less of the C remaining after 0.58 year of decay 

whether decaying in the DF or WH zone, respectively (p = 0.011; Figure 3.7.B and 3.8). 

In contrast, ADC fraction of poplar litter remained more or less unchanged after the first 

0.58 year of decay (p = 0.443; Figure 3.7.B and 3.8). On average, change in ADL content 

after 0.58 year of decay did not differ between species (p = 0.958), however it was 

affected by initial CT concentrations in poplar litter (p = 0.002; Figure 3.8.B). Low and 

high initial CT concentrations led to 7 % loss versus 2 % gain in ADL content after 0.58 

year of decay, respectively (Figure 3.8.B).  

Changes in proximate chemistry, as determined by the Forage Fiber technique, 

indicated that net C loss after 0.58 year of decay was mostly attributable to loss of soluble 

compounds across species, while loss of ADC-like compounds further accounted for net 

C loss in Fd litter. High CT concentrations in poplar litter increased the ADL content in 

leaf litter after 0.58 year of decay, therefore offsetting the greater concurrent C losses 

associated with greater soluble compounds (i.e. water-soluble CT) and leading to greater 

C remaining in high CT compared to low CT poplar litter. 
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3.3.4 Change in Forage Fiber and Forest Product proximate chemistry after 3.58 

years of decay 

Soluble, ADC and ADL content were determined using the Forage Fiber technique 

and all generally decreased over 3.58 years of decay in parallel with decreasing %C 

remaining (p < 0.001; Figure 3.7). 

 

3.3.4.1 Comparing soluble chemical fractions 

After 3.58 years of decay, poplar still lost 48 % more of its soluble proximate 

chemical fraction from initial levels compared to Fd litter (p < 0.001; Figures 3.7.A and 

3.8.B). Loss of the soluble chemical fraction over 3.58 years did not significantly 

correlate with initial N concentrations across or within species (p > 0.05). However this 

loss was greater in poplar litter with greater initial CT concentration (p = 0.010). Hence 

differences in the loss of soluble chemical fraction were primarily due to litter species 

and CT concentration (within poplar litter only) even after 3.58 years of decay. 

Prior to decay, both WSE and NPE content were greater in poplar than Fd litter (15 % 

and 57 % greater, respectively). However NPE increased with greater N (p < 0.019) and 

greater CT (poplar only; p < 0.001) concentrations, while WSE showed no significant 

associations (p > 0.05). Trends in the loss of the soluble proximate chemical fraction 

using the Forage Fiber method were best correlated with the summed changes in NPE 

and WSE determined by the Forest Product method (r = 0.91; p < 0.001), but more 

closely matched changes in NPE (r = 0.90; p < 0.001) than WSE (r = 0.61; p = 0.034). 

After 3.58 years of decay, loss of both NPE and WSE were greater in poplar than Fd litter 

(p < 0.011). Only the loss of NPE content was associated with initial CT concentrations 

in poplar litter (p = 0.004), however loss of WSE was greater in HTLN poplar litter (p = 

0.003). Greater loss of NPE was also associated with initial N concentrations in Fd litter 

(p =0.004).  

 

3.3.4.2 Comparing acid-hydrolyzable chemical fractions 

Over 3.58 years of decay, on average ADC made up less of the C remaining and 

decreased at a slower rate in poplar than Fd litter (p < 0.001), while being 10 % greater in 
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Fd litter with low compared to high initial N concentrations (p = 0.004; Figure 3.7). 

While N was inversely related to initial AHF content in Fd litter, no significant 

association was found in poplar litter, where AHF was 18 % less (p < 0.001). Condensed 

tannin concentrations was inversely related to initial AHF in poplar litter treatments (p = 

0.001). Similar to ADC loss (r = 0.93; p < 0.001), loss of AHF after 3.58 years of decay 

was 2.8 times greater in Fd than poplar litter (p < 0.001) and not affected by initial N 

concentrations in Fd litter (p = 0.749). AHF loss in poplar litter was directly related to 

initial N concentrations (p = 0.031) and inversely related to initial CT concentration (p = 

0.016), unlike ADC. 

 

3.3.4.3 Comparing acid-unhydrolyzable chemical fractions 

Although ADL decreased at a slower rate in poplar than Fd litter (p = 0.034), on 

average this fraction comparatively made up more of the %C remaining over time in 

poplar litter (Figure 3.7.C). Over 3.58 years of decay, ADL in poplar litter was greater in 

litter with high initial CT concentrations (p = 0.007) and lower in litter with high initial N 

concentrations (p = 0.015). Total ADL loss after 3.58 years of decay was still not 

different on average between litter species, but also no longer associated with different 

initial CT or N concentrations (p > 0.05), even though LTHN litter lost significantly more 

ADL content (p = 0.001; Figure 3.9.D) than other poplar litter types. Litter from Fd lost 

43 % more ADL content in WH than DF zones (p = 0.047). On average, the AUR 

fraction of litter prior to decay was inversely related to initial N (p < 0.029) and CT 

(poplar only; p <0.001) concentration, yet did not differ between species (p = 0.751). 

Loss in AUR, or ADL (r = 0.65; p = 0.023), after 3.58 years of decay was not 

significantly different between litter species (p = 0.217), nor between initial N treatments 

within or between litter species (p > 0.05). Loss in AUR was nonetheless 15 % less in 

poplar litter with high initial CT concentrations after 3.58 years of decay (p < 0.001).  
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Figure 3.9: Differences in the proximate chemical fractions (Forest Product method (A,C): 

non-polar extractables (NPE), water soluble extracts (WSE), acid-hydrolysable forage 

(AHF), acid-unhydrolysable residue (AUR) and ash; Forage Fiber method (B,D): soluble 

fraction (Solubles), cellulose (ADC), lignin (ADL) and ash; of naturally abscised poplar and 

Douglas-fir (Fd) leaf litter with low and high N (LN and HN) and CT (LT and HT; poplar 

only) content, between 0 and 3.58 years of decay. Positive values represent gains while 

negative values represent losses in the % dry weight (A,B) or % C remaining (C,D). Three 

replicates of each litter type were assessed at time 0, while four replicates of each litter treatment 

decaying in Southern sites were pooled by zone for proximate analyses, and averaged across WH 

and DF zones for plotting (+/- SE). 
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3.3.4.4 Comparing the summed acid-hydrolyzable (ADC or AHF) and acid-

unhydrolyzable (ADL or AUR) chemical fractions 

Similar to content prior to and after decay (r = 0.91 and 0.99, respectively; p < 0.001), the 

summed loss of AHF and AUR was highly correlated with that of ADL and ADC (r = 

0.98; p < 0.001). However, AHF and ADC content correlated better prior to, rather than 

after 3.58 years of decay (r = 0.85 versus 0.53), while AUR and ADL content showed the 

opposite trend (r = 0.30 versus 0.85). Modelling of AHF + AUR or ADL + ADC both 

showed the same greater loss in Fd than poplar litter (p < 0.001), while loss in poplar 

litter was directly related to initial N concentrations (p < 0.040) and inversely related to 

initial CT concentrations (p < 0.021). As a result, ADL + ADC and AHF + AUR content 

after 3.58 years of decay only differed between species (p < 0.001) and initial N 

concentrations (p = 0.020).  

 

3.3.4.5 Comparing ash content 

Ash concentration prior to decay was 2 to 6.5 times greater in Fd than poplar litter, 

whether measured using the Forest Product (ranging from 9 to 25 mg g-1 dw) or Forage 

Fiber (ranging from 2 to 30 mg g-1 dw), respectively (p < 0.001). Irrespective of the 

proximate-chemistry method used, N concentration was not associated with initial ash 

concentration (p > 0.05), however CT concentration was inversely related to initial ash 

concentration when using the Forest Product method (p = 0.041). After 3.58 years of 

decay, ash content made up 7 to 197 mg g-1 dw (using Forage Fiber; 76 to 159mg g-1 dw 

using Forest Product; Figures 3.7, 3.9.A and 3.9.B), a net gain significantly greater in 

poplar than Fd litter (p < 0.005) and in WH than DF zones (p < 0.024), irrespective of the 

proximate chemistry method used.  
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3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1 Quantification of condensed-tannin forms using improvements on the 

butanol-HCl assay 

Improvements on the butanol-HCl assay, including extraction solvents with TFA, 

MeOH, water, and ~50 % acetone for assaying soluble CT (Mané et al. 2007), as well as 

the ~50 % acetone in butanol-HCl reagents for assaying total CT (Grabber et al. 2013) 

allowed for a more thorough CT quantification in leaf litter. Specifically, this was 

presumably due to higher extractability and disassociation of polymers bound to the litter 

matrix. As noted by Grabber et al. (2013), including 50 % acetone in the final assay 

solution eliminated quantification issues associated with the 'biphasic' standard response 

of the classic butanol-HCl protocol (Porter et al. 1986).  

The consistently higher concentrations of soluble CT found in our protocol with 50 % 

acetone versus that with only MeOH could be due to the inclusion of acetone soluble CT 

in the soluble fraction, the greater extractability of bound CT due to acetone and TFA, 

and/or the enhanced depolymerization of CT complexes into flavan-3-ols that are then 

transformed to anthocyanidin. Likewise, the greater amount of insoluble CT detected 

with the acetone-containing assay were likely due to greater depolymerization of CT 

bound to the litter matrix due to acetone and TFA in the presence of heat (Grabber et al. 

2013). Although not exhaustive, heating for 2.5 h was adequate for cleaving most of the 

larger CT polymers found in our samples (Porter et al. 1986, Grabber et al. 2013). 

Quantification of CT using MeOH as an extraction solvent, despite giving 

underestimates, allowed for accurate relative comparison of soluble CT concentrations 

between samples, and could thus reliably be used in cases where MeOH solutions are 

needed for further analysis (e.g. HPLC). Nevertheless, MeOH-soluble CT concentrations 

were not indicative of total- or insoluble-CT concentrations.  

We likely slightly overestimated the insoluble CT fraction when performing the 

butanol-HCl assay directly on the residual pellet after extracting soluble CT (Figure 3.1), 

due to remnant solution in the pellet. We thus suggest subtracting soluble from total CT 

values (each assay done on separate subsamples) for better quantification of insoluble CT 

concentrations in our samples. Washing residual pellets with MeOH prior to assaying 
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insoluble CT (Preston et al. 2009b) could also have resolved and/or ruled out any 

carryover issues.  

The presence of 50 % acetone in our assay for insoluble CT, leading to greater 

extraction and depolymerisation of residual CT tightly bound to proteins or cell wall 

polysaccharides, is most likely responsible for the greater proportion of insoluble to total 

CT in our litter compared to other studies quantifying insoluble CT in naturally abscised 

leaf litter (Lin et al. 2007, Parsons et al. 2008, Preston et al. 2009b). Furthermore, we 

optimized our litter / solvent ratios for assaying of both soluble and insoluble CT 

fractions to ensure that coloured anthocyanidin solutions were directly within the 

confidence range of our standard curve. Dilution of solutions after heating is a common 

practice (e.g. Preston et al. 1997), but can lead to lower concentration estimates in the 

case of the butanol-HCl assay (data not shown). Using CT from a poplar hybrid as a 

standard for quantifying CT in both poplar and Fd litter may have contributed to small 

errors in our estimates, and is discussed in Appendix A.  

Our results suggest that the input of CT in insoluble forms into soil systems is greater 

than previously thought, given the high insoluble-CT concentrations detected in our leaf 

litter compared to other studies (Lin et al. 2007, Parsons et al. 2008, Preston et al. 

2009b). Such findings support suggestions by Lindroth et al. (2002) that CT in poplar 

species undergo a shift from soluble to insoluble forms during senescence, especially for 

N-limited trees (Lindroth et al. 2002). Previous studies of the developmental trajectories 

of CT in mangrove species do not show such increase in insoluble CT prior to senescence 

(Lin et al. 2006, Lin et al. 2007), but this could be due to species or ecosystem specific 

functions. The absence of acetone in butanol-HCl assays for insoluble CT may also 

explain low abundance values in such studies. Thus, we suggest incorporating our assay 

improvements with methods for distinguishing protein and fiber-bound CT (Terrill et al. 

1992), and applying these to the study of CT concentrations and forms during leaf 

maturation and senescence. The change in CT form during senescence could have 

important implications for litter decay, nutrient-cycling and other below-ground 

processes. However, CT transformation trajectories may also be species or ecosystem 

specific (Lin et al. 2007, Zhang et al. 2008c).  
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Slight modifications of the reagent concentrations used for the butanol-HCl assay 

allowed us to quantify the amount of water-soluble CT in plant tissue (although we only 

assayed naturally abscised leaf litter). The use of room-temperature water for this assay, 

instead of hot water (Preston and Trofymow 2015), allowed us to quantify this 

ecologically significant CT form. Water can solubilise low molecular weight phenols 

such as flavan-3-ol monomers, yet these should not be converted to anthocyanidins 

during the butanol-HCl assay since they lack the carbocations resulting from 

interflanavoid bond cleavage (Porter et al. 1986, Schofield et al. 2001). The limitations 

outlined in Appendix A for accurate quantification of CT still applies to this CT form, but 

could be resolved by specifically purifying water-soluble CT extracts to be used as a 

standard. The selective nature of water and other solvents was used to further our 

understanding of the ecological functions of various CT forms (see below).  

 

3.4.2 Impacts and fate of condensed tannins during decay 

We have used improvements on the butanol-HCl assay in conjunction with proximate 

chemical analyses to show that water-soluble CT correspond to differences in soluble 

proximate fractions and that soluble and/or insoluble CT are converted to acid-

unhydrolyzable products during decay. Detectable CT in all forms were rapidly lost in all 

our litter samples within 0.58 year of decay (Figure 3.5). This rapid loss or 

transformation of CT was previously observed in various studies (Kraus et al. 2003a, 

Parsons et al. 2008, Preston et al. 2009b, Norris et al. 2011, Zhou et al. 2012a). Our 

improvements on the butanol-HCl assay allowed for more complete extraction of bound 

CT and suggests that, in decaying litter, CTs are not simply more tightly bound to 

substrates, but are subject to other processes. Leaching and/or degradation are likely not 

adequate to explain the total loss of detectable CT, since greater C loss was observed in 

poplar with low CT compared to high CT concentrations and since the loss of detectable 

CT in some cases exceeded the loss of litter when converting values to C equivalent. 

Leaching would most likely lead to loss of water-soluble CT, since the difference in loss 

of water-soluble CT between high and low poplar litter closely matched that of soluble 

proximate chemical fractions. The initial loss of soluble compounds in decaying litter 
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was not influenced by our N treatments, indicating that the glutamine applied to half of 

our litter samples did not preferentially leach out of litterbags during the seasonally rainy 

winters at the onset of decay. We suspect this N source to be rapidly taken up by 

saprophytic microbes (Schimel and Bennett 2004) allowing for the more rapid decay of 

our N-rich litter, although the possibility remains that some was bound to compounds 

such as CT in the litter matrix (Nierop et al. 2006, Verkaik et al. 2006, Norris et al. 2011, 

Zhou et al. 2012a). 

Few studies on the breakdown of CTs have been published (Preston et al. 2009b), but 

degradation of CT by microbes (i.e. mineralization), including the depolymerization of 

complex proanthocyanidin structures, would need to proceed to the molecular state of 

terminal-CT units (Porter et al. 1986) and phloroglucinol carboxylic acid (Bhat et al. 

1998) in order for the proanthocyanidins not be detected by the butanol-HCl assay. Rapid 

degradation of CT to these forms may be possible given rapid decay in the first 0.58 year, 

but this is not likely since C loss by microbial respiration could not account for the 

inverse relationship between loss of detectable CT and loss of C. Microbial communities 

are therefore unlikely to be utilizing the CT in our litter as primary C sources, with 

exception of those in water-soluble form.  

An alternate hypothesis is that CT are rapidly transformed, either chemically or via 

biological action, into products that are not detectable by butanol-HCl. For example, 

direct cleavage of one of the three main flavan-3-ols C-rings while still polymerized 

would lead to a reduction in detectable CT with concurrent low C loss. Change in ADL 

after 0.58 year correlated with initial CT concentration, indicating that CT is generally 

being transformed to ADL (or AUR) products. This is consistent with findings from the 

Canadian Intersite Decomposition Experiment, which show the AUR fraction of 

decaying litter as being partially composed of CT derived structures that resist decay 

(Preston et al. 2009a, Preston et al. 2009b, Preston and Trofymow 2015). The increase in 

acid-unhydrolyzable residue associated with CT transformation was detectable until 2 

years of decay when using the Forage Fiber methodology, while evidence of such 

transformation were also significant after 3.58 years of decay using the Forest Product 

method. These two protocols differ mostly in terms of heating during successive 

extractions steps, which would suggest that products of CT are still being modified after 
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2 - 3.58 years of decay. However, high correlations between CT forms in litter prior to 

decay and rapid loss of detection of the majority of CT prevented us from clearly 

differentiating the fates of acetone:MeOH-soluble and insoluble CT. We still conclude 

that CT other than those in water-soluble forms are ecologically significant below-

ground, unlike previously thought (Yu and Dahlgren 2000). Determining the short term 

fate of CT beyond the leachable fraction would require isotopic labelling of CT and better 

tracking of components via 13C NMR (Preston et al. 1997).  

The effects of CT on C loss were limited to 1 year and no longer evident after 2 years 

of decay. This is similar to findings by Liu et al. (2009) as well as by Madritch and 

Lindroth (2015). 

In our study, initial CT concentrations in poplar litter and loss over time were linked to 

soluble proximate chemical fractions (Forage Fiber method) and NPE (Forest Product 

method), not WSE as observed by Preston et al. (2009b). However, the Populus 

angustifolia leaf litter used in our study contained less WSE (136 mg g-1 dw) than the 

other species used by Preston et al. (370 - 400 mg g-1 dw; 2009b). For comparison, 

differences in NPE and WSE using same bulked Fd litter were less than 27 and 10 mg g-1 

dw, respectively, which indicate comparable results for proximate chemistry between 

these two studies. Therefore, our results demonstrate that the WSE chemical fraction 

cannot be assumed to represent total CT, at least when studying senescent and decaying 

leaf litter, since various CT forms will elude in NPE, AHF and AUR fractions depending 

on their structure and binding affinity.  

Similar to most litters in a pan-Canadian study (Preston et al. 2009b; note AUR values 

were not ash corrected), all proximate chemical fractions except for ash content decayed 

to some extent over 3.58 years of decay at our sites. The slower decay of ADC and ADL 

fractions in poplar compared to Fd litter could be a result of the foreign nature of such 

litter, for which local microbial communities would not be adapted to (Ayres et al. 2009). 

Contrary to commonly held assumptions, the ADC chemical fraction decayed more 

slowly than ADL in our litter treatments, especially since the decay of CT and cutins 

would have lead to increasing accumulations of AUR-like products over time (Preston et 

al. 2009a). However, the slow apparent decay of ADC chemical fractions, especially in 
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poplar litter, could also be the result of increasing contributions to such chemical fraction 

by turnover of microbial biomass.  

The stronger correlation between AUR+AHF and ADL+ADC rather than between 

AUR and ADL or AHF and ADC prior to and after 3.58 years of decay suggests that heat 

(the main difference in quantification of acid (un)hydrolyzable fractions between the 

Forage Fiber and Forest Product methods) was leading to the different proportions of 

proximate chemistries deemed acid hydrolyzable (ADC or AHF) or not (ADL or AUR). 

Furthermore, the correlation between AUR and ADL was stronger after decay, while the 

reverse was true of AHF and ADC; this provides further support that water-insoluble CTs 

that are solubilised by acid hydrolysis in the presence of heat (e.g. AHF or butanol-HCl) 

are being transformed to non-CT, true-acid-unhydrolyzable residues during decay. The 

greater summed losses of acid hydrolyzable and unhydrolyzable content in Fd than poplar 

is related to the loss of acid-hydrolyzable content due to either general chemical 

differences between the litter types (e.g. CT structure, cutin content) or to the endemicity 

of the Fd litter to our field sites (e.g. better microbial affinity for this substrate). The 

generally better correlations of CT and N concentrations with proximate chemistry 

fractions obtained via the Forest Product method, compared to the Forage Fiber method, 

would reinforce the greater suitability of the former method in characterizing litter during 

decomposition studies. However as shown above, using multiple approaches to 

characterize litter composition can help elucidate (partial) trajectories during decay.  

 

3.4.3 Conclusion 

Our improvements on the butanol-HCl protocol allowed for better quantification of 

soluble and insoluble CT fractions in litter and plant tissues. Our results showed that CT 

concentrations in senescing poplar leaves are likely not decreasing, but rather CTs are 

undergoing a change in structure (i.e. increase in insoluble forms) with a range of 

functional implications for above- and below-ground interactions. The rapid initial 

transformation of CT to ADL-like products was associated with the slower early decay 

associated with high CT litter. These ADL-like products of CT transformation appear to 

be further transformed to AUR-like products between 2 and 3.58 years of decay, although 
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with minor impact on concurrent C remaining during this time period. This could have 

long-term consequences for C sequestration in forest soils. Furthermore our data suggest 

that, unlike previously assumed, rapid leaching of water-soluble CT are less relevant than 

other CT fractions for nutrient cycling and C-sequestration. 
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3.5 Supplemental material 

Table S3.1: Optimal sample concentrations (mg ml-1) for quantification of CT in various plant materials using improved butanol-HCl 

assay reagent containing acetone.  

Samples Species Growing conditions tissue type 

[sample / 

acetone solvent] 

[pellet / butanol 

reagent] 

[sample / butanol 

reagent] 

Fresh leaf 

_MYB115/353(4) 

Populus tremula 

x tremuloides 

greenhouse grown, 

well fertilized green leaf 5.0 1.3 0.6 

Fresh leaf_WT353 

Populus tremula 

x tremuloides 

greenhouse grown, 

well fertilized green leaf 10.0 7.8 3.9 to 9.7 

Fresh leaf_Low 

N_WT 353 

Populus tremula 

x tremuloides 

greenhouse grown, 

Nitrogen limited green leaf 10.0 7.8 3.9 to 9.7 

Roots (young)_Low 

N 

Populus tremula 

x tremuloides 

greenhouse grown, 

Nitrogen limited live root 5.0 1.3 0.6 

Roots (mid-sized) 

_Low N 

Populus tremula 

x tremuloides 

greenhouse grown, 

Nitrogen limited live root 5.0 1.3 0.6 

Roots (older)_Low 

N 

Populus tremula 

x tremuloides 

greenhouse grown, 

Nitrogen limited live root 10.0 2.6 1.3 

Litter_LTLN 

Populus 

angustifolia field grown  abscised leaf 5 to 10 1.3 to 2.6 1.3 

Litter_HTLN 

Populus 

angustifolia field grown  abscised leaf 5.0 1.3 0.6 

Litter_LTHN 

Populus 

angustifolia field grown  abscised leaf 5 to 10 1.3 to 2.6 1.3 

Litter_HTHN 

Populus 

angustifolia field grown  abscised leaf 5.0 1.3 0.6 

Litter_FdLN 

Pseudotsuga 

menziesii field grown  abscised leaf 20.0 5.2 3.9 

Litter_FdHN 

Pseudotsuga 

menziesii field grown  abscised leaf 20.0 5.2 3.9 

Decayed 

litter_Poplar 

Populus 

angustifolia 

field grown and 

decayed 

decayed 

abscised leaf Not detected 19.5 to 39 11.7 

Decayed litter_ 

Douglas-fir 

Pseudotsuga 

menziesii 

field grown and 

decayed 

Decayed 

abscised leaf 

39 to Not 

detected 31 to 39 11.7 
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Figure S3.1: Standard curves generated with purified CT used for CT quantification. Each point represent the mean of at least 2 independent 

values (± SE). The range for linear increase in absorbance with CT concentration was from 0.07 - 1.54. Although the preferred absorbance range 

for CT quantification was from 0.158 to 1.247 (abs. value ± 3 x SE), CT concentrations calculated from values within the linear portion of the 

standard, but outside of the preferred range, were on average 4.7 % underestimated. 
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Figure S3.2: Quantification of soluble and insoluble CT using hammer milled (Polymix 

hammer mill model PX-MFC 90D, Kinematica, Switzerland) or liquid-N2 pulverized 

samples. Sample processing did not affect the quantification of soluble, insoluble or total CT (p > 

0.05, ANOVA or Kruskal-Wallis H test depending on data normality). 

 

 
Figure S3.3: Analytical replicates of water-soluble CT quantification in four high-CT (HT) 

poplar litters with high (HN) and low N (LN). Each bar represents an average of three 

analytical replicates ± SE. Residual tannins after H2O extraction cannot be quantified accurately 

due to high volume of reagent needed to quantify CT in remaining pellet. 
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3.6 Appendix 

Appendix A:  
Potential sources of quantification error using the butanol-HCl assay.  

It is known that the choice of a standard used for CT quantification with the Butanol-

HCl method can lead to erroneous quantification, due in part to differences in degrees of 

polymerization between species (Schofield et al., 2001;Kraus et al., 2003;Preston and 

Trofymow, 2015) affecting the ratio of non-detectable terminal to extender monomers 

(Porter et al., 1986). Our estimates of CT concentrations in Fd litter could therefore be 

low, due to the degree of polymerization found in CT of Fd needles compared to P. 

tremuloides leaves (Kraus et al., 2003;Norris et al., 2011;Preston and Trofymow, 2015). 

Choice of standards could therefore explain the slightly lower (2.1 versus 4.3% dw) CT 

concentrations measured in our study compared to results by Preston et al. (2009), who 

used the same bulked-litter collection but quantified CT using purified extracts from 

Abies balsamea, a genus with less polymerization than P. tremuloides (Kraus et al., 

2003;Schweitzer et al., 2008;Norris et al., 2011). Total CT concentrations in the Fd litter 

used by Preston et al. (2009) were indeed reduced (2.2% dw) to similar values to those 

obtained in our study when converting concentrations to the same hybrid poplar standard 

used in our study (Preston and Trofymow, 2015). The absence of hydrolysable tannins in 

our poplar standards avoided common issues leading to overestimation of CT content 

(Preston et al., 1997;Kraus et al., 2003).  

Estimates of CT concentrations in our poplar litter should be more accurate since our 

CT standard was also of the same Populus genus, however genetic variation in CT 

polymerization exist within this genus (Lindroth et al., 2002;Scioneaux et al., 2011) that 

may have led to slight over-estimation of our comparatively more polymerized 

angustifolia species. Further (often overlooked) issues emerge when CT standards are not 

extracted from plant material using the same solvents than when CT are being analysed. 

The degree of CT polymerization can affect their solubility and binding affinity 

(Schofield et al., 2001;Kraus et al., 2003;Zeller et al., 2015), and therefore their 

extractability by various solvents. Quantification of soluble CT using MeOH as an 

extraction solvent, when compared to our protocol including acetone, could indicate that 

a significant portion of CT were in MeOH-soluble form, however values of CT content 

could also be underestimated due to the standard used. The elution of low molecular 
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phenols using 80% EtOH during the extraction of purified CT may be leaching small CT 

out of purified extracts (Fierer et al., 2001), hence biasing color development per unit 

mass during the Butanol-HCl assay. We therefore suggest further development of CT 

purification protocols in order to separate (or adequately represent) water-soluble, 

MeOH-soluble, acetone-soluble and insoluble CT fractions for better quantification of 

functionally characteristic forms using the Butanol-HCl assay. However this issue may be 

hard to resolve in cases such as insoluble CT forms (or total CT assays), since, to our 

knowledge, purified insoluble-CT extracts have not been selectively isolated (Perez-

Jimenez and Torres, 2011) and are not included in typical purified CT standards (for 

details about extracts with insoluble CT, see Perez-Jimenez et al., 2009).  

Solvents have varying absorbance qualities, which can influence standard response 

curves. We thus suggest maintaining the same final reagent concentrations for all assays, 

whether analysing soluble CT, insoluble CT or purified tannin for standard.   
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Chapter 4 : High condensed tannin and low nitrogen in poplar 
litter can offset yearly accelerated decay due to a warmer 
climate, with implications for net nitrogen mineralization 

 

4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 Effects of climate and litter chemistry on litter decay: Hypotheses 

A large fraction of total organic carbon (C) is stored in soils and decaying plant matter 

(70.6 Pg in Canadian forests; Kurz et al. 1995). Decomposition therefore plays a 

fundamental role in C sequestration in forests by influencing the rates of organic C 

mineralization and subsequent release of CO2 back into the atmosphere. Rapidly rising 

atmospheric CO2 concentration, and associated climate change (Solomon et al. 2007), 

will most likely affect global rates of decomposition and subsequent nutrient cycling 

(Trumbore 1997, Norby and Cotrufo 1998); the extent of this is still unknown.  

Moisture regimes are the primary determinants of microbial decay in soils (Prescott 

2010) and will change as a result of alterations in intensity and frequency of precipitation 

events (Kharin et al. 2007, Solomon et al. 2007). Although events of drought and 

rewetting are known to affect microbial communities (Van Gestel et al. 1993, Evans and 

Wallenstein 2012), the ramifications of such events on the decay for which they are 

responsible for in the field remain unclear (Pailler et al. 2014, Smyth et al. 2015). 

Warmer temperatures can accelerate rates of decay (Shaw and Harte 2001a, 

Kirschbaum 2006, Melillo et al. 2011), in part by increasing the metabolic rate of 

microbiota in forest soils. Furthermore, enzymes responsible for litter depolymerisation 

can have different temperature sensitivities (Ruifang et al. 2007, Burns et al. 2013), 

which may lead to changing dynamics of C and N mineralization (Binkley et al. 1994, 

Andersen and Jensen 2001, Shaw and Harte 2001b, Luxhoi et al. 2002). Especially 

vulnerable to change are the C dynamics at northern latitudes, such as in Canada, where 

the largest increases in temperature are predicted to occur (Giorgi 2006, Kurz et al. 

2013). In forests at northern latitudes, a significant portion of the C pool is in the surface 

organic layer (Berg et al. 2009). The accelerated decay of this detrital layer could lead to 

the release of large amounts of stored C back into the atmosphere, further accelerating 

rise in atmospheric CO2 and exacerbating climate change.  
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The quality of plant litter can be more important than temperature in determining local 

decay (Trofymow et al. 2002, Adair et al. 2008) and mineralization rates (Nadelhoffer et 

al. 1991). Plant litter quality is also predicted to change as a result of increasing 

atmospheric CO2 concentrations. By increasing photosynthetic efficiency (Sage et al. 

2008), CO2 fertilization can result in leaf litter with lower N and greater CT 

concentrations from C3 plants such as trees (Mansfield et al. 1999, Norby et al. 2001, Liu 

et al. 2005, Parsons et al. 2008). The already limiting N availability in temperate forests 

will likely be exacerbated by increasing atmospheric CO2 due to the decreasing N input 

from annual litter fall (Vitousek and Howarth 1991).  

Condensed tannins can constitute upwards of ~300 mg g-1 of leaf litter dry weight 

(Chapter 3; Driebe and Whitham 2000), are the most abundant secondary metabolite 

produced by land plants (Barbehenn and Constabel 2011), and have been shown to slow 

litter decay and N cycling (Schimel et al. 1996, Schimel et al. 1998, Bradley et al. 2000, 

Driebe and Whitham 2000, Hättenschwiler and Vitousek 2000, Fierer et al. 2001, Kraus 

et al. 2004b, Schweitzer et al. 2004, Madritch et al. 2006, Liu et al. 2009). Condensed 

tannins can differ in degree of polymerization, B-ring hydroxylation and stereoisometry, 

all of which affect their redox and binding properties (Kraus et al. 2003b) and can affect 

below ground communities in various ways (Hättenschwiler and Vitousek 2000, Lorenz 

et al. 2000, Joanisse et al. 2007, Joanisse et al. 2009, Wurzburger and Hendrick 2009). 

Increasing CT concentrations in the tissues of plants exposed to N stress (Kraus et al. 

2004a) and / or elevated CO2 (Mansfield et al. 1999, Liu et al. 2005, Parsons et al. 2008) 

and / or warming (Tharayil et al. 2011) is hypothesised to be a way to decrease 

competition for N from microbes by controlling the release of dissolved organic nitrogen 

from decaying tissues, which can be preferentially taken up by symbiotic mycorrhizae 

(Northup et al. 1995, Nasholm et al. 1998). Condensed tannin production has been 

suggested as an adaptive mechanism by which plants can regulate decomposition and 

nutrient availability in soils, to fit to their immediate and long term needs, by affecting 

microbial communities and nutrient retention (Schimel et al. 1998, Bradley et al. 2000, 

Schweitzer et al. 2004, Schweitzer et al. 2008b, Constabel and Lindroth 2010).  

 The reduction in litter quality resulting from climate change is therefore anticipated to 

slow decomposition. The effects of increased phenolic and reduced N content on litter 
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decay could thus mitigate the predicted accelerated decay rates resulting from a generally 

warmer climate (Moore et al. 1999). Here, we attempt to quantify the effects of litter 

chemistry (mainly CT and N) and climate on litter decay and net N mineralization in the 

field. 

 

4.1.2 Experimental design: litterbag decay in the field 

Poplars, including Populus tremuloides, P. balsamifera and P. trichocarpa, are 

important forest species that dominate much forested land in western Canada and also 

part of boreal mixedwood forests (Peterson and Peterson 1992). Variations in litter CT 

and N concentrations, whether resulting from plant community composition (Prescott 

2010) or genotype (Schweitzer et al. 2004), has been shown to significantly affect early 

decomposition rates and nutrient cycling (Madritch and Hunter 2002, Madritch et al. 

2006, Vivanco and Austin 2008). This effect has confounded previous findings regarding 

CT and N.  

A comprehensive collection of genotypes and clones of Populus augustifolia with a 

wide range of CT content have been grown in common gardens (Rehill et al. 2006, Lamit 

et al. 2011). We were thus able to selectively pool leaves from different individuals 

allowing for leaf litter samples of similar chemistry, but different CT content. Litter 

samples with low and high tannin concentrations made from naturally occurring 

variations in litter chemistries of the same species reduced the influence of other 

parameters on decay rates.  

Since Fd dominated the field sites selected for this study, Fd needle litter was included 

as a contrasting litter type to poplar. Litter can decay faster where the litter type naturally 

occurs (Wardle et al. 2006, Vivanco and Austin 2008, Ayres et al. 2009, Strickland et al. 

2009), probably as a result of selection and adaptation of local microbial community to a 

particular litter composition. Although conifer needles are native to the field sites of this 

study, the poorer litter quality of Fd litter is predicted to have slower decomposition rates 

compared to poplar (Côté et al. 2000).  

Assessing the interactive effects of CT and N on litter decay under various field 

climates reflective of conditions predicted under elevated atmospheric CO2 

concentrations is important for understanding climate change impacts on carbon budgets 
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(Melillo et al. 2011). The generally stable stoichiometric requirements of microbial 

communities (Strickland and Rousk 2010) and predictable carbon use efficiencies (e) of 

decomposers (Manzoni et al. 2008, Manzoni et al. 2010) should also allow us to calculate 

the net mineralization rates under such conditions. Our results will help test current 

models and understanding of litter decay and nutrient release rates.  

This study aimed to quantify the effects of climate and litter chemistry on organic C 

decay and N mineralization using in-situ climate data and controlled CT and N chemical 

treatments. Hence, the decay of standard poplar (narrowleaf cottonwood; Populus 

angustifolia) and Douglas-fir (P. menziesii menziesii; Fd) leaf litters, with a range of CT 

and N concentrations, was monitored on south-eastern Vancouver Island. Unlike the 

Canadian Intersite Decomposition Experiment (CIDET; Trofymow and CIDET Working 

Group 1998), which conducted a comparative study of decomposition in 21 forested sites 

across Canada using climate data from nearby standard weather stations, this research 

aimed to fine tune climatic effects by using climate data of in-situ forest floor 

environments of similar ecosystems. Vancouver Island is part of the greater Coastal 

South Pacific Cordilleran ecoclimatic region (Ecoregions Working Group 1989), and is in 

the rainshadow of the Insular Mountains and Olympic Peninsula where soils are 

predominantly podzolic. Leaf litter was chemically characterised prior to decay (C, N, 

CT and phenolic content, as well as proximate chemical fractions) and compared to the 

mass, C and N remaining in decaying litter to determine C loss and net N mineralization. 

Original litter chemistry and in-situ climate variables were then used to model rates of 

decay and mineralization over 3.58 years.  

 

4.2 Materials and methods  

4.2.1 Field sites and microclimate monitoring  

Our study sites were located in mesic mature Douglas-fir (P. menziesii menziesii) 

dominated stands among the cool temperate wet forests of the coastal Western Hemlock 

(WH) and coastal Douglas-fir (DF) Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification (BEC) 

zones (Meidinger and Pojar 1991). Similar vegetation compositions but different 

moisture and temperature regimes (Shay et al. 2015) provided a unique opportunity for 

testing the effects of climate on decay in the field. 
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Sites for the litterbag experiment were chosen due to availability of continuously 

recorded microclimatic measurements (BC ministry of forests, lands and natural resource 

operations - West Coast Region - Coast Forest Region Research Section). Sites were 

located on southern (s), central (c) and northern (n) transects between the 48th and 50th 

parallel on the eastern coast of Vancouver Island. Each transect hosted sites in the coastal 

Western Hemlock (WH) BEC zone, coastal Douglas-fir (DF) BEC zone, and the 

transition between them (TR) (Supplemental Figure S4.1.A). Four replicate strings of 

litterbags were laid out in parallel on the forest floor in each of four plots (ca. 2.5 m x 2 

m) in close proximity (< 23 m) to the meteorological stations found at each site 

(Supplemental Figure S4.1.B; for more details on site and microplot characteristics see 

Shay et al. 2015). Care was taken to ensure litterbags were evenly spaced, while avoiding 

exposed rocks and logs, and that each litterbag was laid down in direct contact with the 

forest floor with bag tags facing down to avoid attracting wildlife. Proximity to trees (< 1 

m) was also avoided.  

Soil moisture and temperature at 30 cm depth was logged hourly using Ibuttons 

(Maxim Integrated, CA, USA), as well as thermocouples and probes connected to CR10 

(Campbell Scientific, Utah, USA), HOBO (models U30 and U12,Onset Computer 

Corporation, MA, USA) and Decagon (model Em50 Digital, Decagon Devices, WA, 

USA) data loggers. Air temperature was measured 30 cm above the forest floor. Hourly 

climate data was quality-checked and, when possible, gap-filled prior to being compiled 

into daily summaries by the West Coast Region research section of British Columbia 

Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations. Daily summaries were used to calculate 

annual climate normals (Table 4.1).  

 

4.2.2 Litterbag preparation and starting litter characteristics  

Leaf litter representing six different leaf chemistries were placed in litterbags and 
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Table 4.1: Climate parameters measured at each site over 4 years (from May 1st, 2011 to April 30th, 2015). Bioecoclimatic (BEC) zones 

included the coastal Western Hemlock (WH), coastal Douglas-fir (DF) or transition between the two (TR). 

Latitude 
BEC

Zone 

Soil moisture 

(%)a 

TSh 

(°C)a 

TAi 

(°C)b 
PETc DDd 

Frost 

free 

dayse 

Summer / 

winter soil 

moist. (%)f 

TA coldest / 

warmest 

month (°C)g 

TS coldest / 

warmest 

month (°C)g 

North DF 13.93 

(2.27, 51.30) 

[3.85, 40.97] 

9.55 

(2.56, 16.03) 

[3.73, 15.37] 

 8.99 

(-7.51, 26.23) 

[-4.86, 23.90] 

88.2 3296 354 8.77 / 17.49 

 

3.14 / 16.72 

 

5.77 / 14.75 

 

 TR 12.97 

(0.00, 54.77) 

[2.77, 45.56] 

9.64 

(1.55, 16.85) 

[2.84, 15.85] 

 9.60 

(-6.45, 28.62) 

[-4.30, 27.18] 

92.5 3517 356 8.25 / 17.87 3.45 / 17.98 

 

5.40 / 15.31 

 

 WH  9.05 

(0.94, 28.13) 

[3.03, 20.62] 

8.97 

(1.73, 15.17) 

[2.96, 14.71] 

 8.97 

(-7.80, 27.48) 

[-5.90, 26.32] 

90.5 3296 350 6.22 / 12.13 2.63 / 17.03 

 

4.94 / 14.10 

 

Central DF 9.83 

(1.07, 28.97) 

[2.85, 23.07] 

9.87 

(2.55, 17.47) 

[3.37, 16.92] 

 10.09 

(-5.20, 28.47) 

[-3.52, 26.62] 

93.6 3696 358 6.09 / 13.99 3.70 / 18.59 

 

5.41 / 15.83 

 

 TR 9.2 

(0.00, 24.2) 

[1.92, 19.52] 

9.68 

(1.53, 17.65) 

[2.47, 17.09] 

 9.44 

(-10.51, 30.7) 

[-6.67, 29.03] 

92.7 3473 350 5.86 / 12.29 

  

2.61 / 18.00 

 

4.55 / 16.02 

 

 WH  13.86 

(1.00, 31.67)  

[3.50, 26.84] 

8.58 

(1.00, 15.91) 

[2.14, 15.29] 

 8.72 

(-9.30, 35.50) 

[-5.56, 31.26] 

90.3 3211 347 9.73 / 16.90 

 

1.98 / 17.18 

 

4.21 / 14.36 

 

South DF  11.93 

(2.93, 26.53) 

[4.03, 24.72] 

9.94 

(2.58, 16.47) 

[3.91, 16.18]  

 9.59 

(-7.74, 32.50) 

[-5.18, 30.00] 

89.3 3513 357 8.37 / 16.01 3.55 / 17.32 

 

5.82 / 15.22 

 

 TR  13.1 

(2.27, 29.67) 

[3.47, 25.85] 

8.96 

(0.70, 15.13) 

[2.76, 14.48] 

8.44 

(-11.14, 30.00) 

[-6.97, 28.16] 

87.5 3133 341 8.99 / 16.70 2.02 / 16.65 

 

4.85 / 13.31 

 

 WH  11.25 

(3.03, 19.77) 

[6.00, 18.68] 

8.40 

(1.50, 15.76) 

[2.31, 13.55] 

8.61 

(-8.33, 29.39) 

[-5.97, 28.50] 

87.8 3168 349 8.35 / 13.43 

 

2.28 / 16.49 

 

4.96 / 14.40 
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a Mean annual (extreme minimum, maximum over 4year span) [mean annual minimum, maximum] measured 30cm below forest floor 
b Mean annual (extreme minimum, maximum over 4year span) [mean annual minimum, maximum] measured 30cm above forest floor 
c Mean potential evapotranspiration from May to September, using the Thornthwaite method 
d Mean annual degree days above 0°C 
e Mean annual frost free days 
f Mean summer (May to September) or winter (Nov-March) soil moisture 
g Mean temperature during the warmest month of the year 
h Soil temperature 
i Air temperature 
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Table 4.2: Initial elemental (carbon (C), nitrogen (N) and their ratio ((C/N)L,0)) and chemical composition (phenols, total condensed 

tannins (CT) and proximate chemistry) of Douglas-fir (Fd) and poplar leaf litter. Litter chemistry treatments included low and high nitrogen 

(LN and HN) and condensed tannins (LT and HT, poplar only). Associated (C / N)B, e and (C / N)CR values for each litter type and the genotypic 

origin of poplar litter is also included. Percent values (±SE) are based on dry weight (70°C overnight) and calculated from 6 and 4 replicates (for 

poplar and Fd litter, respectively) or 3 replicates (for proximate chemical fractions). Values are the same as those presented in chapter 3 (Table 

3.1), but are expressed as percentages to match values used in modelling. 

Species Litter chemistry Genotypea C (%) N (%) (C / N)L,0 Phenols (%) CT (%) 

Populus 

augustifolia 

LT LN 996 

1017 

45.70 ±0.11 0.81 ±0.02 56.39 ±1.45 1.83 ±0.34 6.64 ±0.81 

LT HN 46.14 ±0.07 1.57 ±0.03 29.42 ±0.55 1.92 ±0.44 8.58 ±0.64 

 HT LN 996 

1017 

T-15 

48.18 ±0.12 0.69 ±0.02 70.36 ±1.72 6.08 ±0.68 26.49 ±0.79 

HT HN 47.75 ±0.13 1.43 ±0.01 33.32 ±0.40 5.43 ±0.48 29.15 ±0.53 

Pseudotsuga 

menziesii 

Fd LN  51.26 ±0.15 0.61 ±0.01 83.52 ±1.37 1.90 ±0.31 2.08 ±0.04 

Fd HN 51.10 ±0.05 1.12 ±0.02 45.46 ±0.76 1.84 ±0.15 2.09 ±0.03 

Species Litter chemistry NPEa (%) WSEb (%) AHFc (%) AURd (%) Ash (%) 

Populus 

augustifolia 

LT LN 13.76 ±1.52 13.07 ±0.01 30.42 ±0.50 41.48 ±0.66 1.27 ±0.06 

LT HN 15.24 ±0.56 12.84 ±0.75 30.78 ±0.44 39.81 ±0.27 1.33 ±0.16 

 HT LN 17.77 ±1.52 15.40 ±1.11 28.38 ±1.09 37.31 ±0.54 1.14 ±0.08 

HT HN 23.02 ±0.65 13.23 ±1.24 27.43 ±0.30 35.30 ±0.55 1.01 ±0.05 

Pseudotsuga 

menziesii 

Fd LN 9.95 ±0.35 11.95 ±0.10 36.26 ±0.06 39.40 ±0.34 2.44 ±0.06 

Fd HN 12.16 ±0.32 11.72 ±0.15 35.51 ±0.12 38.26 ±0.05 2.34 ±0.04 

Species Litter chemistry (C / N)B e (C / N)CR (C / N)CR (using (C / N) L,0.58) 

Populus  LT LN 10.51 0.207 51.10 34.12 

augustifolia LT HN 9.11 0.031 242.28 307.05 

 HT LN 11.04 0.210 53.50 35.05 

 HT HN 9.36 0.037 854.59 264.25 

Pseudotsuga  Fd LN 11.46 0.255 45.70 30.35 

menziesii Fd HN 10.03 0.130 79.59 73.20 
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a non-polar extractables  
b water-soluble extractables  
c acid-hydrolyzable forage  
d acid-unhydrolyzable residue 
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placed on the forest floor for decay (Supplemental Figure S4.1.B). Naturally abscised 

Douglas-fir needles (Fd), from the Shawnigan Research Forest, and narrowleaf 

cottonwood leaf litter (poplar), from a common garden experiment at the Ogden Nature 

Centre (established in 1991, Ogden, UT, USA), were used in this study. A subset of the 

same Fd litter was previously used in the CIDET (Trofymow and CIDET Working Group 

1998). Poplar litter samples were bulked from litter of known origin and chemistry 

(Rehill et al. 2006, Lamit et al. 2011) in order to set low (LT) and high (HT) condensed 

tannin treatments (Table 4.2), while maintaining similar genotypic origin and N content 

(Chapter 3). Low and high N treatments were established by atomizing distilled water 

(low N control, LN) or a glutamine solution (high N, HN) to each 5 g (Fd) or 4.6 g 

(poplar) dry weight litter sample (Table 4.2). Glutamine has been shown to be among the 

abundant free amino acid in senescent leaves of Populus deltoides, Alnus glutinosa and 

Tilia heterophylla (Côté and Dawson 1986), and therefore is likely an abundant N form 

in the leaf litter from other tree species.  

The oven-dry weights (70 °C overnight) of each 25 cm by 25 cm fine-mesh (0.5mm 

opening) polypropylene bag was recorded prior and after being filled with litter in order 

to accurately record initial litter weights. Litter bags were labelled with numbered 

aluminum tags and stapled shut with rustproof staples (Salco, Germany). Randomly 

selected bags of each litter treatment (LTLN, LTHN, HTLN, HTHN, FDLN, and FDHN) 

were tied to 2.5 m long pieces of high-strength fishing line for even field deployment and 

easy retrieval of samples.  

Starting litter compositions of each treatment (Table 4.2) were assessed by randomly 

selecting six poplar and four Fd litterbags for chemical analyses (although only three 

samples per treatment were used for proximate chemistry). As outlined by Shay et al. 

(unpublished), oven-dried litter was pulverized using a Polymix hammer mill (model PX-

MFC 90D, Kinematica, Switzerland) and used for analysis of C and N using an elemental 

combustion system (model ECS 4010, Costech Analytical Technologies Inc, USA), CT 

using improvements on the butanol-HCl assay (Porter et al. 1986) and proximate 

chemistry using both forage fiber and forest product techniques (Ryan et al. 1990). The 

Folin-Ciocalteu assay for total phenols (Kogel-Knabner 2002) was performed on 80% 
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MeOH extracts of initial litter samples (after soaking overnight on a shaker), using gallic 

acid (Sigma-Aldrich) as a standard. 

 

4.2.3 Litterbag sampling and processing 

Litterbags were collected after 7, 12, 24 and 43 months of decay (0.58 - 3.58 years). 

Leaf litter samples were kept cool (4 °C) and processed within 36 h of being removed 

from the forest floor. Litterbags were brushed clean of vegetation and debris prior to 

opening. Decayed litter was removed from bags using gloved hands and spatula 

generously washed with 70 % EtOH. Subsamples (0.25 g) of each decayed litter sample 

were stored at -20 °C for subsequent analyses of associated microbial communities (Shay 

et al. unpublished). Visible roots were removed prior to measuring wet weight. Oven-

dried litter (overnight at 70 °C) was then weighed and pulverized using a hammer mill 

(model PX-MFC 90D, Kinematica, Switzerland) for subsequent combustion analyses of 

total C and N. For each litter sample, decomposition was assessed on a C-basis, rather 

than simply oven dry weight, to remove the effects of sand, silt or clay infiltration, while 

net N-mineralization / immobilization was assessed at each time period and 

independently of the C-fraction remaining by calculating critical C / N ratios ((C / N)CR) 

(Manzoni et al. 2010).  

 

4.2.4 Statistical analyses 

All statistical analyses were performed using R v3.1.2 (R Development Core Team, 

2014). We first assessed the influence of species, latitude, BEC zone and litter chemistry 

on mean % C remaining using linear (mixed) effects models to test effects on abundances 

each sampling period and overall (Kutner et al. 2005). Decay rates were assessed on a C-

basis using the exponential decay model ln(C-fraction remaining) = A - kf (t), where t is 

years of decay, the intercept A represents the rate of early decay (0 - 58 year), and kf 

represents later decay (0.58 - 3.58 years). The best fit A and kf for all data, only poplar 

litter, only Fd litter and for each treatment (latitude x zone x litter chemistry) were 

calculated using representative subsets of data. The best categorical (latitude, zone and 

litter chemistry) variables describing decay trends in poplar litter, Fd litter or both litter 
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types together were determined using model averaging of the best 200 models (based on 

Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), using R-package 'glmulti' v1.0.7; Calcagno and de 

Mazancourt 2010) with up to five factors and three-level interactions.  

Selection of the best continuous predictors was performed on poplar and Fd datasets 

separately and jointly, using only CT- and N-related chemical factors (polar data and 

joint Fd and poplar data) or only N-concentration (Fd data). Only seven climatic variables 

were considered for models consisting of up to five factors. Climatic hourly extremes, 

DD, FFD and temperatures during warmest and coldest months of the year were highly 

correlated with mean annual minimums, maximums or means (r > 0.83), and therefore 

not used for modelling. Mean soil moisture during summer and winter months were also 

excluded from modelling due to high correlations with mean annual soil moisture (r > 

0.93). The significant variables retained by the best fit model for each species, along with 

interactions suggested by categorical modelling, were then considered when fitting 

models to the whole data set using model averaging. When applicable, models were 

reduced by stepwise elimination of least significant factor until all terms were deemed 

significant (α-level 0.05) in describing C loss (F-statistics) and improving the model in 

the presence of other explanatory variables (T-statistics; Kutner et al. 2005).  

Axes of canonical analyses (RDA and CCA) significantly representing microbial 

biogeography of fungi, ammonia-oxidizing bacteria (amoA) and N-fixing bacteria (nifH) 

at our field sites (Shay et al. 2015) and climate interactions (Supplemental Figure S4.3) 

were also considered as factors influencing A and k, using model averaging with up to 

four and five factors, respectively, but interactions were not.  

Nitrogen content was first assessed in relation to C as normalized fraction losses (n = 

Nt / N0; c = Ct / C0), in order to assess potential disproportionate loss via leaching. Net 

nitrogen mineralization was calculated using equation 1 (Manzoni et al. 2010), where 

positive and negative values indicate net mineralization and immobilization, respectively, 

given the C fraction lost (Dt), the C / N ratio of litter ((C / N)L,t), the C / N ratio of 

decomposers ((C / N)B) and microbial C-use efficiency (e). We estimated (C / N)B using 

the power law (C / N)B = 4.33 x (C / N)L,0
0.22 (Table 4.2; Manzoni et al. 2010). Net 

nitrogen mineralization was also calculated independently of decay status using the ratio 

of (C / N)CR / (C / N)L,t (Manzoni et al. 2010), where ratios greater than 1 indicate net 
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mineralization and the critical C / N ratio ((C / N)CR) is defined by (C / N)B, and 

microbial C-use efficiency (e) (Eq. 2). In all cases we assumed negligible leaching of C 

out of the system due to mean annual precipitation of less than 2500 mm at our sites 

(Manzoni et al. 2010). We also assumed no leaching loss of N (Supplemental Figure 

S4.2) and no preferential decay of N-rich litter. We also assumed (C / N)B and e remained 

constant through time (Table 4.2). Microbial C-use efficiency (e) was calculated using all 

data (0.1922), for each litter chemistry treatment and individually for each treatments, 

according to n(c) curves (Eq. 3) as outlined by Manzoni et al. (2008). Nitrogen 

mineralization over time was analysed by multifactorial ANOVA in similar ways to C 

analyses.  

 

MN,t = 𝐷𝑡 [
1

(𝐶 𝑁⁄ )𝐿,𝑡
−

𝑒

(𝐶 𝑁⁄ )𝐵
]       (1) 

 

(𝐶 𝑁⁄ )𝐶𝑅 =  
(𝐶 𝑁)⁄

𝐵

𝑒
         (2) 

 

𝑛(𝑐) =  𝑐 
(𝐶 𝑁)⁄

𝐿,0

(𝐶 𝑁)⁄
𝐵

+ [1 −
(𝐶 𝑁)⁄

𝐿,0

(𝐶 𝑁)⁄
𝐵

] 𝑐
1

1−𝑒       (3) 

 

Models obtained from model averaging were compared to models built using stepwise 

backwards and forward selection of significant factors (based on AIC) and (in some 

cases) leaps and bounds factor selection (R-package 'subselect' v0.12-5; Cerdeira et al. 

2015), all models were reduced by stepwise elimination of non-significant factors. The 

overall best fit models were selected by comparing Δr2, ΔAIC and ΔBayesian 

Information Criterion (BIC). 

 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Carbon fraction remaining after decay 

Significantly more C remained in Fd than poplar litter until 2 years of decay (p < 

0.001), when mean C remaining was ~48.8 % (Figure 4.1). Subsequently, more C (8 %) 

remained in poplar than Fd litter. Initial CT and N concentration significantly affected C 
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Figure 4.1: Best fit decay models describing ln(C fraction remaining) for each treatment 

(latitude x zone x litter chemistry). Douglas-fir and poplar litter with low and high nitrogen (N) 

and condensed tannins (CT, poplar only) content were sampled after 0.58, 1, 2 and 3.58 years of 

decay at southern (S), central (C) and northern (N) latitudes and in the coastal Western Hemlock 

zone (WH), coastal Douglas-fir zone (DF) or transition between the two (TR). Each point 

represents a litterbag sample.  
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remaining in poplar litter throughout the experiment (p < 0.013). Thus, more C remained 

in HTLN poplar litter and less in LTHN poplar litter compared to other respective poplar 

litter types over the length of the experiment (p < 0.001; Figure 4.1 and Supplemental 

Table S4.1). Mean C remaining between CT treatments among litter with the same N 

concentration differed most at 1 year of decay (3.97 % more C remaining in HTLN and 

4.29 % less in LTHN compared to LTLN and HTHN; 3.53 % more in FdLN than FdHN). 

Although the relative differences in C remaining among poplar litter treatments were still 

high after 3.58 years of decay (6.8 % more in HTLN and 7.3 % less in LTHN), the 

variance in C remaining within each litter type increased during the later sampling 

periods (Figure 4.1). This increase resulted from the increasing importance of climatic 

effects with time. For Fd litter, sites on the South transect and WH zone were associated 

with greater C loss over 3.58 years of decay (p < 0.013). However when treating 

sampling periods independently, factors influencing the proportion of C remaining 

changed from initial N content (p < 0.001), to latitude and initial N content (p = 0.002 

and 0.014, respectively) and to zone (p = 0.002). The amount of C remaining at each time 

period depended on species and was initially influenced by CT (poplar) and N 

concentrations and then by climate. Decay rates are described in the models below. 

 

4.3.2 Modelling of exponential carbon decay over time 

The r2 of the best fit A and k for each treatment ranged from 0.41 to 0.96 (Table 4.3). 

One exception was HTLN litter in NDF site (r2 = 0.1285), which was influenced by an 

outlying sample with little mass loss after 3.58 years of decay (Figure 4.1). When data 

was subset by litter treatment, r2 values were 21 % lower in models for poplar litter than 

for Fd litter (p < 0.001), yet showed no significant relationships with litter-chemistry 

treatments within species (p > 0.05). Latitude and BEC zone only affected the r2 of 

models for Fd litter (p = 0.017 and 0.007, respectively), due to ~11 % lower values for 

litter along the central transect or in the DF zone. The average intercept (A) for poplar 

litter (4.16) was 8 % smaller (i.e. faster early decay) than for Fd litter (4.49; p < 0.001), 

while k (ranging from 0.062 to 0.370; Table 4.3) was roughly twice as high (i.e. faster 

later decay) in Fd (-0.28) than poplar litter (-0.12; p < 0.001; Figure 4.1).  
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Table 4.3: Intercept (A), decay constant (kf) and r2 of best fit linear regression models for 

ln(C fraction remaining) for each unique treatment (latitude x zone x leaf chemistry) after 

3.58 years of decay. Douglas-fir (Fd) and poplar leaf litter with low and high nitrogen (LN and 

HN) and condensed tannins (LT and HT; poplar only) were sampled after 0.58, 1, 2 and 3.58 

years of decay. 

 Lat. 

 BEC 

zone 

A, kf 

and r2 
Poplar Douglas-fir 

  
 LTLN HTLN LTHN HTHN 

 
FdLN FdHN 

North DF A -0.509 -0.501 -0.529 -0.456 
 

-0.077 -0.128 

  

 

kf -0.083 -0.062 -0.123 -0.122 
 

-0.232 -0.241 

  

 

r2 0.5104 0.1285 0.8196 0.5983 
 

0.8527 0.8601 

  TR A -0.389 -0.294 -0.512 -0.383 
 

- - 

  

 

kf -0.160 -0.198 -0.147 -0.175 
 

- - 

  

 

r2 0.8395 0.7816 0.7788 0.793 
 

- - 

  WH A -0.461 -0.341 -0.574 -0.445 
 

-0.101 -0.09 

  

 

kf -0.098 -0.170 -0.097 -0.128 
 

-0.272 -0.288 

  

 

r2 0.5703 0.6436 0.4508 0.5573 
 

0.8683 0.8649 

  

  
       

Central DF A -0.438 -0.427 -0.543 -0.443 
 

-0.088 -0.135 

  

 

kf -0.122 -0.096 -0.104 -0.128 
 

-0.262 -0.220 

  

 

r2 0.7129 0.6265 0.8993 0.745 
 

0.6913 0.6967 

  TR A -0.401 -0.347 -0.446 -0.445 
 

- - 

  

 

kf -0.142 -0.145 -0.159 -0.139 
 

- - 

  

 

r2 0.8647 0.9014 0.6122 0.6741 
 

- - 

  WH A -0.426 -0.331 -0.529 -0.397 
 

-0.054 -0.049 

  

 

kf -0.126 -0.149 -0.100 -0.171 
 

-0.345 -0.370 

  

 

r2 0.7042 0.8913 0.4744 0.4258 
 

0.7835 0.8787 

  

  
       

South DF A -0.460 -0.385 -0.444 -0.437 
 

-0.169 -0.237 

  

 

kf -0.108 -0.120 -0.198 -0.151 
 

-0.262 -0.247 

  

 

r2 0.8918 0.6526 0.4985 0.522 
 

0.7967 0.8114 

  TR A -0.509 -0.431 -0.543 -0.500 
 

- - 

  

 

kf -0.068 -0.071 -0.068 -0.066 
 

- - 

  

 

r2 0.7206 0.6939 0.6449 0.4088 
 

- - 

  WH A -0.475 -0.397 -0.471 -0.402 
 

-0.117 -0.073 

  

 

kf -0.100 -0.116 -0.137 -0.133 
 

-0.291 -0.337 

    r2 0.7402 0.551 0.53 0.7898 
 

0.9152 0.9642 
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Table 4.4: Best fit decay models (ln(C fraction remaining) = A + kf (Time)) (A,B) or factors significantly influencing mean decay (C), 

determined by model averaging using Glmulti (based on AIC) followed by stepwise reduction of non-significant factors, using categorical 

predictors (A) or continuous temperature, soil moisture and litter chemistry predictors (B, C). Douglas-fir (Fd) needles and poplar leaves 

were analysed separately (Poplar, Fd) or jointly (Both). Joint modelling of both poplar and Fd litter-decay was also performed using only the 

significant variables retained by separate modelling of poplar, Fd and both data sets along with proximate chemistry factors (sig.vars.), and for 

cases also including terms for the interactions of CT with AUR / N ratios and of zone with leaf chemistry (and interactions). Variables were 

modelled as effectors of early decay (A; 0 - 0.58 year) or were transformed by time (T:) to assess effects on later decay (kf ; 0.58 - 3.58 years). 

(A) 

Data 

set 

Intercept (A) 

or slope (kf) 

 Predictor Sum. 

Sq. 

Mean 

Sq. 

f-value p-value adjusted 

r2 

AIC 

BIC 

Poplar A Chemistry 1.2287 0.4096 28.107 < 0.001 0.9699 -786 

 kf Time 11.924 11.924 818.3 < 0.001  -725 

  T:Latitude:Zone 0.683 0.0854 5.8589 < 0.001   

  Residuals 8.204 0.0146       

           

Fd A Zone 0.2579 0.2579 11.105 0.001 0.9544 -168 

 kf Time 20.193 20.193 869.35 <0.001  -138 

  T:Latitude:Zone 0.8953 0.1791 7.7087 <0.001   

  Residuals 4.2739 0.0232       

         

Both A Chemistry 330.6 55.099 3246.3 <0.001 0.9654 -921 

 kf Time 27.43 27.43 1616.1 <0.001  -787 

  T:Latitude:Zone 1.31 0.164 9.6663 <0.001   

  T:Zone:Chemistry 5.09 0.391 23.05 <0.001   

  Residuals 12.56 0.017     
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(B) 

Data 

set 

Predictor 

selection 

Adj. 

r2 

AIC 

BIC 

 Significant predictors and 

coefficients 

      

Poplar using TA 0.969 -770 A -0.10626 N 0.001627 CT -0.00395 PET    

   -748 kf  -0.01361 T: TA        

              

 using TS 0.968 -767 A -0.10529 N 0.001647 CT -0.00397 PET    

   -745 kf  -0.01331 T: TS        

              

Fd using TA 0.955 -174 A -0.01212 TA        

   -157 kf  0.043091 T: TA -0.0121 T: TAmax -0.00377 T: PET    

              

 using TS 0.955 -173 A -0.03669 TSmin        

   -154 kf  0.02715 T : TSmax -0.02772 T: MS 0.00742 T: MSmax -0.00635 T: PET  

              

Both using TA  0.953 -708 A -0.26755 N -0.00472 CT/N      

 or TS  -681 kf  0.083258 T: N 0.002732 T: CT/N -0.00328 T: PET    

              

 using  0.962 -863 A -0.0806 N -0.01702 AUR 0.255218 Ash    

 sig.vars.  -835 kf  0.014474 T: AUR -0.02334 T: AHF      

              

 and  0.962 -864 A 0.00043 CT:AUR/N -0.1604 WSE 0.04862 AHF    

 interactions  -836 kf  0.01529 T: AUR -0.02436 T: AHF      
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(C) 

Data 

set 

Predictor 

selection 

Adj. 

r2 

AIC 

BIC 

Mean A or 

kf (time) 

 Significant predictors and 

coefficients 

    

Poplar using TA 0.594 -756 -0.37841 A -0.08193 N 0.001273 CT    

   -730 -0.10951 kf  -0.00055 T : MSmax      

             

 using TS 0.604 -770 -0.35936 A -0.10477 N 0.001658 CT    

   -744 0.259294 kf  -0.00425 T : PET      

             

Fd using TA 0.799 -144 -0.10993 A        

   -131 -0.62952 kf  0.03807 T : TA      

             

 using TS 0.810 -153 -0.10993 A        

   -137 -0.71861 kf  0.042373 T : TS 0.001673 T : MSmax    

             

Both using TA  0.621 -684 -0.16037 A -0.18922 N      

   -651 -0.09882 kf  0.052685 T : N 0.000872 T : CT / N -0.00482 T : TAmax  

             

 using TS 0.613 -670 -0.16037 A -0.18922 N      

   -642 -0.23269 kf  0.052367 T : N 0.000861 T : CT / N    

             

 Using TA  0.706 -879 1.4473 A -0.098 AHF 0.8235 Ash    

 sig. vars.  -842 -0.009 kf  -0.005 T : TAmax 0.0196 T : AUR -0.025 T : AHF  

 and / or            

 interactions            

 using TS 0.617 -678 -0.21447 A -0.13829 N      

 sig. vars.  -655 -0.11525 kf  -0.03246 T : Ash      

             

 and 0.702 -867 4.531 A 0.0008 CT : AUR / N -0.02861 NPE -0.3721 WSE  

 interactions  -830 0.2088 kf  -0.00756 T : NPE -0.1696 T : Ash    
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Model averaging, followed by stepwise elimination of non-significant factors if 

required, yielded best fit decay models with the same or superior explanatory power 

(based on r2, AIC and BIC) as models built via stepwise or leap-wise factors selection 

(Supplemental Table S4.2), and were supported by modelling differences from the mean 

(Table 4.4.C).  

Litter-chemistry treatments (categorical) accounted for significant differences in early 

decay (A, 0 - 0.58 year) when modelling poplar only or both poplar and Fd data (p < 

0.001), while only zone affected early decay when separately modelling Fd data (p = 

0.001; Table 4.4). Later decay (kf, 0.58 - 3.58 years) was influenced by latitude and zone 

interactions in all categorical models (p < 0.001; Table 4.4). Although later decay 

generally slowed with increasing latitude in the DF zone across species, later decay 

slightly increased with latitude for poplar litter in the WH zone while rates for Fd litter 

peaked in the CWH site. Zone by chemistry interactions significantly affected later decay 

rates when jointly modelling both poplar and Fd decay responses, since decay constants 

were 30 % greater in WH than DF zones for Fd litter and 1.5 % smaller for poplar litter.  

 Although various component axes representing microbial community composition 

in the field accounted for changes in A or k among treatments (p < 0.05), none improved 

our best fit categorical models (Δr2 < 0.0009; ΔAIC > -0.6; ΔBIC > 8.2; Supplemental 

Table S4.3.B). Component axes representing the initial microbial community structure 

(richness, evenness and diversity) in both forest floor and mineral soil slightly improved 

modelling of poplar litter decay constants (Δr2 > 0.0007; ΔAIC < -11; ΔBIC < -7; 

Supplemental Table S4.3.A). However, only microbial community structure in the forest 

floor was still deemed to improve model explanatory power when considering both Fd 

and poplar data (Δr2 = 0.001; ΔAIC = -25; ΔBIC = -15; Supplemental Table S4.3.A).  

 Best fit models with continuous factors were comparable, if not identical, whether 

using air or soil temperature, yet air temperature variables tended to have better 

explanatory power of decay (Table 4.4.B). Modelling with component axes representing 

71.5 %, 76.2 % and 69.8 % of climate variance (whether including variables for air or 

soil temperature or both, respectively; Supplemental Figure S4.3) were equivalent to or 

did not improve our best fit models, even when considering climate and litter chemistry 

interactions. 
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 For poplar litter, high initial N concentration and potential evapotranspiration (PET) 

accelerated early decay, while greater initial CT concentrations led to slower early decay. 

Values of PET correlated with the mean annual air temperatures used to calculate them (r 

= 0.788, p < 0.001). Although warmer climates (mean, TAmax, TSmin or PET) were 

generally associated with accelerated early (Fd litter only) and later decay (poplar and/or 

Fd litter), some temperature variables (TA or TSmax) were inversely related to later 

decay of Fd litter (Table 4.4.B). When using soil temperature variables, mean and 

maximum annual soil moisture were deemed factors important for accelerating and 

slowing Fd decay, respectively (Table 4.4.B). The accelerated early decay associated 

with initial N concentration in poplar litter was still evident when jointly modelling 

poplar and Fd data. Most climatic effect on decay were no longer evident when joining 

both poplar and Fd data (except for an apparent accelerated later decay rate with 

increasing PET or annual maximum air temperature; Table 4.4.B - C; Supplemental 

Table S4.2). Initial N concentration (on average 29 % greater in poplar than Fd litter) was 

also associated with slower later decay rates, however not when considering the 

proximate chemical composition of initial litter (Table 4.4.B). Including the term CT : 

AUR / N during model selection only improved models describing differences from mean 

decay rates (Table 4.4.B - C). Modeling with variables describing proximate chemistry 

added additional variables such as water-soluble extracts (WSE), non-polar extractable 

(NPE) and / or acid hydrolysable forage (AHF; Table 4.4.B - C), but did not allow for the 

inclusion of climatic effects in final models. The fractions of CT found in soluble and 

insoluble forms correlated highly with total CT content in leaf litter (r = 0.977 and 0.984, 

respectively; p < 0.001; Chapter 3) and hence did not alter best model fits. Climate, CT 

and N were important determinants of decay rates, but major differences in decay 

trajectories between Fd and poplar litter overshadowed some of these effects.  

 

4.3.3 Assessing net nitrogen dynamics during decay 

 Estimated (C / N)B for our litter types before decay ranged from 9 - 11 (Table 4.2). 

Plotting normalized N and C (Nt / N0 and Ct / C0, respectively) indicated that N losses 

were not disproportionally larger than C losses during the early phase of decay 

(Supplemental Figure S4.2). This allowed for the use of (C / N)L,0 for calculating 
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Figure 4.2: Mineralization (positive values) or immobilization (negative values) of nitrogen 

(N) when (C / N)B and microbial carbon-use efficiency (e) were individually calculated for 

each litter type. Douglas-fir needle and poplar leaf litter with low and high nitrogen (N) and 

condensed tannins (CT; poplar only) were sampled after 0.58, 1, 2 and 3.58 years of decay at 

southern (S), central (C) and northern (N) latitudes and in the coastal Western Hemlock zone 

(WH), coastal Douglas-fir zone (DF) or transition between the two (TR). 
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Figure 4.3: Calculated microbial carbon-use efficiencies (e) for each litter chemistry 

treatment (Douglas-fir (Fd) and poplar litter with low and high nitrogen (LN and HN) and 

condensed tannins (LT and HT, poplar only)) after 3.58 years of decay, in response to initial 

litter C / N ratio, using C / N at time 0 ((C / N)L0) or after half a year of decay ((C / N)L0.58) to 

correct for potential leaching loss of N in high N treatments.
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Figure 4.4: Carbon / Nitrogen ratio of Douglas-fir (Fd) needle and poplar leaf litter with low and high nitrogen (LN and HN) and 

condensed tannins (LT and HT, poplar only) as a response to the C fraction decayed after 0.58, 1, 2 and 3.58 years of decay. The horizontal 

lines represent the average critical C / N below which net N mineralization occurs, where (C / N)B and microbial carbon-use efficiency (e) (10.25 

and 0.1922, respectively) were averaged across all treatments (A), where (C / N)B was estimated for each litter type and e was averaged across all 

treatments (B), and where (C / N)B and e were estimated for each litter type (C). Carbon use efficiencies were calculated from n(c) curves 

(Supplementary figure S4.5.A-B). Lines representing the high (C / N)CR values for HN treatments in panel C are not visible. 
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(C / N)CR (Manzoni et al. 2010). Even so, accounting for the potential disproportionate 

loss of N (e.g. due to leaching) in litter treatments with high N during initial decay (i.e. 

by using (C / N)L,0.58 as initial C / N values) did not affect net N mineralization patterns 

(data not shown). Calculating microbial C-use efficiencies (e) for each treatment (latitude 

x zone x litter chemistry) led to some nonsensical negative values (Supplemental Figure 

S4.4), but did not alter net N mineralization trends compared to when e values calculated 

on a litter chemistry basis (Figure 4.2; Supplemental Table S4.4). We therefore used e 

values calculated on a litter chemistry basis, which adequately represented our general 

data (Supplemental figure S4.5.A and B; however, note fitted values for FdLN litter at 

Northern sites in panel C, and Frey et al. 2013). Positive correlations between (C/N)L,0 

and e (r = 0.957) were present even when using (C / N)L,0.58 to correct for potential initial 

leaching N loss in the first 6 months (r = 0.846; p = 0.034;Figure 4.3). 

Net N mineralization for HN litter treatments occurred at the onset of decay while, on 

average, only decay after 0.58 - 2 years of decay for LN litter, whether calculating net N 

fluxes at each time period (Figure 4.2) or independently of C-decay status using critical 

ratios (Figure 4.4, Supplemental Table S4.4). In both Fd and poplar litter, HN accelerated 

early and late net N mineralization, while greater PET significantly slowed early net N 

mineralization (p < 0.001; Supplemental Table S4.5). Less maximum soil moisture 

significantly reduced early net N mineralization when comparing to mean net 

mineralization in poplar litter, further emphasising the importance of soil moisture in 

influencing early net N mineralization. Greater PET also accelerated later net N 

mineralization rates of poplar litter (p < 0.001; Supplemental Table S4.5). Warmer 

maximum air temperature accelerated net N-mineralization in Fd litter (p < 0.001; 

Supplemental Table S4.5). Although CT content was not selected as a significant 

predictor describing best-fit N-mineralization models with up to five factors, high CT 

content in poplar litter significantly slowed the onset of net N mineralization compared to 

the mean (p < 0.001; Supplemental Table S4.5). By contrast, greater N concentration in 

litter accelerated overall net N mineralization, while warmer temperatures only 

accelerated later net N mineralization due to moisture limitations reduced early on. 
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4.4 Discussion 

In poplar litter, early decay was controlled by CT and N, while later decay was 

associated with climate variables. Climate was the primary influence on overall of Fd-

litter decay rates. On the other hand, high N litter was associated with reduced microbial 

C-use efficiency and greater net N mineralization in both species. Climate did not greatly 

affect microbial C-use efficiency but did impact net N mineralization. 

Mass lost during decomposition is mainly associated with the biochemical breakdown 

of organic matter into organic monomers (e.g. amino acids) or inorganic gaseous (e.g. 

CO2) and mineral forms (e.g. NH4
+, NO3

-; Brady and Weil 2008). Since the normalized N 

and C were above or close to the 1:1 line (Supplemental Figure S4.2), and since loss of 

particulate organic matter was unlikely given our fine mesh litterbags, the rapid loss of C 

and N during early decay in our study was most likely attributable to leaching of soluble 

compounds (such as simple sugars, water-soluble phenols and amino acids) and / or 

microbial respiration (Cleveland and Townsend 2006). Nevertheless, we could not 

differentiate between elemental mineralization from fine fragments capable of escaping 

litterbags, or between the fates of plant matter as leachable or gaseous outputs. We 

therefore cannot exclude that the loss of soluble fine organic matter by leaching impacted 

our values of C decay and N-mineralization, especially in highly fragmented litter during 

the later stages of decay or during periods of rapid microbial turnover.  

 

4.4.1 Long-term carbon sequestration in leaf litter is controlled by climate 

The maximum decomposition limit is defined by significantly lower mass loss rate 

when 70 - 80 % of the litter mass is lost (Berg et al. 1996), implying that 20 - 30 % of the 

original litter has been humified and converted into recalcitrant compounds (Preston et al. 

2009a). However, the short duration of this study was not sufficient to reach the 

maximum decomposition limit, even though with 33 - 36 % C remaining Fd litter may 

have been approaching this stage (Supplemental Table S4.1). After 3.58 years of decay C 

/ N values were still above 20 (Supplemental Table S4.1), indicating decomposition 

limits have not been reached (Manzoni et al. 2010). Nevertheless, the C / N of the 

different litter treatments decreased over time and seemed to converge to similar values 

(Figure 4.4). This was also observed in previous studies (Preston et al. 2009b, Manzoni et 
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al. 2010). The C / N of our decaying litter converged to values approximating the C / N 

of mineral soil at our sites (30.47 ±3.28; Shay et al. 2015), in a similar way to decreases 

in C / N from surface organic soil layers (39.19 ±6.92) to deeper horizons, however no 

correlations were found between soil and decayed litter C / N at site or microplot levels 

(p = 0.659 and 0.560, respectively). We can therefore conclude that C / N trajectories in 

decaying litter reflected known trends and were not influenced by site-specific 

differences in soil C / N. 

Intercepts did not contribute to sum of squares when fitting decay models to each site 

by litter chemistry treatment, therefore accounting for the seemingly lower r2 in poplar 

litter, which decayed more prior to our first sampling, compared to Fd litter. The 

remaining variability from expected exponential decay was generally stochastic, but, in 

the case of decaying Fd litter, may reflect the greater heterogeneity of forest floors 

environments in the warmer and dryer central and DF sites. Decreasing predictability of 

decay trends under warmer and dryer climates, such as those projected by the IPCC 

(Solomon et al. 2007), will make carbon accounting in soil systems more difficult to 

generalize to larger scales (Zhang et al. 2008a). 

Our use of in-situ microclimate monitoring allowed for more accurate associations 

between climate and decay trends, compared to studies using climate data from 

regionally representative meteorological station (e.g. CIDET and LIDET experiments; 

Gholz et al. 2000, Palosuo et al. 2005, Adair et al. 2008, Zhang et al. 2008a). For 

example, while historical norms predict a wetter and cooler climate in WH compared to 

DF zone (Shay et al. 2015), our data show how this was not the case at our northern sites 

(Table 4.1 and Supplemental Figure S4.3). 

Furthermore, in-situ microclimate will not necessarily reflect regional-scale climate, 

therefore have more biological relevance and a better chance of representing causal 

effects (e.g. soil moisture is influenced by regional precipitation but will also be a product 

of local soil drainage patterns). When we removed typically correlated confounding 

factors such as vegetation (see Shay et al. 2015), we showed that unique combinations of 

climatic predictors described decay trends better than the unique sums of all climatic 

conditions at a site (i.e. principle components of in-situ climate). This underlines the 

importance of specific local conditions for the decay of a given litter type. Despite being 
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somewhat correlated, we showed the greater importance of air temperature compared to 

soil temperature in predicting litter decay trends, potentially due to the buffering of soil 

temperature at 30 cm not adequately representing important temperature fluctuations at 

the soil surface. Variability in air temperature just above the forest floor may better relate 

to the fluctuations in % moisture in non-buried leaf litter that may not easily wick up 

water from lower soil layers. Furthermore, the narrow range of soil moisture at our field 

sites could account for discrepancies with previous work showing the importance of 

winter precipitation, over temperature, in controlling early decay (Trofymow et al. 2002).  

Temperature and moisture are generally considered the primary controls of decay 

(Prescott 2010) and annual climate normals at our sites were generally within limiting 

thresholds for decay (soil moisture < 60 %, air temperature < 30 °C). Nevertheless, in our 

study, litter chemistry was more important than climate in describing decay trends across 

litter species. This is similar to what was observed in other large scale field studies (Adair 

et al. 2008, Trofymow 2002). In some cases, climatic effects on litter decay were 

observed and shown to differ between poplar and Fd species when pertaining to BEC 

zone. Given our litter types and field sites, the contrasting climatic responses between 

poplar and Fd litter may be overshadowed by the effects of contrasting chemical 

composition when integrating proximate chemistry variables into decay models for both 

litter species (Table 4.4). Integrating litter of substantially different composition (e.g. 

wood) has been previously shown to alter best fit models (Trofymow et al. 2002). 

Different responses to climate regimes may therefore be due to differences in non-

measured litter structure, such as cutins and waxes (Preston et al. 2009a), and / or to 

microbial associations (e.g. Thompson and Vitousek 1997, Schweitzer et al. 2008b). The 

importance of microbial communities in mediating decay was exemplified by the 

improvements of decay models when accounting for the initial forest floor microbial 

community structure (richness, evenness, diversity), which, unlike community 

composition, was not as correlated to climatic variables (Shay et al. 2015).  

The accelerated early decay associated with warmer temperatures (especially in Fd 

litter) could be attributed to increasing microbial metabolism (Kirschbaum 2006, Prescott 

2010) at those times when moisture is not limiting in rainshadow forests of Eastern 

Vancouver Island (i.e. winter). However, climate did not account for differences in early 
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decay rates when treatments were compared to the mean (Table 4.4.C), therefore 

reducing the importance of this variable in improving C decomposition models within our 

tested temperature range. The climate at our sites was more influential than litter 

chemistry in determining decay from 0.58 - 3.58 years (within species). The small range 

of climatic differences between our sites may be contributing to contrasting results from 

to the pan-Canadian CIDET experiment (Trofymow et al. 2002). The use of in-situ 

microclimate data and different sampling time frames could further account for 

differences.  

 

4.4.2 Short-term carbon sequestration in leaf litter is controlled by litter chemistry  

Condensed tannins slowed down poplar litter decay in our experiment, as predicted by 

previous studies (Findlay et al. 1996, Driebe and Whitham 2000, Fierer et al. 2001, 

Schweitzer et al. 2004, Parsons et al. 2008, Schweitzer et al. 2008b, Liu et al. 2009). 

High correlation between CT content and phenol in our litter (r = 0.972; Table 4.2) 

further confirmed the previously determined importance of this variable in early decay 

(Trofymow et al. 2002, Prescott 2010). Surprisingly, the CT / N ratio, which clearly 

distinguished the decay trends of poplar from Fd litter, failed to accurately represent the 

separate effects of CT and N on early poplar litter decay. The best causal descriptor of 

differences in decay rates between litter types was N. However, this variable alone failed 

to capture CT-induced differences in early poplar litter decay and still needed to be 

jointly corrected by CT / N to accurately represent later decay trends. This suggests 

potentially different fates for N in the presence of poplar CT.  

When considering both poplar and Fd litter, CT / N approximated the effects of AUR 

on litter decay. Slower litter decay has been associated with AUR in previous studies 

(Shaw and Harte 2001a, Trofymow et al. 2002) and AUR better described major 

differences in decay trends between poplar and Fd litter (according to AIC, BIC and r2 

values; Table 4.4). Still, AUR alone inadequately represented trends associated with CT 

in poplar litter and thus was accompanied by other variables such as ash and / or AHF, 

which better correlated with CT concentration across species (r = -0.763 and -0.863, 

respectively). Unlike AUR, ash and AHF differed significantly between poplar and Fd 

litter (p < 0.001). The term CT : AUR / N was slightly better at describing the additive 
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effects of CT and N on early decay. Nonetheless, the inclusion of WSE and NPE in such 

models reflected the different concentrations of rapidly leachable of soluble compounds, 

such as water-soluble CT fractions (Pearson's correlation r = 0.608 and 0.707, 

respectively), between our litter species and CT treatments (Chapter 3).  

Since no single chemical variable we measured was able to capture the major 

differences in decay between poplar and Fd litter, significant overall climatic effects were 

reserved to those shared by both litter species (i.e. no significant chemistry by climate 

interactions using continuous data). Namely, PET (or annual maximum air temperature 

when assessing differences from mean decay) was associated with accelerated decay 

from 0.58 - 3.58 years (Table 4.4.B and C), similar to previously observed influences of 

temperature on decay (Shaw and Harte 2001a, Trofymow et al. 2002). The lack of 

moisture variables in our joint models and the accelerated decay associated with 

increasing temperature despite generally dryer associated conditions indicate that litter 

decay in the rainshadow forests of Eastern Vancouver Island was generally not limited by 

moisture availability. The easterly range shift of the coastal Douglas Fir BEC zone 

predicted under current climate change scenarios (Hamann and Wang 2006) may 

therefore accelerate litter decay within the coastal Western Hemlock BEC zone.  

Improvement of current C-sequestration models would benefit most from an 

integration of N and CT effects on early litter decay, since these variables consistently 

described decay slopes and deviance from mean decay for poplar litter (Table 4. 4.B and 

C). Assuming annual litter falls of 1890 kg ha-1 for Fd (Trofymow et al. 1991) and 2530 

kg ha-1 for poplar (Vitousek et al. 1982), we can predict that climate-induced reductions 

in foliar N will annually lead to 72.46 kg ha-1 and 108.55 kg ha-1 more C remaining in Fd 

and poplar forest soils respectively, with an additional 100.44 kg ha-1 attributed to the 

greater predicted CT concentration in poplar litter. Based on an estimate of 83.6 million 

hectares of poplar forests worldwide (International Poplar Commission 2012), 17.47 Tg 

of additional C are expected to be sequestered from the atmosphere annually by CO2 

induced changes to poplar leaf litter chemistry. Extrapolating the effects of N in Fd-

needle litter decay yields a C difference of 1412.9 Gg per year, based on an estimated 

global coverage of 19.5 million hectares (Lavender and Hermann 2014). Climate change-

induced changes in leaf chemistry in these two species alone may therefore sequester the 
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equivalent of 0.67 % of current yearly sequestration by all global ecosystems (Hilker et 

al. 2011). Although our N and CT treatments may not truly reflect the full extent of 

atmospheric CO2 induced changes on leaf litter (e.g. Tharayil et al. 2011) and their 

subsequent decay (Gill et al. 2006, Parsons et al. 2008, Edwards et al. 2011), the 

observed effects of CT and N on the decay of yearly litter input should be integrated in 

forest management addressing climate change and C sequestration.  

 

4.4.3 Nitrogen mineralization is slowed by low N and high CT concentrations in 
litter 

We further demonstrated that the atomized glutamine solution used for our high N 

treatments did not preferentially leach from our litterbags, by showing that correction of 

initial C / N using C / N ratios of litter after 0.58 year of decay did not alter 

mineralization patterns in our HN treatments. In either case, microbial C-use efficiency (e 

values) for HN litter (especially in poplar) were extremely low, and even negative when 

calculating e for each treatment individually. Negative e values may be artefacts of lower 

replication of decay patterns (i.e. subset of data) that exhibit high variability. Evidence 

that averaging carbon efficiencies between treatments can lead to erroneous conclusions 

(Figure 4.3; Manzoni et al. 2010) would further emphasise the importance for adequate 

replication in future decay experiments addressing climate x leaf chemistry interactions. 

Nonetheless, the low e values in our treatments with high N suggest high rates of C 

release via microbial respiration (Manzoni et al. 2008), which is supported by evidence 

of greater C loss under these treatments (outlined above). The e values calculated in our 

study fall within global ranges previously measured (Manzoni et al. 2010). However, the 

direct positive relationship between (C/N)L,0 and e we observed runs counter to global 

trends across plant species (Manzoni et al. 2010). This reverse trend was exacerbated by 

variability in C / N within species caused by our N treatment, which caused greater shifts 

in e than the difference in C / N ratios between species or between CT treatments. In 

either case, increasing e with increasing litter C / N ratios could be specific to the 

microbial communities of N-limited forests. For example, N addition can lower ratios of 

fungal to bacteria and increase C mineralization (Thiet et al. 2006), or greater 

accessibility to exogenous C sources (e.g. soluble carbohydrates) may offset the effective 
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C / N ratio of our high N treatments. These findings emphasise potential site-specific 

responses of e to litter chemistry (Thiet et al. 2006, Frey et al. 2013, Kivlin et al. 2013), 

and should act as warnings in cases where global trends are used for local predictions. 

Forest management should consider the potentially low microbial carbon use efficiencies 

under high N conditions prior to fertilization programs or in areas where anthropogenic N 

deposition is high (Vitousek et al. 1997). 

As shown by previous work (Schimel et al. 1996, Bradley et al. 2000), high N 

concentrations in our HN litter treatments accelerated the onset and rate of net N 

mineralization. When modelling differences from the mean, the general reduction in 

initial net N mineralization associated with greater PET resulted from reduced moisture 

in the case of poplar. The Fd response remained less clear, yet was linked to unique site-

associated climate (Supplemental Table S4.5). The subsequent influence of high PET and 

warmer maximum air temperature in accelerating net N mineralization over time in 

poplar and Fd litter, respectively, most likely reflects the accelerated rates of decay 

associated with these climate conditions (outlined above) as a result of more rapid 

microbial metabolism and turnover (Beare et al. 1995, Prescott 2010). However, the 

inconsistent selection of climate variables for predicting later net N mineralization 

between species was potentially responsible for the predominance of litter chemistry 

effects when integrating multiple species in models (Manzoni et al. 2010). We should 

note that our calculated stoichiometries of microbial biomass (Table 4.2), used to assess 

N mineralization, reflected values found in other studies (Strickland and Rousk 2010). 

Condensed tannins have been shown to bind directly to N in organic form in litter, 

slowing the release of N during decay (Bradley et al. 2000, Fierer et al. 2001, Verkaik et 

al. 2006, Schweitzer et al. 2008b). This reduces potential leaching of N (Handayanto et 

al. 1997), and effectively regulates N cycling in poplar soils (Schimel et al. 1996, 

Schimel et al. 1998, Schweitzer et al. 2004). In our study, high CT in poplar litter slowed 

the onset of net N mineralization by roughly one-half year. This could improve access to 

N for the tree producing this litter the following spring, rather than being accessed by 

competing organisms (Northup et al. 1995) or leached away during the winter months. 

Concomitant early reduction in decay rates in high CT litter would further support the 

idea that N immobilization occurs via chemical complexation rather than microbial 
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metabolism, similar to some of the CT types studied by Kraus et al. (2004b). Similar 

functional properties of CT have been shown in response to insect defoliation (Madritch 

and Lindroth 2015), where N bound in CT complexes was found to more readily pass 

through insect guts and be reabsorbed by the tree the following year. The ability of CT in 

facilitating for better N recovery would help explain the evolutionary benefits of 

increasing the concentrations of such metabolites in leaves after defoliation by insects 

(Findlay et al. 1996, Peters and Constabel 2002) and under N limiting conditions 

(Northup et al. 1995, Lindroth et al. 2002). Long lived plant species, especially pioneer 

species dealing with low soil fertility (Kraus et al. 2004a) or competition from species 

with dissimilar microbial associations (Wurzburger and Hendrick 2009), likely face 

evolutionary pressure to maintain below ground nutrient-cycling regimes favorable to 

their life history strategies (Northup et al. 1995, Joanisse et al. 2009). We suggest that N 

complexed to CT can alter N availability below ground on a species-specific basis, 

favouring N uptake by the CT-producing species via its mycorrhizal associations 

(Northup et al. 1995, Bending and Read 1996, Joanisse et al. 2009, Wurzburger and 

Hendrick 2009). 

 

4.4.4 Conclusions 

Generally warmer climates were shown to accelerate mid-term decay of senesced leaf 

litter. The warmer temperatures predicted under climate change could therefore 

accelerate the release of C from soil systems, especially if older C stocks are susceptible 

to similar effects.  

High CT and low N concentrations in leaf litter, also predicted for greater atmospheric 

CO2 concentrations, slowed down litter decay on an annual basis. Therefore, a CO2-

induced shift in litter chemistry may offset the accelerated decay induced by warmer 

climates. Such effects on litter decay reflect regulatory forces on N mineralization. The 

short-term impacts of CT on decay and N mineralization are likely to compound over 

time as a result of the persistence of CT - N complexes in soils (Lorenz et al. 2000, 

Verkaik et al. 2006) and the greater production of CT by older poplar trees (Donaldson et 

al. 2006). It may be possible to select genotypes with higher concentration of CT 

(Scioneaux et al. 2011; Lindroth et al. 2002) as a mechanism for increasing soil C 
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sequestration in managed forests. Such practices may also increase forest productivity as 

a result of lower foliar herbivory (Mansfield et al. 1999, Barbehenn and Constabel 2011) 

and favorable N cycling for selected species (Wurzburger and Hendrick 2009). The 

important role of CT in regulating litter decay and N cycling would thus be a possible 

mechanism connecting above- and below-ground processes (Schweitzer et al. 2008b), 

with important implications for ecosystem management under future anthropogenically 

induced climate change. 
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4.5 Supplemental material 

4.5.1 Supplemental tables 

Supplementary Table S4.1: Average C / N ratio and percent carbon (C) remaining for Douglas-fir (Fd) and poplar leaf litter with low and 

high nitrogen (LN and HN) and condensed tannins (LT and HT; poplar only) after 3.58 years of decay. 

Latitude  Zone   C / N        % C remaining      

   LTLN HTLN LTHN HTHN FdLN FdHN   LTLN HTLN LTHN HTHN FdLN FdHN 

South  DF  28.74 32.16 25.23 26.15 31.49 28.71   43.11 46.43 34.65 38.91 34.19 35.77 

 TR   29.18 37.86 26.11 28.71 - -   48.62 52.00 45.76 49.75 - - 

 WH   29.14 31.35 24.85 27.97 32.59 27.34   45.09 46.25 39.79 41.95 32.69 27.89 

Central  DF   27.51 33.80 25.67 27.54 31.95 30.50   41.78 48.41 40.47 40.48 38.79 40.62 

 TR   28.85 35.55 27.95 30.66 - -   41.01 42.35 36.98 41.20 - - 

 WH   31.65 34.88 27.19 28.86 33.19 31.92   43.25 42.27 42.70 39.66 30.62 26.05 

North  DF   29.65 31.03 25.73 27.71 29.31 27.73   46.17 53.55 37.93 41.70 41.01 37.13 

 TR   29.18 34.48 28.27 30.43 - -   38.73 36.91 34.96 36.69 - - 

 WH   25.43 27.88 24.94 28.50 27.37 25.53   45.88 41.66 42.35 43.21 36.59 32.90 

Average 

 

 28.82 33.22 26.21 28.50 30.98 28.62   43.74 45.54 39.51 41.51 35.65 33.39 
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Supplementary Table S4.2: Best fit decay models (ln(C fraction remaining) = A + kf (Time)) after 3.58years of decay, using continuous 

temperature, soil moisture and litter chemistry predictors, determined by stepwise backward and forward selection of significant factors 

(based on AIC) (A) and eleaps factor selection (R-package 'subselect') (B). Douglas-fir (Fd) needles and poplar leaves were analysed 

separately (Poplar, Fd) or jointly (Both), using air (TA) or soil (TS) temperature variables. Joint modelling of both poplar and Fd litter-decay was 

also performed using only the significant variables retained by separate modelling of poplar, Fd and both data sets (sig.var.). Variables were 

modelled as effectors of early decay (A; 0 - 0.58 year) or were transformed by time (T:) to assess effects on later decay (kf ; 0.58 - 3.58 years).  

(A) 

Data 

set 

Predictor 

selection 

Adj. 

r2 

AIC 

BIC 

  Significant predictors and 

coefficients 

     

Poplar using TA 0.968 -765  A -0.10538 N 0.001645 CT 0.008487 TAmax -0.00659 PET  

   -738  kf  -0.00447 T : TAmax 
 

   
 

  

 using TS 0.968 -767  A -0.10482 N 0.00166 CT -0.01108 MSmin -0.00355 PET  

   -741  kf  -0.00803 T : TSmax 
 

   
 

  

      
 

 
 

   
 

  

Fd using TA 0.953 -168  A -0.00394 TAmax 
 

   
 

  

   -158  kf  -0.01013 T : TAmax 
 

   
 

  

 using TS 0.949 -152  A -0.0121 TS 
 

   
 

  

   -139  kf  -0.6963 Time 0.04515 T : TS   
 

  

      
 

 
 

   
 

  

Both using TA  0.953 -707  A -0.2675 N -0.00472 CT / N   
 

  

 or TS  -679  kf  -0.2959 Time 0.083242 T : N 0.002722 CT / N 
 

  
      

 
 

 
   

 
  

 using TA  0.955 -734  A -0.1085 N -0.01557 NPE   
 

  

 sig. var.  -707  kf  0.00647 T : NPE -0.00460 T : AHF -0.00444 T : TAmax 
 

  

 using TS  0.954 -733  A -0.1567 N 0.05126 TS -0.05101 WSE 
 

  

 sig.vars.  -700  kf  0.01546 T : WSE -0.00698 T : AHF   
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(B) 

Data 

set 

Predictor 

selection 

Adj. 

r2 

AIC 

BIC 

  Significant predictors and 

coefficients 

    

Poplar using TA 0.952 -526  A -0.28959 N -0.00216 CT    

   -509  kf  -0.01691 T : TA      

 using TS 0.952 -521  A -0.2905 N -0.00218 CT    

   -504  kf  -0.00995 T : TSmax      
             

Fd using TA 0.948 -147  A        

   -134  kf  0.038315 T : TA -0.0121 T : TAmax -0.00377 T : PET  

 using TS 0.943 -131  A        

   -121  kf  -0.4435 Time 0.03889 T : TSmin    
             

Both using TA 0.949 -653  A -0.19514 N -0.00784 CT    

   -625  kf  0.004271 T : CT -0.00781 T : TAmax -0.0009 T : MSmax  

 using TS 0.949 -642  A -0.1941 N -0.00789 CT     

   -618  kf  0.00428 T : CT -0.00269 T : PET    

 using  0.949 -651  A -0.04377 WSE 0.150044 Ash    

 sig.vars.  -633  kf  -0.1113 T : Ash      
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Supplementary Table S4.3: Improvements of best fit categorical decay models (ln(C 

fraction remaining) = A + kf (Time)) after 3.58years of decay, using ordination axis 

describing microbial structure (A) and composition (B) in forest floor and mineral soils at 

the time litterbags were deployed. Ordination axes significantly influencing A and kf were 

determined by model averaging. Douglas-fir (Fd) needles and poplar leaves were analysed 

separately (Poplar, Fd) or jointly (Both).  

(A) 

Data 

set 

Soil type Adj. 

r2 

 Significant 

predictors of: 

 Index of 

model fit 

Best fit model   

    A kf   Categorical Continuous 

Poplar Forest  0.844   PC2  Δr2 0.0007 0.0013 

 
floor 

 
    ΔAIC -11.07 -23.03 

   
    ΔBIC -6.71 -18.67 

 
Mineral  0.844   PC2  Δr2 0.0016 0.0003 

 
soil 

 
    ΔAIC -28.64 -4.69 

   
    ΔBIC -24.28 -0.332 

Fd Forest  0.943  PC 6 PC2  Δr2 0.0009 0.0011 

 
floor 

 
    ΔAIC -2.02 -2.47 

   
    ΔBIC 4.49 4.04 

 
Mineral  0.942  PC 1 PC 3  Δr2 0.0009 0.0008 

 
soil 

 
    ΔAIC -1.93 -1.341 

   
    ΔBIC 4.58 5.17 

Both Forest  0.868   PC 2  Δr2 0.0012 0.0019 

 
floor 

 
  PC 4  ΔAIC -24.6 -37.05 

   
    ΔBIC -14.7 -27.76 

 
Mineral  0     Δr2 0 0 

 
soil 

 
    ΔAIC 0 0 

   
    ΔBIC 0 0 

(B) 

Data 

set 

Soil type Adj. 

r2 

 Significant 

predictors of: 

 Index of 

model fit 

Best fit model   

    A kf   Categorical Continuous 

Poplar Forest  0.846  CA 2 CA 2  Δr2 0.0001 0 

 
floor 

 
    ΔAIC 0.79 2.26 

   
    ΔBIC 9.50 10.98 

 
Mineral  0.847  CA 2 CA 2  Δr2 0 0 

 
soil 

 
    ΔAIC 2.29 2.72 

   
    ΔBIC 11.00 11.43 

Fd Forest  0.941   CA 1  Δr2 0.0009 0.001 

 
floor 

 
  CA 2  ΔAIC -0.93 -1.16 

   
  CA 5  ΔBIC 8.84 8.61 
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Mineral  0.943  CA 3 CA 4  Δr2 -0.0001 -0.0004 

 
soil 

 
    ΔAIC 2.06 3.92 

   
    ΔBIC 8.57 10.43 

Both Forest  0.868  CA 2 CA 2  Δr2 0 -0.0001 

 
floor 

 
    ΔAIC 2.5 3.87 

   
    ΔBIC 12.4 13.16 

 
Mineral 0.869  CA 2  CA 2  Δr2 0.0001 -0.0001 

 
soil 

 
    ΔAIC 0.1 3.79 

   
    ΔBIC 10.1 13.08 
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Supplementary Table S4.4: Net N mineralization using critical C/N ratio [(C / N)CR / (C / N)L,t] according to each litter chemistry 

treatment at various stages of decay. Microbial carbon-use efficiencies (e) were either averaged across all treatments (A), calculated according 

to each litter chemistry (B), or calculated according to each treatment (latitude x zone x litter chemistry) (C). Douglas-fir (Fd) and poplar leaf litter 

with low and high nitrogen (LN and HN) and condensed tannins (LT and HT; poplar only) were sampled after 0.58, 1, 2 and 3.58 years of decay.  

(A) Litter chemistry Time of decay (years)    

  0 0.58 1 2 3.58 

 LTLN 0.970 1.414 1.481 1.736 1.898 

 HTLN 0.816 1.236 1.305 1.561 1.729 

 LTHN 1.611 1.619 1.603 1.763 1.808 

 HTHN 1.462 1.464 1.452 1.618 1.709 

 FdLN 0.714 1.078 1.203 1.707 1.925 

 FdHN 1.147 1.214 1.297 1.664 1.823 

(B) Litter chemistry Time of decay (years)    

  0 0.58 1 2 3.58 

 LTLN 0.900 1.312 1.375 1.612 1.762 

 HTLN 0.748 1.133 1.197 1.432 1.585 

 LTHN 9.891 9.941 9.842 10.824 11.100 

 HTHN 7.558 7.569 7.507 8.360 8.834 

 FdLN 0.538 0.813 0.907 1.287 1.451 

 FdHN 1.695 1.793 1.916 2.458 2.692 

(C) Litter chemistry Time of decay (years)    

  0 0.58 1 2 3.58 

 LTLN 0.906 1.321 1.383 1.622 1.773 

 HTLN 0.760 1.151 1.216 1.454 1.610 

 LTHN 8.235 8.277 8.195 9.012 9.242 

 HTHN 25.651 25.687 25.479 28.374 29.982 

 FdLN 0.547 0.826 0.922 1.308 1.475 

 FdHN 1.751 1.852 1.979 2.539 2.781 

Supplementary Table S4.5: Best fit N-mineralization models (A,B) and factors significantly influencing mean N mineralization (C), using 

unique e values for each litter chemistry, after 3.58years of decay, using categorical predictors (latitude, zone and leaf chemistry; A) or 
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continuous predictors (B,C), determined by model averaging using Glmulti (based on AIC). Douglas-fir (Fd) needles and poplar leaves were 

analysed separately (Poplar, Fd) or jointly (Both). Variables were modelled as effectors of mineralization from 0 - 0.58 year of decay (Early) or 

were transformed by time (T:) to assess effects on mineralization rate from 0.58 - 3.58 years of decay (Late).  

(A) 

Data 

set 

Decay rate  Predictors Sum. 

Sq. 

Mean 

Sq. 

F value Pr(>F) adjusted 

r2 

AIC 

BIC 

Poplar Early Chemistry 0.0738 0.0185 4086.33 < 0.001 0.9679 -5437 

 Late Time 0.0043 0.0043 954.96 < 0.001  -5363 

  T:Chemistry 0.0001 0.00004 8.92 < 0.001   

  T:Latitude:Zone 0.0002 0.00002 5.21    

  Residuals 0.0025 0.000004       

           

Fd Early Chemistry 0.0064 0.0032 890.64 <0.001 0.9339 -1849 

  Latitude : Zone 0.0001 0.00003 8.43 <0.001  -1814 

 Late Time 0.0030 0.0030 839.91 <0.001   

  T: Zone 0.00005 0.00005 14.89 <0.001   

  T: Chem. 0.0002 0.0002 45.22 <0.001   

  Residuals 0.0006 0.000004       

         

Both Early Chemistry 0.0803 0.0134 3083.32 < 0.001 0.9636 -7274 

 Late Time 0.0071 0.0071 1642.26 < 0.001  -7139 

  T:Latitude:Zone 0.0003 0.00003 7.52 < 0.001   

  T:Zone:Chemistry 0.0006 0.00004 10.87    

  Residuals 0.0032 0.000004       

         

(B)         

Data Predictor Adj. AIC   Decay Significant predictors and       
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set  selection r2 BIC rate coefficients 

Poplar using TA 0.9659 -5413  Early 0.01303 N -0.0001 PET      

   -5387  Late -0.00908 Time 0.00102 T : N 0.00011 T : PET    

               

Fd using TA 0.9223 -1824  Early 0.00672 N -0.00008 PET      

   -1808  Late 0.00223 T : N 0.00006 T : TAmax      

               

Both using TA  0.9506 -7063  Early 0.01302 N -0.00011 PET      

   -7040  Late 0.00168 Time 0.00089 T : N      

               

 

(C) 

Data 

set 

Predictor 

selection 

Adj. r2 AIC 

BIC 

 Mean onset 

and rate 

Decay 

rate 

Significant predictors and 

coefficients 

    

Poplar using TA 0.8962 -5428  -0.00968 Early 0.01304 N -0.00002 CT 0.00003 MSmax  

   -5393  -0.00529 Late 0.00099 T : N 0.00007 T : PET    

         
 

    

Fd using TA 0.8743 -1853  -0.01373 Early 0.00509 N 0.0003 TAmax    

   -1830  0.00568 Late 0.00313 T : N -0.00054 T : TA    

         
 

    

Both using TA  0.8722 -7083  -0.0102043 Early 0.013274 N 
 

    

   -7059  0.0018037 Late 0.000784 T : N 
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4.5.2 Supplemental figures 

    
 

Supplementary Figure S4.1: Map of bioecoclimatic (BEC) zones (coastal Douglas fir (CDF); coastal Mountain-Heather Alpine 

undifferentiated and parkland (CMA unp); coastal Western Hemlock (CWH); Mountain Hemlock (MH)) and subzones (moist maritime 

(mm); very wet hypermaritime (vh); very wet maritime (vm); very dry maritime (xm)) of South-East Vancouver Island depicting the 

layout of Southern (s), central (c) and northern (n) transects, each with sites (white circles) in the Douglas fir zone (DF), Western Hemlock 

zone (WH) and their transition (TR) (A). Depiction of the four replicate strings of litterbags (one for each sampling period) laid out in four plots 

surrounding meteorological stations monitoring in-situ climate at each site (B).

(B) (A) 
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Supplementary Figure S4.2: Normalized change in carbon (Ct / C0) and nitrogen (Nt / N0) 

content for Douglas-fir (Fd) and poplar litter with low and high nitrogen (LN and HN) and 

condensed tannins (LT and HT, poplar only) after 0.58 year of decay. Points represent the 

means of each treatment (latitude x zone x litter chemistry) after 0.58 year of decay. Arrows 

depict the normalized change in C and N after 1, 2 and 3.58 years of decay. 
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Supplementary Figure S4.3: Unconstrained principal component analyses of climatic 

factors used for modelling, considering temperature measurements of only air (A), only soil 

(B) or both air and soil (C). The explanatory power of principle components (PC) 1 and 2 are 

labelled on axes. Polygons represent k-means clustering based on principal components 1 and 2. 

At a threshold of 0.5, PC 1 represented greater air and soil temperature (TA, TAmin, TS, TSmax, 

PET) versus greater minimum moisture (MSmin), while PC 2 represented greater maximum 

temperature (TAmax) versus greater soil moisture (MS, MSmax) and minimum soil temperature 

(TSmin).
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Supplementary Figure S4.4: Boxplots of calculated microbial carbon-use efficiencies (e) for each unique treatment (latitude x zone x litter 

chemistry) using litter C / N ratios prior to decay (A) or when values for initial C / N were corrected for leaching by using C / N after 0.58 

year of decay (B). Litter chemistries included Douglas-fir (Fd) and poplar litter with low and high nitrogen (LN and HN) and condensed tannins 

(LT and HT, poplar only).
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Supplementary Figure S4.5: n(c) curves used for calculation of microbial carbon-use 

efficiencies (e). Points each represent a sample while open circles depict fitted lines given an e 

value for all data (A), for each litter chemistry treatments (B), for each latitude x zone x litter 

chemistry treatment (C), or for each litter treatment given initial C/N ratios set to values after 0.58 

year of decay (D), at southern (S), central (C) and northern (N) latitudes. 
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Chapter 5 : Short-term effects of litter chemistry and longer-term 

effects of climate on microbial community composition 

associated with litter decay in coastal rainshadow forests 

 

5.1 Introduction 

5.1.1 Potential impacts of high atmospheric CO2 on decay associated microbes 

Decaying litter is one of the largest terrestrial sources of CO2 released into the 

atmosphere (Schlesinger and Andrews 2000), impacting carbon sequestration and 

nutrient cycling regimes. Litter decomposition is a process mediated by microbial 

communities and primarily regulated by macro- and microclimate, substrate quality, litter 

size, decay species and exogenous nutrient availability (Swift et al. 1979, Melillo et al. 

1982, Fog 1988, Beare et al. 1995, Couteaux et al. 1995, Vanlauwe et al. 1997, Preston et 

al. 2000, Palosuo et al. 2005, Moore et al. 2006, Adair et al. 2008, Zhang et al. 2008b, 

Prescott 2010). Climate change, resulting from ongoing anthropogenic CO2 emissions, is 

predicted to lead to a generally warmer global climate and altered moisture regimes 

(Solomon et al. 2007) that may accelerate future decay rates (Schimel 1995) via 

increased microbial metabolism (Raich and Potter 1995, Schlesinger and Andrews 2000) 

and altered microbial competitive landscapes (Van Gestel et al. 1993). The full extent of 

climate change impacts on soil microbial communities still remains unclear (de Vries and 

Shade 2013). Faster decomposition in northern forests could release vast quantities of 

carbon (C) now stored in soils and decaying plant matter (70.6 Pg in Canadian forests, 

Kurz et al. 1992, Kurz et al. 1995, Tarnocai et al. 2009) and exacerbate climate change. 

Greater atmospheric CO2 concentrations is predicted to increase condensed tannins 

(CT) and decrease nitrogen (N) concentrations in foliage of woody plants (Mansfield et 

al. 1999, Norby et al. 2001, Liu et al. 2005, Parsons et al. 2008), effectively decreasing 

the quality of the litter for microbiota. Higher CT concentrations in litter has been shown 

to slow the decomposition of foliage (Driebe and Whitham 2000, Hättenschwiler and 

Vitousek 2000, Hättenschwiler et al. 2003, Schweitzer et al. 2004) and N-mineralization 
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(Schimel et al. 1996, Schimel et al. 1998, Bradley et al. 2000, Fierer et al. 2001, Kraus et 

al. 2003a). However concurrent impacts on associated microbial communities often 

remain unclear. 

The biosynthesis of CT, polymers of flavan-3-ols, is under genetic and environmental 

control and yields a range of structures differing in polymer length, B-ring hydroxylation 

and stereochemistry (Kraus et al. 2003b), which can vary with species, genotype, tissue 

type and environmental conditions (Barbehenn and Constabel 2011). Variation in CT 

structures is associated with altered protein binding and oxidative properties (Schimel et 

al. 1996, Kraus et al. 2003b), which can impact below-ground microbial communities in 

multiple ways (Hättenschwiler and Vitousek 2000, Joanisse et al. 2007, Joanisse et al. 

2009, Wurzburger and Hendrick 2009). For example, CTs are known to inhibit microbial 

growth via direct toxicity (Lodhi and Killingbeck 1980, Scalbert 1991, Fierer et al. 2001, 

Taguri et al. 2004, Howell et al. 2005). Complexation of CTs with microbial substrates, 

such as cell wall polysaccharides (Fierer et al. 2001, Tarascou et al. 2010, Perez-Jimenez 

and Torres 2011), nitrogenous compounds (Hättenschwiler and Vitousek 2000, Zhang et 

al. 2008c) and exoenzymes (Joanisse et al. 2007), is also known to inhibit microbial 

growth.  

 

5.1.2 Important microbial communities for decay and nitrogen cycling 

Three microbial functional groups play especially important roles in decomposition 

and nutrient cycling in temperate forests: fungi, nitrogen-fixing bacteria and ammonia-

oxidizing bacteria. Fungal communities are the dominant microbes in soils of conifer 

forests and play an important role in litter decay and nutrient cycling (Strickland and 

Rousk 2010). A variety of saprophytic and mycorrhizal fungal species are able to decay 

litter using extracellular enzymes (Sinsabaugh et al. 2002, Pritsch and Garbaye 2011) and 

are biogeographically distributed according to climate, substrate quality, vegetation 

(Tedersoo et al. 2014) and, in some cases, dispersal limitations (Peay et al. 2012, Peay 

and Bruns 2014). Nitrogen availability is limited in temperate forests (Vitousek and 

Howarth 1991), but essential for meeting the stoichiometric requirements of microbes 

responsible for decay (Manzoni et al. 2010). Nitrogen fixation by diazotrophs is the only 
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biological mechanism able to increase total N pools available to plants and other 

microbes. Free-living diazothrophs are important sources of N input into forest 

ecosystems (Vitousek and Howarth 1991, Glick et al. 1999) and can provide exogenous 

N in litter with low N availability, thus influencing decay rates. Ammonia-oxidizing 

bacteria catalyze the rate-limiting step for nitrification conversion of ammonia to the 

more readily leachable nitrite (Belser 1979), and can act as an indicator of increasing 

NH3 availability (Barnard et al. 2005).  

Fungi have been shown to be affected by CT treatments in various experimental 

systems (Joanisse et al. 2009, Winder et al. 2013). Free-living diazotrophs also have been 

shown to be sensitive to CT treatments in experimental microcosms (Winder et al. 2013). 

High CT and low N concentrations in leaf litter is hypothesised to offset faster decay 

rates associated with higher temperatures, due to inhibition of microbial colonization and 

diversity. 

 

5.1.3 Field analysis of litter chemistry and climate effects on decay associated 

microbes 

In an effort to quantify the effects of litter chemistry and climate on litter decay and N-

mineralization, bags of litter with controlled CT and N chemical treatments were laid on 

the forest floor to decay and monitored, along with in-situ climate, over 3.58 years 

(Chapter 4). Field sites were composed of similar over and understory composition, all 

dominated by mature Douglas-fir stands and located along temperature and moisture 

climatic gradients. Plant species are well known to vary according to climate regimes and 

can influence microbial composition in soils (Saetre and Baath 2000, Garbeva et al. 

2006), often confounding field analyses of microbial responses to climate (Staddon et al. 

1998, Bahram et al. 2012). Therefore, similarity of vegetation among forest stands was 

ideal for assessing the impacts of climate on decay-associated microbes in the field. 

Furthermore, previously established biogeographical assessment of microbial 

communities in the forest floor and mineral soil at these sites (Shay et al. 2015) provided 

a unique baseline from which to compare microbial responses observed on decaying leaf 

litter.  
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The current study aimed to assess how the structure (diversity, richness, evenness) and 

composition of microbial functional groups associated with decaying litter are affected by 

litter chemistry and in-situ climate in coastal rainshadow forests of Eastern Vancouver 

Island. Both temporal succession and biogeography are included since microbial 

communities are known to shift with time of decay (Voriskova and Baldrian 2013) and 

space (Martiny et al. 2006, Ramette and Tiedje 2007b, Chowdhury et al. 2011). 

Polymerase Chain Reaction coupled with Denaturing Gradient Gel Electrophoresis 

(PCR-DGGE), a cost effective technique for microbial community fingerprinting, was 

used for screening of treatment effects on abundant (> 0.5 % relative abundance) 

functional groups (Muyzer and Smalla 1998, Fromin et al. 2002, Fierer and Jackson 

2006, Monroy et al. 2012) in order to focus further investigation. The following 

experiment was designed to test the effects of litter chemistry (CT and N) and climate on 

microbial communities associated with decaying litter in the field. 

 

5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Litterbags and field sites 

Leaf litters with various N and CT content (Table 5.1; Chapter 3) were placed in fine-

mesh, nylon litterbags (25 cm x 25cm) for decay on the forest floor, as described in 

Chapter 4. Briefly, naturally abscised leaf litter from Populus angustifolia (poplar) was 

obtained in 2008 from a common at the Ogden Nature Center (Ogden, UT, USA, kindly 

provided by Dr. Tom Whitham) and P. menziesii menziesii (Fd) in 1991 from the 

Shawnigan Research forest (Trofymow and Group 1998), and oven dried (50 °C) prior to 

dark and dry storage. The inclusion of both Douglas-fir (Fd) and poplar litter species in 

this study allowed for a broader range of litter chemistries to be tested, but also for the 

comparison of the microbial colonization of native versus foreign leaf litter. Litterbags 

were filled with either 5 g of bulked Fd needles or 4.6 g of poplar leaf litter (oven-dried 

weight, overnight at 70 °C). High and low CT treatments for poplar litter were made by 

bulking leaves from clones with known leaf chemistries (Rehill et al. 2006, Lamit et al. 

2011). High N litter treatments were produced by atomizing a glutamine solution to 

individual leaf-litter samples, while control low N treatments were atomized with an 
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Table 5.1: Intitial litter chemistry of Douglas-fir (Fd) and poplar leaf litter with low and high nitrogen (LN and HN) and condensed 

tannins (LT and HT, poplar only), including carbon (C), nitrogen (N) and their ratio (C/N), phenols, total condensed tannins (CT) and 

proximate chemistry. Mean values for each litter chemistry treatment were used for modelling microbial community responses during decay. 

Values (±SE) are based on dry weight (70 °C overnight) and calculated from six and four replicates (for poplar and Fd litter, respectively) or three 

replicates (for proximate chemical fractions). Data are the same as those presented in Chapter 3 (Table 3.1) and Chapter 4 (Table 4.2).  

Species Litter chemistry C  

(mg g-1) 

N  

(mg g-1) 

C/N Phenols  

(mg g-1) 

CT  

(mg g-1) 

Populus 

augustifolia 

LT LN 457.0 ±1.1 8.1 ±0.2 56.39 ±1.45 18.3 ±3.4 66.4 ±8.1 

LT HN 461.4 ±0.7 15.7 ±0.3 29.42 ±0.55 19.2 ±4.4 85.8 ±6.4 

 HT LN 481.8 ±1.2 6.9 ±0.2 70.36 ±1.72 60.8 ±6.8 264.9 ±7.9 

HT HN 477.5 ±1.3 14.3 ±0.1 33.32 ±0.40 54.3 ±4.8 291.5 ±5.3 

Pseudotsuga 

menziesii 

Fd LN 512.6 ±1.5 6.1 ±0.1 83.52 ±1.37 19.0 ±3.1 20.8 ±0.4 

Fd HN 511.0 ±0.5 11.2 ±0.2 45.46 ±0.76 18.4 ±1.5 20.9 ±0.3 
 

Species Litter chemistry NPEa  

(mg g-1) 

WSEb  

(mg g-1) 

AHFc  

(mg g-1) 

AURd  

(mg g-1) 

Ash  

(mg g-1) 

Populus 

augustifolia 

LT LN 137.6 ±15.2 130.7 ±0.1 304.2 ±5.0 414.8 ±6.6 12.7 ±0.6 

LT HN 152.4 ±5.6 128.4 ±7.5 307.8 ±4.4 398.1 ±2.7 13.3 ±1.6 

 HT LN 177.7 ±15.2 154.0 ±11.1 283.8 ±10.9 373.1 ±5.4 11.4 ±0.8 

HT HN 230.2 ±6.5 132.3 ±12.4 274.3 ±3.0 353.0 ±5.5 10.1 ±0.5 

Pseudotsuga 

menziesii 

Fd LN 99.5 ±3.5 119.5 ±1.0 362.6 ±0.6 394.0 ±3.4 24.4 ±0.6 

Fd HN 121.6 ±3.2 117.2 ±1.5 355.1 ±1.2 382.6 ±0.5 23.4 ±0.4 
a non-polar extractables 
b water-soluble extractables 
c acid-hydrolyzable forage 
d acid-unhydrolyzable residue 
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equal amount of distilled H2O. Determination of C, N, CT and proximate chemistry in 

leaf litter prior to decay was outlined in Chapter 3 (Table 5.1). 

Four strings of litterbags, each with six litter chemistry treatments, were laid on the 

forest floor in four replicated plots (ca. 2.5 m x 2 m) in close proximity (< 23 m) to 

meteorological stations found at nine sites on Southeastern Vancouver Island, BC, 

Canada (for more details on plot and site characteristics, see Shay et al. 2015). Sites were 

located along South, Central and North transects spanning the coastal Douglas-fir 

bioecoclimatic zone (DF), coastal Western Hemlock bioecoclimatic zone (WH) and the 

transition between the two (TR). Moisture probes and thermocouples connected to CR10 

(Campbell scientific, Utah, USA), HOBO (models U30 and U12,Onset Computer 

Corporation, MA, USA) and Decagon (model Em50 Digital, Decagon Devices, WA, 

USA) data loggers and Ibuttons (Maxim Integrated, CA, USA) recorded hourly 

measurements of air (30 cm above ground) and soil (30 cm below ground) temperature 

and soil moisture at each site.  

5.2.2 Sample collection and processing 

Litterbags were collected after 0.58, 1, 2 and 3.58 years of decay in the field, and kept 

cool (4 °C) until processed (within 36 h after removal from the field). During sampling, a 

representative subsample (0.25 g wet weight) of each litter samples was removed from 

litterbags using sterile forceps and gloves for microbial analyses, while the remaining 

litter fraction was used to assess % C remaining and N mineralization (Chapter 4). For 

each sampling period, the four replicate subsamples of each litter treatment were pooled 

by site, homogenized manually using gloved hands and stored at -20 °C for DNA 

extraction. Litter samples were pulverized (1 min at 30 Hz) using liquid-N compatible 

bead beater (Retsch Mixer Mill MM400, PA, USA) prior to extracting DNA from 0.25 g 

of pulverized tissue using PowerLyserTM PowerSoil DNA Isolation kits (according to 

manufacturer's protocol and including 10 min incubation at 70 °C for better cell lysing). 

Extracted DNA was assessed for quantity (μg/ml) and quality (λ absorbance ratios 

230/280 and 230/260) using a ND-1000 spectrophotometer (NanoDrop products, USA) 

to account for amplification biases resulting from DNA extraction.  
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Primer sets for amplification of microbial functional groups each contained GC-

clamps in order to prevent complete separation of complementary strands in PCR 

products during DGGE (Sheffield et al. 1987, Kowalchuk et al. 1997, Shay et al. 2015). 

PCR-DGGE fingerprinting of fungi, ammonia-oxidizing β-proteobacteria and free-living 

diazotrophs was performed using primer sets 18S FF390 / FR1, amoA 1F' / 2R, and nifH 

-universal ForA / ForB / Rev, respectively, according to modifications by Shay et al. 

(2015) of protocols by Vainio and Hantula (2000), Widmer et al. (1999), Burgmann et al. 

(2005) and Nicolaisen and Ramsing (2002).  

Pooled DNA from all samples at each sampling period were used as standard ladders 

to allow for band comparison within and between gels, and PCR runs (see Figure S1 from 

Shay et al. 2015). The migration distances of bands were determined using GeneTools 

(Syngene Frederick MD, USA) and consolidated from at least two references ladders per 

gel, followed by visual inspection. Operational taxonomic units (OTU) obtained from 

PCR-DGGE gels were consolidated into a presence / absence matrix across time and 

space, while values for the sum of all peak heights for all bands in a lane (N), the total 

number of bands in a lane (S) and the peak height of ith DGGE band in a lane (ni) were 

used for calculating diversity indices (Shannon's diversity (Eq. 1), richness (Eq. 2) and 

Pielou's evenness (Eq. 3)) for each sample. The limitations behind PCR-DGGE 

fingerprinting of microbial communities (Muyzer and Smalla 1998) do not preclude the 

use of diversity indices for assessing community structure when targeting functional 

groups (Muyzer et al. 1993, Fromin et al. 2002, Fierer and Jackson 2006, Monroy et al. 

2012).  

 

𝐻’ =  −Σ [
ni

N
] log [

ni

N
]        (1) 

𝑑 =  
[S − 1]

log [N]
          (2) 

𝐽 =  
𝐻′

log [S]
          (3) 
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Table 5.2: In-situ climatic conditions measured at nine sites spanning three latitudes (north, central, south) and two bioecoclimatic (BEC) 

zones (coastal Western Hemlock (WH), coastal Douglas-fir (DF) or transition between the two (TR)) over 4 years (from May 1st, 2011 to 

April 30th, 2015). Values are the same as those presented in Chapter 4 (Table 4.1). 

Latitude BEC Zone Soil moisture 

(%)a 

Soil temp. 

(°C)a 

Air temp. 

(°C)b 

PETc 

North  DF 13.93 

 [3.85, 40.97] 

9.55 

 [3.73, 15.37] 

 8.99 

 [-4.86, 23.90] 

88.2 

 TR 12.97 

 [2.77, 45.56] 

9.64 

 [2.84, 15.85] 

 9.60 

 [-4.30, 27.18] 

92.5 

 WH  9.05 

 [3.03, 20.62] 

8.97 

 [2.96, 14.71] 

 8.97 

 [-5.90, 26.32] 

90.5 

Central DF 9.83 

 [2.85, 23.07] 

9.87 

 [3.37, 16.92] 

 10.09 

[-3.52, 26.62] 

93.6 

 TR 9.2 

 [1.92, 19.52] 

9.68 

 [2.47, 17.09] 

 9.44 

 [-6.67, 29.03] 

92.7 

 WH  13.86 

 [3.50, 26.84] 

8.58 

 [2.14, 15.29] 

 8.72 

 [-5.56, 31.26] 

90.3 

South DF  11.93 

 [4.03, 24.72] 

9.94 

 [3.91, 16.18]  

 9.59 

 [-5.18, 30.00] 

89.3 

 TR  13.1 

 [3.47, 25.85] 

8.96 

 [2.76, 14.48] 

8.44 

 [-6.97, 28.16] 

87.5 

 WH  11.25 

 [6.00, 18.68] 

8.40 

 [2.31, 13.55] 

8.61 

 [-5.97, 28.50] 

87.8 

a Mean annual [mean annual minimum, maximum] measured 30 cm below forest floor (abbreviated MS, MSmin and MSmax for soil 

moisture and TS, TSmin and TSmax for soil temperature) 
b Mean annual [mean annual minimum, maximum] measured 30 cm above forest floor (abbreviated TA, TAmin and TAmax) 
c Mean potential evapotranspiration from May to September, using the Thornthwaite method
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5.2.3 Data analysis 

R-statistics v3.3.1 was used for all statistical analyses (R Development Core Team 

2014). We first modelled the multivariate response of DNA extractability (DNA 

concentration and λ absorbance ratios of 230/280 and 230/260) to time, latitude, zone, 

litter chemistry and their interactions, using redundancy analyses (RDA; Oksanen et al. 

2016), followed by post-hoc analysis of each trait using univariate regression (Kutner et 

al. 2005). The effects of climate (Table 5.2), litter chemistry (Table 5.1), time and space 

on microbial communities associated with decaying litter were determined using partially 

constrained RDA and correspondence analysis (CCA; for presence / absence data) 

(Borcard et al. 1992, Legendre et al. 2005) using the R-package 'vegan' (Oksanen et al. 

2016). Climate, litter chemistry and time were each assessed as categorical (e.g. north-

DF, central-DF and south-DF) and continuous (e.g. mean, minimum and maximum 

annual air temperature) predictors (Tables 5.1 and 5.2).  

Categorical modelling of climatic effects was assessed by site (i.e. nine unique latitude 

and zone combinations), since latitude and zone did not always reflect clear climatic 

gradients (Shay et al. unpublished). However, site categories represented both climatic 

and spatial effects, and were separated only in models using continuous predictors where 

spatial factors were determined by Principal Coordinates of Neighbor Matrices (PCNM; 

Borcard et al. 2004). Similar to methods first described to parse out spatial variation 

(Borcard et al. 1992, Legendre et al. 2005), microbial community responses were first 

assessed separately for time, climate, litter chemistry and PCNM effects, then jointly in 

partially constrained models in order to determine the proportion of shared effects. 

Categorical models were also assessed after removing any significant effects associated 

with DNA extractability. The significance of models and individual predictors was 

assessed by permutation tests for RDA and CCA using reduced models.  

Categorical models were reduced by stepwise elimination of least non-significant 

predictors. In continuous models, the number of climate and PCNM (and litter chemistry 

in the case of joint poplar and Fd analyses) predictors was reduced using stepwise model 

building according to AIC-like criteria (Oksanen et al. 2016) followed by elimination of 

non-significant factors, while assessing each separately. Candidate climate variables only 
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included those with Pearson's correlation r < 0.8 (Table 5.2). Elemental composition, 

proximate chemistry and CT variables were included as litter chemistry effects when 

assessing both poplar and Fd data sets jointly, but only N and CT (poplar only) content 

were considered when assessing poplar and Fd data sets separately. Post-hoc analysis of 

litter chemistry effects in poplar litter were also performed on reduced data sets, 

removing data from 3.58 years sampling period. When considering all three targeted 

functional groups, best fit models were also confirmed using 'leap' model selection for 

multivariate responses (Cerdeira et al. 2015). In each case, models and predictors were 

deemed significant by permutation tests.  

Responses in microbial community structure (Shannon's diversity, richness and 

Pielou's eveness) or composition (OTU presence or absence) of fungi, ammonia-

oxidizing bacteria, and nitrogen-fixing bacteria were assess separately for each functional 

group and jointly. Data sets for poplar and Fd litter types were also treated separately and 

jointly. When modelling microbial structure, responses were assessed for mulivariate 

normality, power transformed when appropriate, and missing data (e.g. when no amoA 

OTU are found in a sample, resulting in no richness and evenness indices) was imputed 

using the iterative PCA algorithm from the 'missMDA' R package in order to reduce the 

influence of such values in ordination analyses (Josse and Husson 2013). The effects of 

% C remaining in litter samples on overall microbial responses were also assessed with 

and without partial constraint by best fit predictors. 

 

5.3 Results 

Fingerprinting of microbial functional groups using PCR-DGGE identified 66 unique 

fungal OTUs, 23 nifH OTUs and 23 amoA OTUs distributed among 192 samples. nifH 

and amoA OTUs represent nitrogen fixers and ammonia-oxidizing bacteria, respectively. 

 

5.3.1 DNA quality 

DNA quality from poplar litter was affected by time, site and litter chemistry (p = 

0.001, 0.013 and 0.009, respectively), largely due to generally greater DNA concentration 

over time and in LTHN treatments, lower 260 / 280 λ ratios over time and 
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Table 5.3: Significance (p-values) of categorical models and predictors in predicting microbial community structure (A; Shannon's 

diversity, richness and Pielou's evenness) or composition (B; presence / absence). Models constrained by categorical time, litter chemistry and 

site predictors (constrained by treatment) or by the DNA concentration and λ absorbance (constrained by DNA) were reduced until only 

significant predictors remained (α-level = 0.05), with non-significant variables labelled 'ns' and 0.001 indicating p-values of equal or smaller value. 

Best fit categorical models were then assessed after removing the effects of DNA quality on microbial responses (partially constrained by DNA), 

with 'NA' labelling cases where DNA quality is not significant. Data from poplar and Douglas-fir litter were treated separately (poplar only and Fd 

only, respectively) and jointly (Poplar and Fd). Fungi, amoA and nifH functional groups were also treated separately and jointly (All taxa).  

(A) 

Structure 

 

Poplar and Fd 

  

Poplar only 

   

Fd onlya 

 

  

All 

taxa 
Fungi nifH amoA 

 

All 

taxa 
Fungi nifH amoA 

 

All 

taxa 
Fungi nifH 

Constrained 

by 

treatments 

time 0.001 0.001 0.001 ns 
 

0.001 0.001 0.001 ns 
 

0.001 0.001 ns 

litter chem. 0.001 0.003 0.005 ns 
 

ns ns ns ns 
 

ns ns ns 

site 0.001 0.001 0.008 0.003 
 

0.001 0.001 0.031 0.001 
 

0.013 0.026 ns 

 model 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
 

0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
 

0.001 0.001 ns 

 
 

             
Constrained 

by DNA  
concentration ns ns ns 0.02 

 
0.027 ns ns 0.008 

 
0.043 ns 0.018 

260 / 280b 0.003 0.033 0.005 ns 
 

ns ns 0.036 ns 
 

ns ns ns 

 260 / 230b ns ns ns ns 
 

ns ns ns ns 
 

0.026 0.002 ns 

 model 0.002 0.029 0.005 0.023 
 

0.021 ns 0.035 0.009 
 

0.016 0.002 0.018 

 
 

             
Partially 

constrained 

by DNA 

time 0.001 0.001 0.001 ns 
 

0.001 NA 0.001 ns 
 

0.001 0.001 ns 

litter chem. 0.003 0.034 0.048 ns 
 

ns NA ns ns 
 

ns ns ns 

site 0.001 0.001 0.008 0.001 
 

0.001 NA 0.022 0.001 
 

0.068 0.047 ns 

 

model 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
 

0.001 NA 0.001 0.001 
 

0.001 0.001 ns 
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(B) 

Composition 

 

Poplar and Fd 

   

Poplar only 

   

Fd onlya 

  

 

All 

taxa Fungi nifH amoA 

 

All 

taxa Fungi nifH amoA 

 

All 

taxa Fungi nifH 

Constrained 

by 

treatments 

time 0.005 0.001 0.001 ns 
 

0.001 0.001 0.001 ns 
 

0.001 0.001 0.001 

litter chem. 0.005 0.001 0.001 ns 
 

0.037 0.035 ns ns 
 

0.04 0.032 ns 

site 0.005 0.001 0.001 0.001 
 

0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
 

0.001 0.001 0.002 

 model 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
 

0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
 

0.001 0.001 0.001 

 
 

             
Constrained 

by DNA 
concentration 0.005 0.001 0.034 0.009 

 
0.002 0.008 ns 0.001 

 
ns 0.029 ns 

260 / 280b 0.007 0.009 0.001 ns 
 

ns ns 0.004 ns 
 

ns ns 0.007 

 260 / 230b ns ns ns ns 
 

0.03 ns 0.007 ns 
 

ns ns ns 

 model 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.006 
 

0.012 0.006 0.001 0.001 
 

ns 0.043 0.008 

 
 

             
Partially 

constrained 

by DNA 

time 0.001 0.001 0.001 ns 
 

0.001 0.001 0.001 ns 
 

NA 0.001 0.001 

litter chem. 0.001 0.001 0.001 ns 
 

0.045 0.041 ns ns 
 

NA 0.076 ns 

site 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
 

0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
 

NA 0.001 0.001 

 model 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
 

0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
 

NA 0.001 0.001 

 

              a amoA genes were not detected in Fd litter, therefore the column was omitted  
b Wavelength absorption ratios of extracted DNA solutions 
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Table 5.4: Significance (p-values) of continuous models and predictors in explaining microbial community structure (A; Shannon's 

diversity, richness and Pielou's evenness) or composition (B; presence / absence). Partially constrained ordination analyses were used to test 

the effects of continuous time, initial litter chemistry, climate or Principal Coordinates of Neighbor Matrices (PCNM) predictors, while removing 

other respective effects. Climate and PCNM variables (and litter chemistry in the case of joint poplar and Fd analyses) were first reduced until 

only significant predictors remained (α-level = 0.05; p-values equal or smaller than 0.001 are labelled by this value). Cases where no variables 

were deemed significant and when all of the variance accorded to a variable is confounded by partial constraints are labelled by 'ns'. Data from 

poplar and Douglas-fir litter were treated separately (poplar only and Fd only, respectively) and jointly (Poplar and Fd). Fungi, amoA and nifH 

functional groups were also treated separately and jointly (All taxa). Mean annual range in soil temperature is designated 'TSrange'. Refer to tables 

1 and 2 for other abbreviation definitions.  

Structure  

 

Poplar and Fd 

  

Poplar only 

  

Fd onlya 

 (A) 
 

All taxa Fungi nifH amoA All taxa Fungi nifH amoA All taxa Fungi nifH 

Partially 

constrained 

model 

significance 

time 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.366 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.346 0.001 0.001 0.1 

litter chem. 0.001 0.004 0.001 0.004 0.508 0.376 0.611 0.183 0.461 0.451 0.734 

Climate 0.192 0.546 0.121 0.631 0.188 0.064 0.162 0.614 ns ns ns 

PCNM 0.12 0.011 0.076 0.008 0.012 0.001 0.157 0.002 0.012 ns ns 

Predictor 

significance 

Litter 

chem. 

N 

(0.026) 

CT 

(0.008) 

AUR 

(0.001) 

CT 

(0.027) 

AUR 

(0.029) 

Ash  

(0.001) 

 

N  

(0.007) 

CT 

(0.564) 

N 

(0.297) 

CT 

(0.173) 

N  

(0.85) 

CT 

(0.766) 

N  

(0.341) 

CT 

(0.711) 

Nb  

(0.078) 

N 

(0.484) 

N 

(0.424) 

N 

(0.717) 

 

Climate MS 

(0.068) 

MSmin 

(0.075) 

MSmax 

(0.72) 

TA 

(0.735) 

MSmin 

(0.239) 

TAmin 

(0.959) 

TA 

(0.121) 

MS 

(0.771) 

TA 

(0.378) 

MS 

(0.131) 

MSmax 

(0.433) 

TA  

(0.3) 

MSmin 

(0.071) 

TA 

(0.195) 

MS 

(0.796) 

TA 

(0.332) 

ns ns ns 
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TAmin 

(ns) 

 

PCNM PCNM 1 

(0.007) 

PCNM 3 

(0.826) 

PCNM 4 

(0.682) 

PCNM 5 

(ns) 

PCNM 1 

(0.003) 

PCNM 3 

(0.672) 

PCNM 4 

(0.462) 

PCNM 3 

(0.078) 

PCNM 1 

(0.003) 

PCNM 2 

(0.583) 

PCNM 5 

(0.122) 

PCNM 1 

(0.001) 

PCNM 3 

(0.219) 

PCNM 5 

(0.832) 

PCNM 1 

(0.001) 

PCNM 3 

(0.429) 

PCNM 3 

(0.151) 

PCNM 1 

(0.002) 

PCNM 2 

(0.512) 

PCNM 5 

(0.044) 

PCNM 

4 (0.01) 

ns ns 

          Composition 

 

Poplar and Fd 

  

Poplar only 

  

Fd onlya 

 (B) 
 

All taxa Fungi nifH amoA All taxa Fungi nifH amoA All taxa Fungi nifH 

Model 

significance 
time 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.033 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.031 0.001 0.001 0.001 

litter 

chem. 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.023 0.051 0.718 0.228 0.08 0.074 0.268 

 

Climate 0.001 0.03 0.001 0.008 0.001 0.153 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.001 0.003 

 

PCNM 0.004 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.296 ns 0.131 

Predictor 

significance 

Litter 

chem. 

N (0.001) 

CT 

(0.001) 

AUR 

(0.001) 

CT 

(0.003) 

AUR 

(0.001) 

Ash 

(0.001) 

Ash  

(0.001)  

N  

(0.002) 

CTd 

(0.162) 

N  

(0.024) 

CTbc 

(0.059) 

Nb 

(0.141) 

CT 

(0.577) 

N  

(0.692) 

CT 

(0.533) 

Nb 

(0.132) 

N  

(0.076) 

N 

(0.077) 

N  

(0.271) 

 

Climate MSmin 

(0.009) 

MSmax 

(0.005) 

TA 

(0.03) 

TAmin 

(0.683) 

TSranged 

(ns) 

PET  

MSmin 

(0.012) 

TSrange 

(0.334) 

MSmin 

(0.034) 

TAmin 

(0.026) 

TSmin 

(0.001) 

TSrange 

(0.016) 

PET  

(ns) 

TAmin 

(0.013) 

MSmin 

(0.016) 

MSmax 

(0.006) 

TA 

(0.014) 

TAmin 

(0.628) 

TSrange 

(ns) 

PET  

MSmin 

(0.474) 

MSmax 

(0.078) 

MSmin 

(0.005) 

TA  

(0.01) 

TAmin 

(0.058) 

TSrange 

(0.001) 

PET 

(0.006) 

TAmin 

(0.001) 

TAmax 

(0.049) 

TAmin 

(0.076) 

TSrange 

(0.005) 

TAmax 

(0.003) 

TSrange 

(0.01) 

MS 

(0.095) 

TAmin 

(0.002) 
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(ns) (ns) 

 

PCNM PCNM 1 

(0.002) 

PCNM 3 

(0.215) 

PCNM 5 

(ns) 

PCNM 6 

(ns) 

PCNM 1 

(0.001) 

PCNM 6 

(0.01) 

PCNM 1 

(0.023) 

PCNM 3 

(0.002) 

PCNM 4 

(0.093) 

PCNM 5 

(ns) 

PCNM 1 

(0.001) 

PCNM 5 

(0.001) 

PCNM 1 

(0.004) 

PCNM 3 

(0.074) 

PCNM 5 

(ns) 

PCNM 6 

(ns) 

PCNM 1 

(0.001) 

PCNM 3 

(0.251) 

PCNM 6 

(0.007) 

PCNM 1 

(0.139) 

PCNM 3 

(0.001) 

PCNM 4 

(0.078) 

PCNM 1 

(0.002) 

PCNM 5 

(0.001) 

PCNM 3 

(0.304) 

ns PCNM 3 

(0.131) 

a amoA genes were not detected in Fd litter, therefore the column was omitted  
b significant when only considering litter decaying for 0.58, 1 and 2 years  
c significant when using categorical time predictors 
d significant when using categorical time predictors while only considering litter decaying for 0.58, 1 and 2 year
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in the SDF site, and greater 260 / 230 ratios in 3.58 years samples (post-hoc p < 0.05). 

DNA quality in Fd litter was also affected by time (p = 0.001), due to significant 

decreases in 260 / 280 λ ratios over time of decay (p = 0.004), half the 260 / 230 λ ratios 

in samples decaying for 1 and 2 years compared to the rest (p < 0.001) and increasing 

DNA concentrations in samples until 2 years of decay followed by a drop to 1 year levels 

(p < 0.019). On average, DNA concentration was 23.4 % less in poplar than Fd litter (p = 

0.002), while the 260 / 280 λ ratio was 12.8 % greater (p < 0.001). However, DNA 

quality generally did not confound significance of categorical models (Table 5.3). Only 

changes in fungal community composition associated with N treatments in Fd litter, 

which were not significant when using continuous variables, could have been instead 

attributed to DNA concentration effects (Table 5.3.B).  

  

5.3.2 Temporal effects  

Time was significantly associated with up to 9 and 9.1 % of the variation in overall 

microbial community structure and composition, respectively (Table 5.3 - analyses of all 

taxa for both poplar and Fd litter). No temporal effects were detected for the amoA 

functional group, except for 1.2 % shift in amoA community composition when 

considering time as a continuous variable (Figure 5.1.A), despite lower explanatory 

power for overall microbial community structure and composition (4.3 and 5.7 %, 

respectively; Figure 5.2) compared to categorical analyses. The structure of fungal 

communities in both poplar and Fd litter changed over time (Tables 5.3.A and 5.4.A). In 

poplar litter, fungal richness was greatest after 3.58 years of decay and was lowest during 

the 0.58 year sampling period (17 and 14 OTU on average, respectively), while fungal 

community evenness generally decreased over time and diversity remained unchanged (p 

= 0.001). In Fd litter, fungal richness decreased slightly until 2 years of decay (15 to 14 

OTU on average), with concurrent increases in evenness and diversity, but was greatest 

in samples after 3.58 years (23 OTU on average; p = 0.001). The structure of nifH 

communities was only affected by time in poplar litter, not Fd (Tables 5.3.A and 5.4.A). 

The richness, evenness and diversity of nifH communities in poplar litter increased until 2 

years of decay, on average being 17.6, 22.3 and 33.5 % greater after 2 years of decay (p 
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Figure 5.1: Constrained correspondence analysis showing the effects of (A) time, litter 

chemistry, climate and space (14.8 % of total intertia) on microbial composition of fungi (*), 

nifH (+) and amoA (X) communities. Partially constrained correspondence analysis (B) 

removing all effects except climate (2.75 % of total inertia) or (C) litter chemistry (3.2 % of total 

inertia) are also shown. The effects of both time and litter chemistry (D) on only fungal 

community composition in poplar litter (7.6 % of total intertia). Point size decreases with time in 

panel A and D. Polygons represent k-means clustering based on CCA 1 and 2. 
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Figure 5.2: Fraction of microbial community (A) structure and (B) composition explained 

by litter chemistry, time, climate, spatial PCNM and shared spatioclimatic effects, using 

partially constrained ordination. Data used in analyses either included all functional groups 

(All sp.) and both litter species (Both), or a subsets of data including only a specific functional 

group (fungi, nifH or amoA) and / or only poplar or Fd litter samples.
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= 0.001). Composition of fungal and nifH communities also changed over time, with 

more pronounced differences found after the first year of decay (Figures 5.1.A and 

5.3.A). Overall microbial community composition was significantly associated with the 

% C remaining in litter (3.1 %; p = 0.001; see chapter 4 for details on % C remaining), 

which accounted for 1.3 % of changes independent of time, litter chemistry, space or 

climate (p = 0.001). The % C remaining in litter did not significantly account for changes 

in overall community structure (p = 0.272), since the majority of associated effects (3.4 

of 3.9 %) were accounted for by other factors.  

 

5.3.3 Litter chemistry effects 

Litter chemistry treatments were significantly associated with microbial community 

structure (5.7 %), but generally not when treating poplar and Fd litter separately (Tables 

3.A and 4.A). Fungal richness, evenness and overall diversity were greater in Fd than 

poplar litter (8.3, 4.0 and 5.9 %, respectively). Differences in fungal structure were 

primarily associated with greater diversity, evenness and, to a lesser extent, richness in 

litter with lower CT content, while greater AUR was associated with greater richness and 

less evenness (Table 5.4.A). Greater ash content in Fd litter, which was the chemical 

variable showing the least z-score variance within species, was associated with the 18.5 

% greater nifH community evenness and 24.7 % less richness in this litter compared to 

poplar, as well as with different nifH community composition (Table 5.4.A).  

When assessing both poplar and Fd litter, higher initial N content was associated with 

greater amoA diversity and different amoA community composition (Table 5.4.A; Figure 

5.1.A and C). However, despite not detecting amoA genes in any Fd litter samples, N 

content in poplar litter was only deemed significant in determining amoA community 

structure and composition until 2 years of decay (p = 0.037 and 0.034, respectively; Table 

5.4).  

Overall, litter chemistry was significantly associated with 4.1 % of detected variance 

in microbial community composition (categorical analyses); 3.2 % which can be 

attributed to initial N, CT and AUR content in litter (Figure 5.1.C and 5.2.B). Condensed 

tannin and AUR content accounted for 3 % of differences in fungal composition among 
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Figure 5.3: Partially constrained CCA showing the effects of (A) time , (B) site and (C) litter 

chemistry treatment on microbial composition of fungi (*), nifH (+) and amoA (X) 

communities associated with poplar and Douglas-fir (Fd) leaf litter with low and high 

nitrogen (LN and HN) and condensed tannin (LT and HT, poplar only) content and after 

0.58, 1, 2 and 3.58 years of decay. Litter chemistry effects on (D) fungi communities associated 

with poplar litter only, where point size decreases with time. Polygons represent k-means 

clustering based on CCA 1 and 2.
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litter chemistry treatments. All detected OTU (except for one fungal OTU) were found at 

least once in a poplar sample, while only 60 of the total 66 detected fungal OTU and 18 

of the total 23 detected nifH OTU were found in Fd litter. When treating litter species and 

functional groups separately, litter chemistry was only significant in describing fungal 

responses in poplar litter (Table 5.3.B). Condensed tannin and N treatments were 

associated with shifts in fungal community composition in poplar litter (Figure 5.1.D), 

but only significantly until 2 years of decay (p = 0.039 and 0.014, respectively; Table 

5.4.B). Litter chemistry treatments still accounted for 2.2 % and 2.4 % of overall changes 

in fungal OTU when only using poplar (Figure 5.3.D) or Fd data sets, respectively (Table 

5.3.B), although these effects were not distinctly clustered when models included all 

functional groups and litter species (Figure 5.3.C).  

 

5.3.4 Spatial and climatic effects 

Site (latitude x zone) accounted for 11.2 % and 7.3 % of overall microbial community 

structure and composition, respectively (Figure 5.3, Table 5.3). The structure of each 

fungal and nifH communities differed between sites in poplar litter, while only 

differences in fungal community structure were detected Fd litter (Table 5.3.A). All 

fungal diversity indices were greater at northern sites, especially in the TR and WH 

zones, and lowest at southern sites. Diversity indices of nifH communities in poplar litter 

were greatest in central sites, especially in the DF zone. Detection of amoA in decaying 

litter was rarer than for other functional groups, but community structure was still 

associated with site in poplar litter (Table 5.3.A). The 23 amoA OTUs detected in our 

samples over time were generally found on poplar litter in NWH and DF sites. As 

indicated by structural indices, cluster analysis of microbial composition suggested 

generally different communities were found in litter decaying at NWH or CDF sites 

compared to other remaining sites, which divided into 2 groups dominated by northern or 

southern and central sites (Figure 5.3.B).  

Climate variables did not significantly describe microbial community structure in Fd 

litter (p > 0.05; Table 5.4.A). Despite accounting for 9.1 % of microbial community 

structure in poplar litter, 6.8 % of climatic effects on community structure were shared 
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with spatial effects (Figure 5.2.A), rendering independent climatic effects insignificant 

(Table 5.4.A). Nonetheless, 3.5 % lower MSmin, which was inversely correlated with 

PCNM 3 (r = -0.514), was associated with 13 and 27 % greater fungal community 

diversity and richness, while 4.9 % lower MS, which correlated with PCNM 2 (r = 

0.619), was associated with 5.8 and 4.6 times greater amoA community diversity and 

richness (Table 5.4.A). Increasing TA (1.6°C) correlated with PCNM 3 (r = 0.575) and 

was associated with lower nifH community diversity, richness and evenness (Table 

5.4.A). The slightly lower amoA community richness also associated with greater TA, 

was confounded by the joint effects of PCNM 1, 2 and 3 (Table 5.4.A), even though 

spatio-climatic correlations were low (r < 0.316). 

Climate accounted for 2.7 % of microbial community composition independently, and 

shared a further 3.2 % of effects with PCNM (Figure 5.2.B). Independent climatic effects 

significantly accounted for community composition for each functional groups and litter 

species subsets, except for fungi in poplar litter, where the effects of MSmin and MSmax 

were confounded by negative correlations with PCNM 3 (r = -0.514) and 1 (r = -0.666), 

respectively (Table 5.4.B). MSmin, TA, TSrange and PET were all significantly 

associated with nifH community composition in poplar litter, while the effects of TAmin 

were confounded by correlations with PCNM 4 (r = 0.752; Table 5.4.B). Nonetheless, 

TAmin was significantly associated with the composition of amoA communities in 

poplar litter and nifH communities in Fd litter (Table 5.4.B). TSrange was significantly 

associated with nifH community composition in poplar litter and fungal community 

composition in Fd litter (Table 5.4.B). The significant effects of TAmax on amoA 

community composition in poplar (p =0.049 ) and fungi composition in Fd litter (p = 

0.003) were only detectable when sub-setting litter species and functional groups (Table 

5.4.B). 

Spatial PCNM components 1, 3, 4 and 5 were significantly associated with overall 

microbial community structure (9.4 %, p = 0.001) while PCNM 1, 3, 5 and 6 were 

associated with composition (4.5 %, p = 0.001; Figure 5.4). PCNM 3 was the only spatial 

component associated with microbial composition in Fd litter, namely due to correlations 

with nifH community composition in each litter species (p < 0.008), but was confounded 

by climate effects (Table 5.4.B, Figure 5.2.B). Although PCNM 4 was 
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Figure 5.4: Principal components of neighbor matrices (PCNM) of spatial layout of field 

sites. PCNM 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 were significantly associated with microbial composition, while 

PCNM 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 were significantly associated with community structure. Point size is 

proportional to PCNM values for each sampling location. 
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significantly associated with overall microbial community structure in Fd litter (p = 

0.01), most likely due to fungi as suggested by joint analyses of poplar and Fd samples 

(Table 5.4.A), no spatial patterns were significantly attributed to the structure of 

individual functional groups. PCNM 4 was also associated with the composition of nifH 

communities in poplar litter (p = 0.045), but correlations with TAmin (r = 0.752) 

confounded such effects (Table 5.4.B). In poplar litter, PCNM 1 was associated with the 

composition of each functional group (p < 0.002) and the structure of fungal and amoA 

communities (p = 0.001 and 0.002, respectively). Despite being correlated with less 

MSmax and greater TAmax (r = -0.666 and 0.661, respectively), PCNM 1 was only 

confounded by climate when assessing nifH community composition in poplar litter (p = 

0.139). PCNM 3 was associated with the composition and structure of only fungal and 

nifH communities (p < 0.018), but responses generally confounded by climate. PCNM 2 

was uniquely associated with the structure of amoA communities (p = 0.014), although 

confounded by correlations with MS (r = 0.619), while PCNM 5 with both structure and 

composition (p = 0.001). PCNM 5 was also significant in describing overall nifH 

community composition (p = 0.039), but not when poplar and Fd data set were treated 

separately nor when accounting for climate. PCNM 6 was only associated with fungal 

community composition in poplar litter (p = 0.017). 

 

5.4 Discussion 

Litter chemistry and climate affected the composition of fungi and N-cycling 

communities in decaying litter, often reflecting trends in C decay and nutrient-cycling. 

Spatial layout and temporal effects, which could not be completely isolated from climate 

effects, further explained significant portions of the structure and composition of 

microbial communities. Analysing subsets of microbial communities in decaying leaf 

litter sometimes revealed more subtle (or incongruent) effects that were masked when all 

community data was used (e.g. the effects of TAmax on amoA and fungal community 

structure), similar to observations made of baseline soil communities (Shay et al. 2015). 

Cluster analyses of constrained ordinations must therefore must be carefully designed and 

should be accompanied by independent testing of explanatory variables when effects are 
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potentially nested (e.g. Figure 5.3.C and D). Our findings show that careful comparison 

of analyses on whole community data with those performed on data subsets can help 

reveal or describe macro-ecological trends impacting soil microbes, such as CT and N 

effects nested within time and litter species.  

 

5.4.1 Ammonifying communities are altered by climate and litter nitrogen  

Temporal shifts in the composition of the amoA community progressed gradually over 

time, hence could not be detected for this rarer functional group using only pairwise-like 

comparisons (Table 5.3). The increasing detection of amoA functional genes in decaying 

litter with high N and at warmer sites with ample soil moisture is indicative of increasing 

ammonia availability in such rapidly decaying litter, albeit at earlier and later time 

frames, respectively (Chapter 4). Similarly, warmer temperatures have been associated 

with the biogeography of amoA community composition in the forest floors at our sites 

(Shay et al. 2015), indicating that the influence of climate on amoA communities in 

decaying litter is reflective of long term standing trends at our sites. The absence of 

amoA genes in Fd litter decaying side-by-side poplar litter and forest floors where they 

were detected confirms that site-specific inoculation is not the reason behind our 

observed effects, nor is the endemicity of the litter.  

Increased air temperature may therefore alter the N forms available to trees, favouring 

species with affinities for NO3
-, unless the annual additive short-term effects of reduced 

litter N can offset the longer-term consequences of temperature. Assuming the 

maintenance of favourable water regime in the future, changes in nutrient status under 

warmer climates could favour the growth of western hemlock, which preferentially 

uptakes NO3
- compared to Fd (Gijsman 1991, Turner et al. 1993) and prevent the 

hypothesised westward shift in the transition zone between coastal Western hemlock and 

Douglas fir BEC zones (Hamann and Wang 2006). 

The rapid decay rate of Fd litter and increasing N mineralization in this litter type after 

half a year (Chapter 4) was surprisingly never accompanied by the emergence of amoA 

populations (i.e. never detected). We hypothesize that mycorrhizae may have translocated 
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N surpluses from the endemic Fd-litter type to nearby trees or plants, preventing 

ammonia accumulation at the site of decay.  

 

5.4.2 Climate can account for early succession in fungal composition  

The chemical, climatic and PCNM variables selected in our final models thoroughly 

described the range of effects in our experimental design, since less than 1 % of the 

effects of litter chemistry or site were not accounted for by continuous variables 

describing such treatments. The temporal effects on microbial community structure and 

composition not accounted for when using continuous time variables (4.7 and 3.4 %, 

respectively) indicated non-linear trends in fungal and nifH community succession during 

decay. Successional shifts in fungal community composition were more pronounced after 

2 and especially 3.5 years of decay than during the first year (Figure 5.3.A) and did not 

affect fungal diversity in our decaying poplar and Fd litter, similar to rapid successional 

changes observed in oak systems (Voriskova and Baldrian 2013). Increasing time periods 

between successive sampling could be responsible for the increasing divergence of 

community composition between sampling periods, and would indicate distinct 

community shifts approximately occur on a yearly basis.  

 In a separate analysis, we were able to attribute most of the succession in fungal 

communities over the first 2 years of decay to climate regimes, when adjusting 

temperature and moisture variables over time in order to only reflect the weather 

litterbags were exposed to (see Appendix B for details). The ability of climate to explain 

successional changes in microbial community structure and composition runs counter to 

the classical view of microbial succession as a response to changing resource availability. 

Rapid turnover of microbial communities has been observed in response to climatic stress 

(Schimel et al. 2007). Our observations of microbial succession as a response to ongoing 

climate variation would support such findings, although confounded by exposure time. 

Our results warrant further investigations into the extent of climate-induced microbial 

succession.  
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5.4.3 Short term effects on fungal communities driven by litter chemistry  

Climate-induced shifts in foliar CT and N content would affect litter fall chemistry and 

thus could alter below-ground fungal communities. The range of CT content (76 to 278 

mg g-1 on average) and N content (7.5 to 15 mg g-1 on average) within poplar litter 

affected fungal composition up until 2 years of decay, and yet was not associated with the 

structure of fungal communities. These observations contradict predictions that CT 

inhibit overall microbial diversity. Instead, CT appear to be selecting for specific fungal 

species. The effects of litter chemistry on community structure were mostly driven by 

litter species, meaning that parameters distinguishing poplar from Fd litter (e.g. CT form 

and cutin concentration) were more important than intra-specific variation in CT and N 

concentrations in determining community diversity indexes. Intra-specific variation in CT 

and N concentrations may not be broad enough to elucidate relationships between litter 

chemistry and microbial community structure. The much lower CT concentrations in Fd 

litter compared to poplar litter (3 to 14 times less) was associated with different fungal 

composition and greater fungal diversity indices when compared to poplar, similar to the 

effects of CT concentration in microcosms (Winder et al. 2013).  

The changes in fungal composition associated with greater CT and lower N content 

were accompanied by reduced rates of decay and later onset of net N mineralization 

(Chapter 4). The greater resolution of PCR-DGGE fingerprinting techniques, compared 

phospholipid fatty acid analysis (Nannipieri et al. 2003, Smyth et al. 2015), allowed 

linkage of changes in microbial community composition to C loss. The lack of 

association between our diversity indices (i.e. community structure) and litter-decay 

status supports previous findings using different microbial screening tools (Nannipieri et 

al. 2003).  

It is possible that some of the fungal OTUs affected by our CT treatments were 

mycorrhizal species, as was the case in a study of the effects of CT from black spruce and 

sheep laurel (Joanisse et al. 2009). Mycorrhizae strongly influences the competition for 

nutrients between plants and decomposers, as well as rates of C sequestration (Averill et 

al. 2014). Condensed tannins in decaying leaf litter can influence nutrient-cycling in a 

way that benefits the source plant (Chapter 4). Our findings further demonstrated that 

these effects correlate with the effects of CT on the makeup of fungal communities. Such 
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feedback loops between above- and below-ground communities were also demonstrated 

in grass / shrub systems, where plant community traits (e.g. C / N) reflect their life-

strategy and generates positive feedback loops via microbial selection that can perpetuate 

an ecosystems' nutrient status (Legay et al. 2014).  

 

5.4.4 Diazotrophs differ among litter species  

Litter species had a strong influence on nifH communities and how they were affected 

by climate. Different nifH OTU colonized decaying litter from poplar and Fd species, 

hence some of the detected diazotroph species may be species- or litter-specific. Winder 

et al. (2013) identified several diazotrophic endophytes of poplar during microcosm 

incubations of poplar litter, a reminder that diazotrophs in our litter bags may not have 

been limited to free-living species. nifH community composition was further affected by 

the annual range in soil temperature in poplar litter, and by the minimum annual air 

temperature in Fd litter (Table 5.4.B). Apart from being a potential source of essential 

mineral elements (e.g. Mg, Fe, Mo), it is unclear to us how slight differences in initial ash 

content could be responsible for differing nifH community structure or composition 

between poplar and Fd litter. Since ash was correlated with CT differences between litter 

species (r = -0.763), it is possible that the amount or type of CT, even in low CT poplar 

treatments, may have selected for different diazotrophic species. Alternatively, ash 

content may correlate with other compounds or metabolites that we did not measure but 

vary in content between Fd and poplar litters (e.g. waxes and cutins). Selective 

colonization may also be simply the result of significantly different C decay trajectories 

and nutrient availability between litter species during decay, as suggested by Widmer et 

al. (1999). Decay and nutrient status were, in a similar to nifH community composition, 

intricately linked to climate (Chapter 4). We generally detected more nifH genes (i.e. 

more richness) in poplar litter compared to Fd litter. The slower decay rates for poplar 

litter from 0.58 to 3.58 years of decay compared to during the could suggest low N 

availability in this litter during this time period, however the presence of genes does not 

always reflect biological activity.  
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5.4.5 Conclusions 

High CT and low N concentrations in leaf litter were associated with changes in 

microbial community composition, especially fungi, that may be directly responsible for 

the slower early (< 2 years) decay rates and lead to a net annual sequestration of litter 

carbon in forest soils. The effects of initial litter chemistry, AUR (35.3 - 41.5 % dw), CT 

(2.1 - 29.1 % dw) and N (0.61-1.57 % dw) on microbial community composition in 

decaying litter were less than the joint effects of 1.6 and 3.4 °C differences in annual 

mean and minimum air temperature, respectively, and 4.1 and 26.9 % differences in 

annual minimum and maximum soil moisture, respectively (Figure 5.2). Long term 

microbial composition in forest soils may therefore be primarily affected by future 

climates, especially since the effects of litter chemistry diminish over time (Chapter 4) as 

the compositions of different types of litter converge (Chapter 3). Furthermore, shared 

spatio-climatic and temporal-climatic effects made up a considerable portion of climate 

effects, and warrant further investigation in the face of climate change. Baseline 

assessments of microbial biogeography in soils were helpful in interpreting our 

experimental result and will be of increasing importance in the analysis of future impacts 

of climate change and development on such a critical and unknown part of our 

ecosystems.  
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5.5 Appendix 

Appendix B:  
Supplemental analysis of fungal communities associated with decay of Douglas-
fir and poplar leaf litter over 2 years of decay.  

Experimental design, analyses and model selection were perform as for data covering 

3.58 years of data, however continuous climate variables at each site were allowed to 

change over time in order to only reflect the time period litter was exposed to in the field, 

spatial effects (PCNM) were included in categorical modelling, and additional predictors 

were included in modelling. 

 

Results of analyses of fungi over 2 years of decay with variable climate over time 

Spatial PCNM components 1, 3, 4 and 6 were associated with fungal community 

structure while only PCNM 1 and 3 were associated with composition (Figure B1). 

Although latitude was associated with variability in structure and composition, 

concurrent correlations with PCNM1 and 3 (r = 0.8863 and -0.414, respectively; p < 

0.05) confounded significance, even when only considering poplar samples. PCNM 4 and 

6 correlate most strongly with zone (r = 0.591 and -0.235, respectively; p < 0.05).  

Fungal community structure in decaying leaf litter was not affected by years of decay 

or zone (Figure B2.A). Temperature gradients accounted for 5.8% of community 

structure, independent of geographical space (Figure B2.A). Diversity and richness 

increased with greater total potential evapotranspiration, while evenness decreased with 

increasing number of frost free days. A small fraction (2.5%) of differences in fungal 

community structure can be attributed to greater evenness (3% on average) on Fd than 

poplar litter (Figure B2.A).  

 Fungal community composition was most correlated with litter chemistry (3.7-4.9%) 

and climate (2.9-7.2%) followed by years of decay (0.7-3.7%) and spatial distance (1.3-

1.7%) (Figure B2.B). Most OTUs (82.4%) did not correlate with any measured factors; 

for some, but not all, due to their ubiquity. Some (1.2%) of the effects of litter chemistry 

on community composition (Figure A3) were not accounted for by continuous chemical 

factors (Figure B4.A), suggesting that additional chemical components influence fungal 

colonization of decaying litter. 
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 The effects of initial litter chemistry, C (461-513 mg g-1 dw), insoluble CT (11-125 

mg g-1 dw) and N (6.1-15.7 mg g-1 dw) on fungal composition in decaying litter (Figure 

B4.A) were less than joint effects of 6.3 and 10.6°C increases in mean and max air 

temperature, respectively, and 9.2 and 32.2% decreases in min and max soil moisture, 

respectively (Figure B4.B, Figure B2.B). Furthermore, the majority of temporal effects 

can be accounted for by changes in weather exposure, indicating that climate can account 

for trends in fungal succession in decaying litter. 

 Community composition of decay-associated fungi may be altered by ~11% as a 

result of climate change (Figure B4.C), with potential implications on C sequestration 

and nutrient cycling .
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Figures for analyses of fungi over 2 years of decay with variable climate over time 

 

 
Figure B.1: Principal coordinates of neighbor matrices (PCNM) of field-site geographic locations used in modeling. PCNM 1, 3, 4 and 6 

were associated with fungal community structure while only PCNM 1 and 3 with composition. Although latitude was associated with structure and 

composition, concurrent correlations with PCNM 1 and 3 (r = 0.8863 and -0.4138 respectively, p < 0.05) confounded significance, even when 

only considering poplar samples. PCNM 4 and 6 correlate with zone (r = -0.5915 and -0.2347 respectively, p < 0.05). 
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Figure B.2: Fraction of (A) fungal community structure (diversity, richness, evenness) or (B) fungal community composition (OTU 

pres./abs.) explained by categorical or continuous predictors representing space, year, climate, litter chemistry or shared effects (shared), 

using RDA or CCA respectively. Asterisks mark when conditioned models used to calculate a given fraction are significant (Permutation test for 

RDA or CCA p < 0.05).  
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Figure B.3: CCA of fungal community composition from decaying leaf litter samples in 

response to litter treatment (categorical constraints) omitting the effects of years of decay, 

latitude, zone and space. Litter treatments accounted for 4.88% of fungal community 

composition (3.22% when only considering poplar litter). Polygons represent k-means clustering 

using CCA components 1 and 2. Each f1 to f68 represents a unique OTU. All responses were 

scaled to unit variance. Percent inertia explained by each CCA component is in parenthesis next 

to axis label.  
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Figure B.4: CCA of fungal composition in response to: (A) litter chemistry alone [ratio of 

insoluble CT to N (insol.N), C/N ratio (C.N) and % C (C); 3.7% of total variance], (B) 

climate alone [maximum hourly and minimum mean daily soil moisture (MSmax, 

dMSmin), mean daily and minimum mean daily air temperature (dTA, dTAmin), and frost 

free days (FFD); 7.2% of total variance] and (C) both chemistry and climate (11% of total 

variance). The effects of year, spatial distance and shared effects (6.7% of total variance) were 

removed in each depicted model. Climate and litter chemistry factors were reduced by building 

the best 1-9 factor models for each subset (using 'leap' model selection for multivariate responses, 

Cerdeira et al. 2015), selecting models where factors are all significant (using permutation test for 

CCA) and repeating with a joint set of the retained factors. The significance of final models was 

confirmed using a permutation test for CCA. 
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Chapter 6 : Overall conclusions 

 

6.1 Summary of major findings 

This study aimed to quantify the effects of litter chemistry (CT and N) and in-situ 

climate on litter decay, N mineralization and associated microbial functional groups. 

Poplar and Fd litter with varying concentrations of N and CT (poplar litter only) was 

placed in litterbags and laid on the forest floor to decay, at sites spanning climatic ranges. 

Changes in litter chemistry (C, N, CT and proximate chemistry), mass loss and in-situ 

climate was assessed over 3.58 years of decay in the field. The biogeography of microbial 

functional groups at field site was determined at the time of litterbag deployment. 

Microbial communities associated with the decaying litter were then tracked over time. 

The major findings from this experimental design are summarized in the following 

sections.   

6.1.1 Impact of spatial layout on microbial communities 

My research has shown that initial microbial biogeography in forest soils was in part 

determined by climatic variables that select for the composition of microbial 

communities (Chapter 2). At each site, plot-level differences in soil edaphic 

characteristics and ground cover then influenced the structure (richness, evenness and 

diversity) of these microbial communities (Chapter 2). Since pH was a major determinant 

of microbial community structure in soils, it is thus possible that differences attributable 

to the species (i.e. poplar versus Fd) in decaying litter reflect differences in acidity 

between the two litter types, although not measured. Concentrations of CT and N, which 

correlate with C/N ratios, did not seem to influence the structure (diversity, evenness and 

richness) of microbial communities on decaying litter (Chapter 5), as would be expected 

from the influence of C/N on the structure of communities in mineral soils. This 

discrepancy may result from the relatively short period of time needed to restore 

similarity between different litter treatments during decay (Chapter 3). Plot level 

differences in C/N would instead be placing longer term selective pressures on the 

microbial communities and likely reflect historical plant colonization opportunities, 
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periodic inputs of larger woody debris or geological soil formation. Plot level 

dissimilarities in community structure is a testament of the heterogeneity of forest floors 

(Ramette and Tiedje 2007b) and are likely responsible for local patchiness of nutrient 

sources and sinks (Schimel and Bennett 2004).  

Spatial distance is an important determinant of dissimilarity among microbial 

communities in soils (Green et al. 2004, Ramette and Tiedje 2007b, Monroy et al. 2012). 

Using PCNM, I was able to attribute important portions of microbial community 

dissimilarity among litter treatments, plots and sites to spatial layout (Chapters 2 and 5). 

Many PCNM components reflected measured gradients in climate, edaphic 

characteristics and vegetation, but other significant PCNM components (or fractions 

thereof) were not correlated to known variables. These uncorrelated PCNM effects may 

simply be reflective of spatial distance effects, but in some cases could also be indicative 

of other important variables not considered in this study. Despite such biogeographical 

differences, accounting for the microbial community composition in soils failed to 

improve the explanatory power of our C-decay models (Chapter 4). Instead, the 

biogeography of microbial composition tended to have similar explanatory power as 

climate at describing decay rates. I thus concluded that climatic effects on microbial 

communities generally reflects effects on decomposition. Furthermore, the slight 

improvements on the C-decay model provided by principal components reflecting 

microbial community structure in soils (Chapter 4) is evidence that better understanding 

of C sequestration is possible through analysis of microbial community dynamics. 

 

6.1.2 Microbial explanations for decay and N mineralization trajectories 

Soluble compounds found in leaf litter, including carbohydrates, small phenols and 

water-soluble CT, are rapidly lost during the first half year of decay (Chapter 3). Soluble 

carbohydrates and small phenols are known C substrates for heterotrophic microbes 

(Fierer et al. 2001, Meier and Bowman 2008), hence were likely lost as a result of both 

microbial metabolism and leaching. It is hard to separate these two fates since the 

moisture required for bacteria and fungi to access and metabolize such organic carbon 

will also carry soluble compounds to deeper soil layers or farther downstream (Moyano 

et al. 2013). The sporadic emergence of amoA (i.e. ammonia-oxidising) communities in 
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poplar litter throughout the study despite rapid decay and the onset net N mineralization 

after 0.58 years of decay (Chapters 4 and 5) would suggest that soluble compounds are 

being are rapidly leached from the leaf litter. Ammonia oxidizing communities require 

ammonia for metabolic energy and would not be able to establish if high N demand and 

microbial turnover mostly maintained N in organic forms. In such a case, leaching of 

soluble N in organic (C-bound) form would partially account for net N mineralization. 

Our estimate of carbon sequestration may therefore be an underestimate since C loss 

would be partially composed of respired CO2 and of dissolved organic carbon leached to 

lower soil layers (Kalbitz et al. 2000).  

All poplar litter treatments were rapidly colonised by fungal communities by 0.58 

years of decay (Chapter 5). Nevertheless, the composition of fungal communities was 

affected by CT, which led to slower decomposition during the first year of decay 

(Chapter 4). As outlined in chapter 3, only the insoluble and acetone:MeOH-soluble 

forms of CT appear to be causing this slower decay. Concurrent reductions in net N 

mineralization (Chapter 4) could suggest that decay is being limited by the reduced 

availability of N in the litter matrix. Condensed tannins have been shown to reduce N 

availability to microbes in general (Bradley et al. 2000), but increase organic N 

availability to mycorrhizal species associated with the plants producing a particular CT 

form (Joanisse et al. 2009). Slowing down N mineralization rates during the first half-

year after leaf abscission will most likely benefit the growth of trees in the spring, when 

N demands are high.  

Increasing atmospheric CO2 concentrations is predicted to increase the occurrence of 

precipitation extremes (Kharin et al. 2007), which may increase soil erosion and N 

leaching. The accumulation of organic litter can lead to better water retention capacity in 

forest soils (Rawls et al. 2003), which may lead to reduced water flow rate and erosion 

over time. Furthermore if the most active period of decay is delayed until emergence 

from dormancy in the spring, there will be less chances of nutrients being leached out 

during heavy precipitation events and trees will have a better probability of taking up N 

made available through microbial loops. 

Since poplar trees were not present at our experimental sites, it is hard to predict 

whether observed trends in C decay and N mineralization would mirror those found in the 
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forest floor of poplar stands. It is possible that the presence of poplar-associated 

mycorrhizal species could offset the observed effects of CT on litter decay and N 

mineralization by preferentially accessing the nutrients within the litter at the onset of 

decay. In such a case, changes in microbial community composition would still be 

indicative of alternate microbial loops and N trajectories below-ground, but with no 

observable effects on C remaining. In either case, we still conclude that increasing CT 

concentrations in leaf litter has the potential to benefit the trees (i.e. poplar) producing 

them through favourable N cycling.   

Insoluble and acetone:MeOH-soluble CT were indirectly shown to be chemically 

altered throughout our experiment, but especially during the first 2 years of decay 

(Chapter 3). This time period also corresponds to the duration of CT effects on C 

remaining (Chapter 4) and on fungal communities (Chapter 5). Fungi play primary roles 

in litter decay in acidic soils of conifer forests (Strickland and Rousk 2010) and use 

extracellular enzymes to degrade target substrates (Read and Perez-Moreno 2003, Kivlin 

et al. 2013). I hypothesise that CT were actively being transformed either directly by 

fungal species that can metabolize CT or indirectly via non-target enzymes from fungal 

communities that can tolerate substrate conditions in the presence of CT. The vast 

majority of CT rapidly became undetectable in the first half year of decay, but 

correlations between changes in proximate chemical fractions and CT content suggest a 

longer period of transformation into eventual AUR products (Chapter 3). Furthermore, 

similarity in the proximate chemistries of litter treatments increased at a similar pace as 

similarity among fungal communities. Thus, some of the fungi screened using PCR-

DGGE are likely responsible for the transformation of CT into metastable AUR products.  

In poplar litter, communities of ammonia-oxidising bacteria were associated with high 

N concentrations and warmer climate, but were not ubiquitous indicators of fast decay or 

high net N mineralization (Chapters 4 and 5). Interestingly, amoA genes were never 

detected on decaying Fd litter, despite a rapidly accelerating decay rate and net N 

mineralization after 1 year of decay (Chapter 4) and the presence of ammonia-oxidising 

communities in the soil (Chapter 2). This suggests rapid translocation of N out of the 

litterbag. The high frequency of nifH genes found in both Fd and poplar litter suggests 

that demand for N is outstripping the supply provided by decay. Nitrogen fixing 
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populations are still abundant after 3.58 years of decay, as indicated by the detection of 

nifH genes (i.e. nitrogen-fixing bacteria), suggesting that N availability to microbes is 

low despite large amounts being mineralized from the decaying litter. This signal could 

come from remnant DNA from inactive cells, since my methods did not allow me to 

measure the activity of these populations. It is also possible that decaying Fd litter 

provides a more anoxic environment than decaying poplar litter, therefore preventing the 

establishment of autotrophic ammonia oxidizing bacteria and favouring nitrogen fixation. 

Alternatively, rapid loss of N out of decaying litter, which would also prevent the 

colonization by ammonia-oxidising bacteria, could be due to transport by mycorrhizal 

fungi and/or to losses via leaching. Rapid microbial loop turnover would account for 

increasing decay rates, but would only account for N losses during high precipitation 

events when leaching could occur. Mycorrhizal species have been shown to actively 

decay litter in order to acquire nutrients (Hodge et al. 2001, Read and Perez-Moreno 

2003), therefore could be responsible for both the rapid decay of litter and translocation 

of N from decaying litter. Since Douglas-fir forests are ecosystems intricately linked to 

mycorrhizal species (Simard 2009), it would be possible that apparent N deficiencies in 

such forest is the result of rapid competitive uptake by mycorrhizal-tree networks (Averill 

et al. 2014).  

We determined that litter supplemented with N under the form of glutamine led to a 

reduction in calculated microbial C-use efficiencies (Chapter 4). On the other hand, 

differences in CT concentrations did not affect microbial C-use efficiencies, despite both 

CT and N affected decay and mineralization rates. This suggests that two alternate 

processes are being affected by N and CT treatments. The effects CT and N have on 

fungal community composition could be partially explain such differences (Chapter 5). 

As outlined above, different CT concentrations may be favouring colonization by 

different mycorrhizal species. On the other hand, high N may be favouring the 

colonization of opportunistic heterotrophic species. Active decay by heterotrophs to 

access new C sources with an already abundant supply of N (i.e. glutamine applied to the 

surface of litter) would lead to the accumulation of surplus ammonia, and thus would 

account for the amoA communities on high N litter. Microbes can also adjust enzyme 

production and biomass stoichiometry according to available substrates (Kivlin et al. 
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2013). Changes in biomass stoichiometry over time was not accounted for in this study 

and could also account for some of the dramatic reduction in microbial C-use efficiencies 

associated with high N litter. A simultaneous reduction in N and increase in CT 

concentrations in leaf litter has the potential to dramatically influence microbial 

community dynamics and nutrient flow in forest soils.  

 

6.2 Microbes are the keystone to forest productivity 

Decomposition represents a unique interface between plants and microbes, between 

above-ground and below-ground systems. The seasonality of litter input via leaf 

senescence would be an apt mechanism for the evolution of plant-soil feedbacks. 

Both bacteria and fungi have ancient symbiotic relationships with plants. The 

requirement of specific plant genes in order for successful symbionts infection is a 

testament of the longstanding evolutionary bond between plants and their root symbionts 

(Kistner et al. 2005, Genre and Russo 2016). More recently, microbes of the phyllosphere 

have been shown to benefit their plant host by boosting their defence responses (Kim et 

al. 2011, Vogel et al. 2016) in exchange for substrates such as methanol and saccharides 

(Vorholt 2012). I believe that in similar ways to traditional views of mutualistic and 

parasitic relationships between two organisms in direct contact, perennial plant species 

share beneficial and detrimental relationships with the microbial communities processing 

their litter.  

Mycorrhizal species do share direct contact with one or more mutual plant partners, 

but are also actively involved in decomposition and the recycling of nutrients from 

abscised plant litter (Hodge et al. 2001, Simard 2009, Pritsch and Garbaye 2011). Litter 

composition that favours colonization by a mutualistic fungus has long-term benefits for 

the plant producing that litter, since the plant is able to more readily re-access the once-

acquired nutrients. Thus, mycorrhizae benefit from a reliable carbohydrate supply and the 

plant benefits from more effective recovery of nutrients from its leaf litter.  

Nitrogen fixation by free-living diazotrophs is an important source of N in decaying 

litter (Vitousek and Howarth 1991, Thompson and Vitousek 1997). The colonization of 

leaf litter by the microbes will indirectly benefit nearby plants by increasing total N pools 

in the system, even though there is no direct in contact between microbe and plant. In 
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exchange for fixing N, heterotophic diazotrophs receive a steady supply of organic matter 

from nearby plants. The N fixed by free-living diazothrophs will not necessarily directly 

return to the plant supplying the leaf litter. However, providing leaf litter of a 

composition that limits N availability to organisms other than mycorrhizal species, while 

providing adequate C substrates for diazotrophs, should increase N availability for the 

source plant. As outlined above, such effects could be induced by CT, where N bound in 

complexes would be only be available to a select group of fungi. The protein binding 

properties of polyphenols are known to increase with senescence (Gallet and Lebreton 

1995). Through their leaf litter, perennial plants can potentially select for a whole 

community of mutual partnerships. Conversely, microbial species that depend on leaf 

litter for subsistence have an incentive in enhancing the health and productivity of source 

plants.  

Furthermore, taking each microbial species or functional group in isolation may not 

necessarily appear as a benefit to the plant, but the compound effects of multiple 

microbial populations may be. For example, N mineralised from the heterotrophic decay 

of litter may not necessarily be accessible to a nearby tree, due to the low mobility of 

ammonium in soils and high competition for this ion (Schimel and Bennett 2004). 

However, the rapid decay of N-rich litter by heterotrophic populations can lead to 

accumulations of ammonia, which will in turn support ammonia oxidising bacteria. The 

resulting nitrate ions are more soluble in water and may have better chances of being 

absorbed by tree species with affinities for nitrate. The reverse could also apply if 

excessive N mineralization altered microbial loops in such a way that N is leached and/or 

inaccessible to the plant. In such a case, N stress would induce a reduction in litter quality 

favouring slower decay and mineralization rates. Deficiency of N in soils can lead to 

increases in CT concentration in plant tissues (Chapter 3; Lindroth et al. 2002, Osier and 

Lindroth 2006). By regulating the rate of decay through alterations of litter composition, 

perennial plant species have the potential to create microbial trophic cascades that can 

benefit them as a whole.  

My research showed how shifts in litter chemistry potentially linked to enhanced 

atmospheric CO2 may help trees maintain better nitrogen access via alteration of 

microbial community composition, and in turn increasing C sequestration in soils. Taken 
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alongside the evidence that microbial communities can boost forest productivity (van der 

Heijden et al. 2008), our results emphasise the need for a better understanding of long-

term tree interactions with both native and foreign microbial communities for future 

forest management in the face of climate change. 

 

6.3 Future research  

My research supports the hypothesis that induced shifts in condensed tannin and 

nitrogen content in leaf litter can offset faster decay associated with warmer temperatures 

via shifts in fungal composition. This provides further evidence that microbial 

communities will play a key role in determining rates of C sequestration under climate 

change (Zhou et al. 2012b). However, CT can affect microbial populations differently 

depending on the chemical characteristics of the CT of specific plant species (Joanisse et 

al. 2009). Furthermore, the response of increasing CT at elevated CO2 concentrations 

may vary with tree genotype (Mansfield et al. 1999) and is likely to impact below-ground 

processes in different ways (Norby et al. 2001, Liu et al. 2005, Parsons et al. 2008, Liu et 

al. 2009). The genetic identity of trees has been shown to influence decomposition and 

nutrient mineralization (Madritch et al. 2006), likely via variable litter chemical 

composition associated with genetic and ontogenetic traits (Lindroth et al. 2002) and 

their impact on below-ground communities. Further experimentation on the effects of tree 

genotype and/or CT structure is therefore needed before extrapolating the effects of CT 

on decay and N mineralization when modelling climate change scenarios.  

This research has focussed on the impacts of climate and litter chemistry, including 

CT concentration in poplar, on litter decay in Douglas-fir forest. Although the climate 

envelope in this study is representative of some of the range of poplar forest, the observed 

effects of climate and litter chemistry may differ in the forest floor of poplar stands. 

Microbial communities and nutrient cycling pathways are likely to differ between poplar 

and Douglas-fir forests. Furthermore, previous studies have shown that the unique 

composition of CT produced by a given species will alter nutrient cycling in a specific 

way to benefit that species (Joanisse et al. 2007, Joanisse et al. 2009). To more clearly 

define the functional properties of CT, I suggest repeating a similar field study, however 
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deploying litter bags in a forest stand dominated by the same tree species for which 

different concentrations of CT are tested.  

Isotopically labelling CT in leaf litter would be an ideal tool to characterize the 

functions of CT in soils. Labelling of CT would allow for the tracking of CT C as it is 

transformed into AUR products. Furthermore, it could also confirm whether this C is 

used as a carbon source and immobilized by microbes or is simply transformed as by-

product of extracellular processes in the acquisition of other C forms and nutrients. 
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